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Abstract

The clock speed of current CPUs and RAM has stopped scaling with Moore’s Law. Yet the scale of applications in science and engineering continues to increase. In order to address this scaling of applications, newer NUMA architectures are emerging. These include parallel disks, hybrid CPU-GPU, and many-core CPUs.

Existing CPU-based algorithms, as well as legacy sequential code, need to be migrated to NUMA in order to stay on the curve of Moore’s Law.

Migrating applications from traditional sequential architectures to NUMA is difficult, because NUMA architectures penalize data access patterns and computation patterns that are often used by programs on traditional architectures. Specific inefficient operations on NUMA architectures include: random access in hash table lookups; tensor computations involving many small, independent matrix multiplications; collecting together the inputs for a task from multiple previous tasks; and slow access to remote memory. Specific issues for hybrid CPU-GPU architectures are: transferring data from CPU to limited GPU global memory (up to 6 GB for 512 cores, in comparison with up to 2 GB/core on the CPU), and the limited size of GPU on-chip cache (typically 768 KB today).

This dissertation analyzes three real-world applications in computational science, each important to a particular community. The three applications are: the determinization and minimization of large finite state automata (important in permutation patterns), a port of the integral operator of the MADNESS scientific library from CPU-only architectures to hybrid CPU-GPUs (important in computational chemistry), and efficient multiplication of large permutations (important in computational group theory).

In all three cases, traditional architectures were either too slow, or did not support problem sizes of sufficient scale. For each application, NUMA solutions based on adapting existing CPU-based algorithms are proposed. NUMA architectures were adopted for the sake of greater speed (through greater parallelism) and/or greater data storage.

Two common techniques used across all three NUMA-based solutions are delayed data access (to allow for reordering of accesses) and delayed task execution (to hide the overhead of on-demand task launch).

In hindsight, we observe that the usage of delayed operations leads to a map-reduce-like control flow in each of the three NUMA-based solution implementations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Today, the parallel computing landscape is diverse and dynamic, including a variety of emerging Non-Uniform Memory Architectures (NUMA), such as the parallel disks of a cluster, hybrid CPU-GPU architectures, or many-core machines, amongst others.

In NUMA architectures, memory access time is non-uniform (memory that is closer to a processing unit can be accessed faster than memory that is farther from the processing unit). Each NUMA architecture has multiple levels of memory with respect to the access time (e.g. in commodity clusters the levels are: Level-1 cache, Level-2 cache, main memory, local disk, remote memory, and remote disk). For the simplicity of exposition, we categorize all memory components of an architecture into two categories: local memory and non-local memory (see Table 1.1). An algorithm for a two-level memory hierarchy can also be used in an architecture with multiple hierarchical levels, by applying it to any two adjacent levels.

As the single-core CPU frequency peaked in the mid-2000s, further performance gains were no longer possible with new generations of single-core CPUs. Moreover, since the density of RAM is not increasing as fast as earlier, problems with very large data sets will overflow the RAM of commodity
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUMA Architecture</th>
<th>Local Memory</th>
<th>Non-local Memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parallel-disks Cluster</td>
<td>Local RAM</td>
<td>Local Disk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Remote RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Remote Disk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid CPU-GPU Cluster</td>
<td>Local CPU RAM</td>
<td>Local GPU RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Remote CPU RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Remote GPU RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many-core Machine with multiple memory levels</td>
<td>Level-1 cache</td>
<td>RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level-2 cache</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: For a parallel-disks cluster, RAM local to a compute node can be considered local memory, whereas local disk, remote RAM, and remote disks are non-local memory. For a cluster with hybrid CPU-GPU nodes, a node’s CPU RAM is local, whereas the node’s GPU RAM and memory on the other nodes is non-local. A node’s GPU RAM is non-local because of the high access latency over PCIeExpress between the CPU and the GPU. The case of a many-core machine, although traditionally considered an SMP (Symmetric Multi-Processor) architecture, can also be viewed as a NUMA architecture with respect to the cache-RAM hierarchy. For a CPU core, accessing Level-1 cache requires up to 10 CPU cycles, accessing Level-2 cache requires up to 40 CPU cycles. Both Level-1 cache and Level-2 cache are local memory. Accessing RAM requires around 50–100 CPU cycles. RAM is non-local memory.

This dissertation studies three different real-world applications in three different scientific domains. For each application, a novel NUMA-based solution is proposed.

The three applications were chosen because they each solve an important problem in a scientific domain. The domains are: permutation patterns (using parallel disks), computational chemistry (using hybrid CPU-GPU nodes in a cluster), and computational group theory (using many-core CPUs and parallel disks).

The application in the permutation patterns domain is concerned with a series of problem instances of increasing size. Each problem instance requires 3.5 times as much memory as the previous instance. The largest problem instance we solved required 1.1 terabytes of storage (see Table 2.1). Hence,
parallel disks were needed to accommodate the large data sets of these problem instances.

For the application in computational chemistry, the decision of using hybrid CPU-GPU clusters was driven by the domain scientists. Their decision is based on the need to scale up to larger problems, which is dependent on the current trend of using more and more hybrid CPU-GPU nodes in supercomputers. This trend is itself motivated by the need to keep energy consumption in supercomputers within reasonable limits, so that the cost of running a supercomputer is kept within reasonable limits.

For the application in computational group theory, the choice of the many-core architecture was imposed by the need to speed up the application solution. The many-core solution can be used for problem instances whose data sets fit in RAM. For problem instances whose data sets do not fit in RAM, we propose a parallel-disks version of the solution.

A unifying theme across the three applications is that it was no longer possible to scale up by using existing algorithms on traditional architectures. In order to scale up to larger problem instances, or to solve problem instances faster (therefore allowing more problem instances to be solved in a fixed amount of time), we had to use NUMA architectures.

NUMA architectures offer significant performance or scale improvements compared to traditional architectures. On the flip side, NUMA architectures penalize various access patterns and computational patterns (as a consequence of the non-uniform access time):

- parallel disks penalize random access;

- hybrid CPU-GPU architectures penalize complex data access to the GPU RAM and on-demand transfers between the CPU and GPU, as
well as computations with a high data-access-to-arithmetic-operation ratio; and

- many-core machines penalize non-cache-local data access.

The proposed solutions for NUMA architectures avoid these penalties, while harnessing the architecture strengths.

For each application, we migrated existing algorithms from traditional CPU-based architectures to a targeted NUMA architecture by using delayed data access and delayed task execution, along with architecture-specific and problem-specific solutions. Using delayed operations, the application can avoid the forms of data access and computation that are penalized by the NUMA architectures. The benefits of using delayed data access and delayed task execution are presented for each of the three applications in their own dedicated chapters.

In each case, we show experimentally that our migration of existing algorithms for traditional architectures to NUMA leads to significant performance improvements or to greater scale.

In addition, in Chapter 5 we identify a common map-reduce pattern unifying the NUMA-based solutions for the three applications discussed in the dissertation. Each of the three solution implementations extends the standard map-reduce control flow in its own particular way, as described in Section 5.2. In Chapter 5 we speculate that map-reduce-like solutions could be applied successfully in the future to migrate CPU-based algorithms for other scientific computations to NUMA.
1.1. OVERVIEW OF THE THREE NUMA-BASED SOLUTIONS

Thesis Statement

Three novel solutions are proposed for three different real-world problems in computational science. In all three cases, traditional architectures were either too slow, or did not support problem sizes of sufficient scale. Each of the three solutions is achieved by migrating existing CPU-based algorithms to a targeted NUMA architecture. Each NUMA-based solution improves upon previously available CPU-based solutions for the corresponding problem either by being able to solve larger problem instances (parallel disk-based algorithms for finite state automata) or by being able to solve problem instances faster (a hybrid CPU-GPU operator in the MADNESS scientific framework, and a permutation multiplication algorithm for many-core machines and parallel disks).

1.1 Overview of the Three NUMA-based Solutions

The first real-world problem addressed in the dissertation is the determinization and minimization of large finite-state automata. Existing algorithms for determinization and minimization operate in RAM on commodity machines. However, there are determinization problems that overflow the available RAM of commodity machines and therefore cannot be completed with existing RAM-based approaches. To address this issue, we propose a solution that takes advantage of the storage space offered by the aggregate disks of a commodity cluster. The contributions of the dissertation in this area are:

- a parallel disk-based algorithm for NFA determinization (it is intended
for large determinizations that overflow RAM on commodity machines);

• a parallel disk-based algorithm for DFA minimization (the minimal equivalent DFA of a large DFA is often much smaller than the large DFA and, thus, easier to process);

• a new scalable RAM-based multi-threaded implementation for NFA determinization and DFA minimization;

• an application of the parallel disk-based algorithms to a challenging permutation-patterns problem involving stack-sortable permutations encoded as token passing networks; the experimental evidence gathered from the application of the disk-based algorithms led to the formulation of a conjecture for that specific stack-sortable permutations problem.

These contributions are published in [SKCL11] and [SKCL12].

The second real-world problem is the migration of the integral operator in MADNESS (a multiresolution-based general-purpose scientific framework) from CPU-only architectures to CPU-GPU clusters. This is a challenging problem, because MADNESS computations involve complex data access and many small compute-intensive tasks as opposed to simple, regular data access and a few large compute-intensive tasks. Complex data access is slow on GPUs. Also, on-demand invocation of the small compute-intensive tasks on the GPU suffers from high GPU access latency, low CPU-GPU transfer bandwidth and high CUDA kernel launch overhead. This overhead can dominate the application running time. Moreover, in the case of small tasks, a single CUDA kernel executing on the GPU leaves a part of the GPU idle. We propose a solution for migrating the MADNESS integral operator from CPU-based architectures to CPU-GPU clusters that alleviates these issues.
1.1. OVERVIEW OF THE THREE NUMA-BASED SOLUTIONS

Even though these computations in MADNESS are not a great fit for the hybrid CPU-GPU architecture, the current architectural trends in high-performance computing impose the usage of CPU-GPU. In order to scale up MADNESS, domain scientists have to use hybrid CPU-GPU clusters, even though the architecture would not be their first choice. The reason is that, currently, large high-performance clusters scale up by adding GPUs, rather than CPUs. This architectural trend is itself imposed by the high increase in energy consumption that adding CPUs would incur compared to adding GPUs. This trend has similarities with the shift from sequential CPUs to many-core CPUs: the architectural and resource limitations imposed the change, rather than the programmers.

The contributions of the dissertation in this area are:

- harnessing the full computational power of the hybrid system, by distributing work to both the CPU and the GPU and by simultaneously running compute-intensive code on both the CPU and the GPU;

  - this is achieved by a reorganization of the control flow of the MADNESS integral operator, including the separation of compute-intensive and data intensive code. This control flow reorganization includes splitting the operator into three parts: \textit{preprocess}, \textit{compute}, and \textit{postprocess}.

- replacing on-demand data access and on-demand GPU task execution with delayed data access and delayed GPU task execution in order to hide the high GPU access latency and low CPU-GPU transfer bandwidth inherent in on-demand operations:

  - data inputs for \textit{compute} are asynchronously aggregated and then copied to pre-page-locked buffers that are transferred to the GPU
(thus, the latency penalty is paid only once for the entire buffer and transfer bandwidth is up to 3-times higher than for on-demand transfer due to the pre-page-locked buffer);

- multiple small CUDA kernels are launched on the GPU concurrently using CUDA streams, to fully occupy the GPU cores, once the aggregated input data has been transferred to the GPU;

- implementing MADNESS Library extensions that support the modified control flow and the aggregation of multiple compute data inputs;

These contributions are published in [SVCH12].

The third real-world problem is the multiplication (composition) of large permutations. The widely-used standard in-RAM permutation multiplication algorithm suffers from many non-cache-local data accesses, due to the random data access pattern of the algorithm. In the case of random permutations, each 4-byte permutation element access is very likely non-cache-local. Therefore, for each 4-byte element access, the standard algorithm pays the price of a cache miss, a cache line eviction, and a full 64-byte cache line load. We address these issues by designing a multi-threaded cache-aware permutation multiplication algorithm that employs only streaming data access patterns. The same issues arise for the standard permutation multiplication algorithm running on parallel disks, but with much higher penalties. Therefore, we also implement a parallel disk-based version of the streaming-based multi-threaded cache-aware algorithm for permutation multiplication. The contributions of the dissertation in this area are:

- a new multi-threaded permutation multiplication algorithm that is up to 50% faster than the standard multi-threaded permutation multiplication algorithm for permutations larger than CPU cache;
1.2 Algorithms for Large Finite State Automata on Parallel Disks

We propose a parallel disk-based NFA determinization algorithm and a parallel disk-based DFA minimization algorithm that are applicable to larger finite state automata compared to RAM-based approaches for commodity architectures. This work attempts to relieve the critical bottleneck in many automata-based computations, specifically the combinatorial explosion of states that characterizes NFA determinization.

Parallel disks were chosen as the target parallel architecture for the finite state automata algorithms, because they provide large amounts of inexpen...
sive storage. The large amount of storage was necessary to generate the large
intermediate DFAs produced by the determinization algorithm: the largest
NFA determinization we ran used 1.1 terabytes of storage and resulted in a
1.9 billion-state DFA. Disks are about 100 times less expensive per storage unit
than RAM. The disadvantages of disks are high-latency data access (about
1 million times higher than RAM) and relatively low bandwidth (about 100
times lower than RAM). However, the bandwidth disadvantage can be greatly
alleviated by accessing multiple disks in parallel, while the high-latency dis-
advantage can be offset by eliminating random access to data whenever pos-
sible [Rob08].

The determinization algorithm was adapted from the well-known sequen-
tial subset construction algorithm. The minimization algorithm was adapted
from a shared-memory parallel algorithm designed for the CM-5 machine in
the 1990s.

The two proposed algorithms have been applied to an important problem
in forbidden permutation patterns, an active research topic in the algebraic
field of permutation patterns (see [LRV10]).

This research topic is concerned with answering the question: given a data
structure (or a series of connected data structures), what are the permutations
of a stream of input objects that can be achieved by passing the stream through
the data structure? When the data structure is a sequence of stacks, the
problem is known in the permutation patterns community as “stack sorting”.
Stack sorting is one of four important problems presented by Murray Elder and
Vince Vatter at the 2005 International Conference on Permutation Patterns
[Eld].

Forbidden permutation patterns have been an active research area through-
out the past fifteen years. Problems that have been solved in recent years by
the forbidden permutation patterns community include: *permutations sortable by two pop-stacks in parallel* [SV09, AS99], *permutations generated by a stack of depth 2 and an infinite stack in series* [Eld06], *permutations for which the number of repeated letters in a reduced decomposition equals the number of occurrences of 321 and 3412* [Tenb], and *permutations that can be drawn on an X* [Wat07, Eli], among others. A comprehensive list can be found at the Database of Permutation Pattern Avoidance [Tena]. Research results in permutation patterns are presented annually at the International Conference on Permutation Patterns [ICP].

Instances of *forbidden permutation patterns* problems can be solved by modeling a data structure as a token-passing network (see [ALT97]). The token-passing network is then represented as a finite state automaton. The finite state automaton is the input of a chain of processing steps. NFA determinization and DFA minimization are central to some of these processing steps (see Section 2.2).

The specific problem analyzed here is determining the *forbidden permutation patterns* of a 3-buffer connected with an infinite stack in series (details are presented in Chapter 2). The following methodology was applied: solve the problem for a 3-buffer connected with a $k$-stack and increase $k$ until a convergent solution is observed.

Each increasing instance in the series requires 3.5 times more memory than the previous instance. This exponential storage requirement means that even using parallel disks we can only scale to a few larger instances more than an in-memory approach. However, scaling up to a few extra instances on parallel disk was enough to observe a convergent solution.

Concretely, for this series of problems solutions were previously achieved up to $k = 8$ using in-memory approaches on commodity computers, but these
solutions were not enough to observe convergent behavior. For larger $k$, the available determinization techniques on commodity computers required more than the available memory. Our NFA determinization and DFA minimization algorithms were applied to the next four instances in the series, and required a peak disk usage of 24 GB (for $k = 9$), 90 GB (for $k = 10$), 327 GB (for $k = 11$), and 1,136 GB (for $k = 12$).

Our parallel disk-based solution was able to solve the largest instance in 2 days and 20 hours using the aggregate disks of a 29-node commodity cluster. During this process, an intermediate DFA with 1,899,715,733 states needed to be generated for the $k = 12$ instance. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest determinization ever reported in the literature. This also represents a 38-times larger intermediate DFA than the intermediate DFA generated by the $k = 9$ instance, which is the largest problem instance that fits in RAM on a commodity machine. (The $k = 9$ instance generates an intermediate DFA of 49,722,541 states.) The minimal equivalent DFA for the $k = 12$ instance has 774,172 states, a more than 1,000-fold reduction in size.

Based on these four new results, convergent permutation patterns were observed, and a conjecture was formulated. The conjecture states that there are 12,636 forbidden permutations of lengths between 7 and 18 for a 3-buffer and an infinite stack in series (see Section 2.2 for details). This is an important result in permutation patterns. An equivalent experimental result for the case of a 2-stack serially connected with a $k$-stack was used to theoretically prove the convergence property in [Eld06].

For comparison, we have also implemented multi-threaded versions of the traditional NFA determinization algorithm (subset construction) and the forward refinement DFA minimization algorithm (which were both also used for parallel disks). This implementation scales almost linearly with an increase
in the number of worker threads (see Section 2.6). Using this version on a
high-end shared memory machine with 128 GB of RAM, we were able to solve
the \( k = 9 \), \( k = 10 \), and \( k = 11 \) instances of the 3-buffer serially connected
with a \( k \)-stack in series. The \( k = 9 \) instance used up to 12 GB of RAM, so
it could also have been solved on a commodity machine with 16 GB of RAM.
However, the \( k = 10 \) instance used up to 40 GB of RAM, which is 2.5-times
the RAM size of a commodity machine.

In addition, two NFA minimization algorithms were run on the input
NFAs (see Section 2.7). One of the NFA minimization algorithms (proposed
in [GP08b]) reduced small automata in the series (for \( k = 5 \) or \( k = 6 \)) by
less than 10%. In both cases the minimization was slow (see Section 2.7).
For
large automata (such as the \( k = 9 \) or \( k = 10 \) cases) the NFA minimization pro-
gram execution crashed with segmentation fault after peaking at 30 GB, and
respectively 34 GB of memory usage. The other NFA minimization algorithm
we tried was proposed in [AL04] and implemented in the GAP Automata
package [DLM]. This second NFA minimization algorithm had no effect on
the input NFAs.

**Algorithms Overview**  The parallel disk-based NFA determinization al-
gorithm is adapted from the well-known sequential subset construction al-
gorithm. The subsets are constructed in the parallel-disks algorithm by per-
forming a breadth-first search (BFS) of subsets of NFA states. Subsets of NFA
states correspond to the resulting DFA states. Successive levels in the BFS are
constructed from previous levels. At each breadth-first iteration, the subsets
in the new BFS frontier are compared to the previously-discovered subsets
for duplicate detection and removal. For each BFS frontier, each generated
subset (regardless of whether it is new or previously discovered) determines a
new transition to be added to the partial intermediate DFA.
The parallel disk-based DFA minimization algorithm is an iterative partition-refinement algorithm. Initially, all states in the DFA belong to one of the two initial coarse partitions: the accepting partition and the non-accepting partition. Based on the source and destination of the DFA transitions, the state partitions are iteratively refined. In each iterative step, the transition function with a fixed transition label is applied to each DFA state. For two different DFA states in the same current partition, if the transition function takes them to two different partitions, then the two DFA states will belong to two different partitions after the current iteration. Applying the transition function with a fixed label to all the DFA states in a current partition results in DFA states that are part of a number of current partitions. This is the number of partitions that the current partition is refined to. The iterative process continues by fixing the next transition label, until a fixed point is reached (no partitions are refined in the last iteration). The algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a partition graph that is isomorphic to the equivalent minimal DFA.

The parallel disk-based finite state automata algorithms were implemented in C, using the Roomy extension library. Roomy was chosen because it provides a broad range of primitive data structures including bit arrays, hash tables, or unordered sets (RoomyList).

The algorithm descriptions, as well as experimental results for the application of the algorithms to the problem of finding the forbidden permutations of a 3-buffer serially connected with a $k$-stack, are presented in Chapter 2.
1.3 Multiresolution Analysis for CPU-GPU Clusters

MADNESS (Multiresolution ADaptive Numerical Environment for Scientific Simulation) [FBHJ04, HFYB03, HFY+04, HF, HF07] is a scientific simulation framework that implements a set of integral and differential operators. MADNESS is used in computational chemistry, computational physics and other related fields employing quantum mechanics. More specifically, MADNESS has been used to solve problems in nuclear physics [FPH+09], time-evolution quantum chemistry [VHKac12], nanoscale photonics [RHH12], Hartree-Fock and density functional theory [SMYH08], and electronic structure [Tho11], to cite just a few domains.

MADNESS was designed to sustain petascale computations [HF07]. The MADNESS project is important for the high-performance computing community. (In 2011, the project received an R&D 100 award [SJ].) MADNESS is supported and developed by an active team, whose members are based at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, University of Tennessee at Knoxville, Virginia Tech, Argonne National Laboratory, Ohio State University and Northeastern University.

The four most common operators in MADNESS are the integral operator (\texttt{Apply}), the compression operator (\texttt{Compress}), the reconstruction operator (\texttt{Reconstruct}) and the truncation operator (\texttt{Truncate}). These four operators suffice for many MADNESS applications. Only \texttt{Apply} is CPU-intensive and the time for calls to \texttt{Apply} dominates over the other three.

We migrated the CPU-only \texttt{Apply} operator of MADNESS to hybrid CPU-GPU architectures as a first important step in migrating the MADNESS framework to hybrid CPU-GPU architectures. In an experiment for 4-dimensional
tensors on a 500-node cluster partition, we demonstrate a speedup of 1.9 times by using the GPUs of the cluster over using only the CPUs of the cluster. Further, we demonstrate a speedup of 2.3 times over the CPU-only version by dispatching tensor operations to both the CPU and the GPU (see Table 3.6 of Section 3.6). In an experiment on 3-dimensional tensors, we demonstrate a 4-times speedup of the hybrid CPU-GPU implementation compared to an equivalent MADNESS CPU-only implementation over 8 nodes of a cluster, with 16 cores per node (see Table 3.5 of Section 3.6).

MADNESS operators are highly optimized for CPU-computing. The compute-intensive MADNESS kernels achieve up to 6 GFLOPS on a single core in double precision [SHM+11].

However, in recent years the high-performance community’s focus has been shifting from scaling out using more and more CPUs to scaling out by adding GPUs to supercomputers (see [Topb] and [Topa]). The main reason is that GPUs have a high ratio of computational power to energy consumption. By contrast, CPUs consume more energy, and have a lower computational power than GPUs.

With this architectural shift, high-performance computing frameworks need to migrate their code to hybrid CPU-GPU architectures in order to continue to scale out and utilize the emerging architecture to its full power.

Therefore, MADNESS needs to scale out to hybrid CPU-GPU clusters in order to stay on track to achieve one of its main goals: petascale computing.

Another goal of MADNESS is portability. MADNESS is currently portable to Linux and Mac desktops, commodity clusters, and to various supercomputer architectures, such as Cray XT-5, Cray XK-6, IBM BG/Q, and IBM BG/P. Hybrid CPU-GPU clusters is another important high-performance architecture that MADNESS needs to support, in order to extend its portability in
However, porting compute-intensive MADNESS operators to hybrid CPU-GPU clusters is challenging, because MADNESS operators implement many small tensor products, rather than a few large tensor products. (Tensors are higher dimensional generalizations of standard 2-dimensional matrices.) A tensor products is represented as a series of matrix multiplications in MADNESS. The \texttt{Apply} operator involves many small matrix multiplications often running into the hundreds. This results in a less regular organization of computations on GPUs.

Substituting each on-demand matrix multiplication operation on the CPU with a similar on-demand operation on the GPU is inefficient, because it would result in low GPU occupancy, high CPU-GPU transfer latency, low CPU-GPU transfer bandwidth (since the page-locking overhead for each small matrix is too large), and high GPU kernel launch overhead.

Our CPU-GPU port of \texttt{Apply} replaces the on-demand data access and task execution from the CPU-based \texttt{Apply} implementation with delayed data access and delayed task execution (for parts of the operator that use the GPU).

In adapting \texttt{Apply} to hybrid CPU-GPUs, the main changes made to the control flow of the CPU-based \texttt{Apply} algorithm are:

1. the separation of compute-intensive code from data-intensive code;

2. the aggregation of computation; and

3. the aggregation of data inputs.

4. the overlapping of CPU computation with GPU computation.

Data input aggregation alleviates the on-demand transfer latency (by transferring a few large buffers instead of many small ones) and the page-locking
overhead (by page-locking fewer, contiguous buffers). Computation aggregation (running multiple tasks to occupy all processors of the GPU) helps obtain a high GPU utilization ratio. Overlapping the CPU and the GPU computation utilizes both the CPU and the GPU fully.

Algorithm Overview  To separate data-intensive code from compute-intensive code, the Apply operator was split into three parts:

- Part 1. A preprocess part. This gathers the necessary data inputs for the computation and prepares them for the compute-intensive processing. Multiple CPU threads can perform preprocess at the same time.

- Part 2. A compute part. The data inputs prepared by preprocess are processed (this is the compute-intensive part of the operator). Multiple compute tasks are distributed to the CPU and the GPU by a dispatcher thread. Each compute task produces a result.

- Part 3. A postprocess part. This processes the results produced by compute and prepares them for the rest of the computation. Postprocess serves as the glue between the operator and the rest of the computation.

The control flow of the CPU-GPU Apply operator is presented in Figure 1.1.

We extended the MADNESS framework so that the outputs of preprocess tasks are aggregated into a few large buffers. There is one large buffer per task “kind”. The task “kind” is determined uniquely by a combination of task parameters and user-supplied hash function.

A dispatcher thread processes each per-“kind” buffer. For each per-“kind” buffer:
Figure 1.1: The control flow of the hybrid CPU-GPU Apply operator in MADNESS.

- The dispatcher will dispatch a fraction of the data as input to compute CPU-tasks. This dispatch process is non-blocking and the compute CPU-tasks can start executing on the CPU-cores immediately after they are dispatched;

- The dispatcher will then invoke a CPU-task that prepares the rest of the data for GPU processing. This involves copying the data into a few pre-allocated, pre-page-locked buffers. (These buffers now contain the inputs for the compute GPU-tasks.) The buffers are transferred to the GPU;

- The CPU-task invoked by the dispatcher launches compute GPU-tasks asynchronously (using CUDA streams) for each input in the transferred buffers. Multiple compute GPU-tasks run concurrently if one compute GPU-task does not occupy all the Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs) of the GPU (this is the case for 3-dimensional instances of Apply).

Chapter 3 presents in detail the hybrid CPU-GPU Apply operator. The solutions presented in Chapter 3 represent a promising first step towards ef-
ficiently running MADNESS applications on hybrid CPU-GPU architectures, and ultimately on Titan, which is projected to be the largest or second-largest supercomputer in the world.

1.4 Permutation Multiplication for Many-Core and Parallel Disks

Permutation multiplication (along with permutation inverse and permutation multiplication by an inverse) is an important operation in computational group theory, especially in the area of permutation groups. It is provided as a primitive operation in algebra packages such as GAP [GAP08] or Sage [S+12]. Permutation multiplication is a heavily data-intensive operation and it consists of only data accesses and no numerical computation. The standard permutation multiplication algorithm can be described as:

\[ X, Y, Z \text{ arrays of size } N \text{ with indices } 0 \ldots N - 1. \]

\[ X[i] \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\}, \forall i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\}. \]

\[ \text{for } i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\} \quad Z[i] = Y[X[i]]. \]

In the case of random permutations, by using the traditional one-line algorithm above, each data access is very likely to be non-local, and thus expensive.

We propose algorithms for efficiently executing the basic permutation operations for large permutations (permutations that range in size from 4 million points to permutations with billions of points). The size of the permutation dictates the preferred architecture. At the high end of our regime (billions of points), the preferred architecture consists of parallel disks. Using parallel disks, we are able to efficiently multiply permutations with 12.8 billion points in under one hour using the 16 local disks of a 16-node cluster (see Section 4.6). At the low end of our regime (millions of points), the preferred
architecture is represented by a many-core shared-memory machine. For this architecture, the proposed algorithm has an advantage over the standard algorithm for permutations large enough that they overflow the CPU cache. In the case of a multi-threaded algorithm, we demonstrate a speedup of the new algorithm of almost 50% over the standard algorithm on a recent eight-core commodity computer for permutations with 32 million points (see Table 4.8 in Section 4.6). In the case of single-threaded processes, we run eight competing processes simultaneously, and demonstrate the same 50% speedup over the traditional permutation algorithm. In this single-threaded case, the speedup is observed for permutations with as few as 4 million points (see Table 4.7 in Section 4.6).

The importance of these new methods for computational group theory is immediately evident by considering a group membership permutation computation for Thompson’s group from 2003. Thompson’s group acts on 143,127,000 points [CR03]. Those 143 million points from nine years earlier are well within the regime of interest discussed in this work: between 4 million points and billions of points. That computation now fits on today’s commodity computers, including the in-RAM technique of this work.

In addition to permutations being given directly, permutations arise frequently as the output of a Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm. There are several excellent descriptions of this algorithm [CDHW73, Fel61, Neu82, TC36]. In those cases, the first description of the group is as a finite presentation, and one employs coset enumeration to convert this into a more tractable permutation representation. The group can then be efficiently analyzed through such algorithms as Sims’s original polynomial-time group membership and the rich library that has grown up around it. Examples of such large coset enumerations include parallel coset enumeration [CH97] used to
find a permutation representation of Lyons’s group on 8,835,156 points, sequential coset enumeration [HS99] used to find a different permutation representation of Lyons’s group also on 8,835,156 points, and a result [HSW01] finding a permutation representation of Thompson’s group on 143,127,000 points.

The following paragraphs present our new permutation multiplication algorithm for many-core machines at a high level. The parallel-disks algorithm version is similar, but for a different memory hierarchy: disk/RAM instead of RAM/cache.

**Algorithm Overview**  This is a four-step algorithm.

In step 1, elements of array $X$ are distributed into buckets following the criterion “element $X[i]$ is assigned to bucket number $X[i]/\text{bucket size}$. When multiple threads execute simultaneously, each thread will own a sub-bucket in each bucket. In that case, the distribution criterion is “element $X[i]$ is assigned by the current thread to its own sub-bucket into bucket number $X[i]/\text{bucket size}$.

A preprocess step (step 0) is necessary for the threads to compute the sizes of the sub-buckets and the offsets of the sub-buckets within a bucket in parallel, via a parallel prefix.

In the case of a sequential computation (single-threaded), the bucket size is set to half the size of L2 cache or less, so that two buckets fit in L2 cache at the same time. In the case of a multi-threaded computation, two buckets for each thread must fit in L2 cache at the same time. The reason is that step 2 of the algorithm requires that an $X$ bucket and the corresponding $Y$ bucket fit in L2 cache at the same time for fast random access.

In step 2, each thread loads both an $X$ bucket and the corresponding $Y$ bucket in L2 cache, repeatedly. The value $Y[X[i]]$ is computed in step 2 by
1.5. **Emerging NUMA Architectures used in Computational Science**

We briefly review the emerging NUMA architectures and their programming models, as used in high-performance computational science:

**Parallel disks.** There are a variety of programming language extensions and libraries for parallel disk-based programming, such as: MapReduce [DG04], Hadoop [Had], as well as their extensions (MapReduce Online [CCA+10], Twister [ELZ+10], HaLoop [BHBE10], Map-Reduce-Merge [YDHP07], etc.); Roomy [Kun10]; or Pregel [MAB+10].

MapReduce and Hadoop employ the *map* and *reduce* operations. *Map*
applies a user-defined function to a each element of a data collection and produces key-value pairs. *Reduce* applies another user-defined function to accumulate all outputs of *map* that have the same key. The MapReduce and Hadoop runtime systems invoke a global barrier after each *map* and *reduce* stage. MapReduce Online makes these barriers optional. Twister and HaLoop introduce iterative constructs to MapReduce, such as setting the number of iterations and checking for fixed point conditions. Map-Reduce-Merge adds the *merge* operation to MapReduce. *Merge* can accumulate two different types of *reduce* output.

Roomy provides an interface to large distributed data structures to the user. These distributed data structures include: RoomyList, RoomyArray, and RoomyHashTable. Any element in a data structure can be accessed using the *access* functions and updated using the *update* functions. The *Roomy_sync* function invokes a global barrier and forces the execution of pending accesses and updates.

In Pregel, the programmer defines the behavior of the vertices of an explicit graph. The programmer implements a *Vertex* class and its methods, such as *Compute*, *vertex_id*, *SendMessageTo* (and others). The computation is executed in supersteps, until a halting condition is met.

**NVIDIA GPUs.** An NVIDIA GPU has hundreds of small, simple SIMD cores on a single card. A group of cores on a single chip defines a Streaming Multiprocessor (SM).

The widest-used programming model for NVIDIA GPUs is CUDA [NV1b], which is based on CUDA *kernels*. In CUDA, *kernels* organize the computation as a grid of many threads. The grid is split into thread blocks. The basic scheduling and execution unit is a warp (consisting of 32 threads). All threads in a warp execute the same instruction in lockstep. A single SM will
execute exactly one thread block at any given moment. The threads have access to global GPU RAM, Level-2 cache shared between the SMs and shared memory/Level-1 cache local to each SM.

The OpenCL [Khr08] library is related to CUDA, but it can be compiled for multiple architectures, including AMD Fusion. OpenCL also uses kernels, that are similar to CUDA’s. The OpenCL work-group concept is similar to the CUDA thread block, while the OpenCL work-item concept is similar to the CUDA thread. In OpenCL, concepts such as global memory, local memory, and private memory are abstractions of GPU global memory, per-SM shared memory/Level-1 cache, and registers in CUDA.

OpenACC [Opea] and HMPP [DBB] are compiler-directive-based approaches for GPU programming. In both cases, C code is annotated with pragma directives that will be interpreted by the compiler and translated into GPU code. Examples of pragmas in OpenACC are: \#pragma acc parallel (which launches multiple worker groups; each group can have either vector or SIMD operations; the programmer specifies the number of work groups (gangs), the number of workers per group, as well as the type of parallelism), \#pragma acc kernels (which defines a GPU-code region), and \#pragma acc loop (which defines loops in a kernel), among others. HMPP also uses pragmas similar to OpenACC (such as \#pragma hmppcg parallel), but introduces extra pragmas, such as: \#pragma hmpp codelet (that allows programmers to define multiple architecture-specific implementations for the same task), or \#pragma hmpp map, args (for sharing data between codelets).

For a more detailed description of NVIDIA GPUs and CUDA, see Section 3.1.

**AMD GPUs.** Newer generations of GPUs produced by AMD (the “Southern Islands” architecture) consist of around 20 SIMD engines. (The previous
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generation of AMD GPUs used a VLIW (very long instruction word) architectures, as opposed to the SIMD approach.) Each SIMD engine consists of multiple thread processors, and each thread processor contains a small number of stream cores. The stream cores on a thread processor share a set of registers, while all the thread processors on a SIMD engine share a small local memory and an L1 cache. Conceptually, newer AMD GPUs are relatively similar to NVIDIA GPUs.

The AMD Fusion architecture places an AMD GPU and a CPU on the same die, as opposed to NVIDIA GPUs, which are connected to the CPU via a PCIExpress bus on the motherboard. This way, as opposed to NVIDIA GPUs, AMD Fusion avoids one of the problems of CPU-GPU computing, which is the inefficiency of data transfers between the CPU and the GPU.

The widest-used programming language for AMD GPUs is OpenCL [Khr08]. OpenACC [Opea] and HMPP [DBB] will also be available for AMD GPUs. As of now, AMD GPUs have a much smaller share of the High-Performance Computing market, as opposed to NVIDIA GPUs. Time will tell if AMD GPUs are successful in high-performance computing.

**Many-core CPUs.** Current commodity many-core CPUs consist of 4 or 8 cores on a chip. Each of the cores has a few kilobytes of local Level-1 cache. All cores on the chip share a Level-2 cache with a size of a few megabytes. Many-core machines that place 2 or 4 of these many-core CPUs on the motherboard are common.

The Intel Many-Integrated Core (MIC) architecture is a many-core CPU with up to 80 x86-compatible cores. Intel MIC is a direct competitor of GPUs: the Intel MIC promises similar performance to a high-end GPU, but its advantage is that large parts of legacy code can be reused, since its cores are x86-compatible. Other vendors have not yet developed many-core CPUs with
such a high level of parallelism. Intel MIC architectures have not yet been used on a large scale, so it is too early to say how the HPC community views them in comparison with GPUs.

OpenMP [Opeb] is a compiler-directive-based approach for writing multi-threaded code for many-core architectures. Some OpenMP directives are: 

- `#pragma omp parallel` for generating worker threads from a master thread,
- `#pragma omp barrier` for global synchronization among threads,
- `#pragma omp critical` to define an exclusive-access critical section, or
- `#pragma omp master` to define the behavior of the master thread. Cilk [BJK+96, Int] is a library and programming model for many-core CPUs. Cilk employs two primitives: `spawn` and `sync`. `Spawn` generates sub-tasks of the current task, while `sync` waits for multiple sub-tasks to complete. Cilk implements a work-stealing mechanism for load balancing. Cilk and OpenMP are available for both commodity many-core CPUs and the Intel MIC.

### 1.6 Thesis Organization

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the parallel disk-based NFA determinization and DFA minimization, along with an application of the algorithms to a forbidden-permutations problem; Chapter 3 presents our port of the MADNESS integral operator (known as Apply) to Hybrid CPU-GPU architectures; Chapter 4 presents our efficient permutation multiplication algorithms for many-core CPUs and for parallel disks; and Chapter 5 presents lessons learned from the NUMA-based solutions for the three real-world problems addressed in this dissertation, including the fact that all three solution implementations exhibit map-reduce-like control flow. Appendix A presents a step-by-step correspondence between the NUMA-based
algorithms proposed in this dissertation and the high-level control-flow components of *map-reduce*. 
Chapter 2

Algorithms for Large Finite State Automata

We present parallel disk-based algorithms for the determinization of non-deterministic finite state automata (NFA) and minimization of deterministic finite state automata (DFA).

It is well-known that the determinization of an NFA can lead to a combinatorial explosion of states and, thus, to DFAs much larger than the available RAM size (in our case, the largest DFA obtained had 2 billion states and 14 transitions per state).

To address the combinatorial explosion issue, a parallel disk-based algorithm for NFA determinization has been implemented. In order for the resulting DFAs to be of practical use, they needed to be minimized to their canonical minimal DFA. For this purpose a parallel disk-based DFA minimization algorithm has been implemented.

The two algorithms for the parallel-disks NUMA architecture were adapted from existing algorithms for uniform memory architectures. The parallel-disks determinization algorithm was adapted from the well-known sequential subset construction algorithm. The parallel-disks minimization algorithm was adapted from a parallel algorithm designed for the CM-5 machine.

This work was motivated by a series of problems in the area of permu-
tation patterns, that can be reduced to processing of token passing networks represented as finite state automata. Central to this series of problems was the determinization of input non-deterministic finite state automata (FSA), since part of the processing required deterministic finite state automata (DFA) as input.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 presents background on finite state automata, determinization and minimization; Section 2.2 presents background on permutation patterns and token passing networks; Section 2.3 introduces our parallel disk-based determinization algorithm; Section 2.4 introduces our parallel disk-based minimization algorithm; Section 2.5 briefly describes a few challenges that were overcome in the implementation of the parallel disk-based algorithms; Section 2.6 introduces multi-threaded algorithms for determinization and minimization for shared-memory architectures; Section 2.7 discusses the application of two NFA minimization algorithms to some of our input NFAs; Section 2.8 presents experimental results for implementations of the parallel disk-based determinization and minimization algorithms; and Section 2.9 presents related work relevant to the determinization and minimization of finite-state automata.

2.1 Terminology and Background

Finite state automata and the closely related concepts of regular languages and regular expressions form a crucial part of the infrastructure of computer science. Among the rich variety of applications of these concepts are natural language grammars, computer language grammars, hidden Markov models, digital logic, transducers, models for object-oriented programming, control systems, and speech recognition.
This section motivates the need for efficient, scalable algorithms for finite state automata (FSA), by noting that they are usually the most computationally tractable form in which to analyze the regular languages that arise in many branches of computer science. That analysis requires efficient algorithms both for determinization of NFA (conversion of NFA to DFA) and minimization of DFA.

Recall that a deterministic finite state automaton (DFA) consists of a finite set of states with labelled, directed edges between pairs of states. The labels are drawn from an associated alphabet. For each state, there is at most one outgoing edge labelled by a given letter from the alphabet. So, a transition from a state dictated by a given letter is deterministic. There is an initial state and also certain of the states are called accepting. The DFA accepts a word if the letters of the word determine transitions from the initial state to an accepting state. The set of words accepted by a DFA is called a language.

A non-deterministic finite state automaton (NFA) is similar, except that there may be more than one outgoing edge with the same label for a given state. Hence, the transition dictated by the specified label is non-deterministic. The NFA accepts a word if there exists a choice of transitions from the initial state to some accepting state.

More formally, a DFA is a 5-tuple \((\Sigma, Q, q_0, \delta, F)\), where \(\Sigma\) is the input alphabet, \(Q\) is the set of states of the automaton, \(q_0 \in Q\) is the initial state, and there is a subset of \(Q\), called the final or accepting states, \(F\). \(\delta : Q \times \Sigma \rightarrow Q\) is the transition function, which decides which state the control will move to from the current state upon consuming a symbol in the input alphabet.

An NFA is a 5-tuple \((\Sigma, Q, q_0, \delta, F)\). The only difference from a DFA is that \(\delta : Q \times \Sigma \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(Q)\). Upon consuming a symbol from the input alphabet, an NFA can non-deterministically move control to any one of the defined next
Recall that the *subset construction* allows one to transform an NFA into a corresponding DFA that accepts the same words. Each state of the DFA is identified with a subset of the NFA states. Given a state $A$ of the DFA and an edge with label $\alpha$, the destination state $B$ consists of a subset of all states of the NFA having an incoming edge labelled by $\alpha$ and a source state that is a member of the subset $A$.

Finite state automata are an important computationally tractable representation of *regular languages*. This class of languages has a range of valuable closure properties, including under concatenation, union, intersection, complementation, reversal and the operations of (not necessarily deterministic) transducers. (A *transducer* is a DFA or NFA that also produces output letters upon each transition.) The above properties have algorithmic analogues that operate on finite state automata. For instance, given an FSA representing a language it is easy to construct one for the reversed language. So, one can compute various operations on regular languages by computing the analogous operations on their finite state automaton representations.

Using these operations to manipulate regular languages forces one to choose between a DFA and an NFA representation. But neither representation suffices. Some of the above operations on finite state automata, such as complementation, require input in the form of a DFA. And yet, some operations may transform a DFA into an NFA.

From a computability standpoint, there is no problem. The subset construction converts between an NFA and the more specialized DFA. But while the subset construction is among the best known algorithms of an undergraduate curriculum, it may also lead to an exponential growth in the number of states. This is usually the limiting factor in determining what computations
are practical. In some cases this problem is completely unavoidable, since there are families of non-deterministic automata whose languages cannot be recognized by any deterministic automata without exponentially many states. In many cases of interest, however, much smaller equivalent deterministic automata do exist. But the determinization process alone is not enough to reduce the DFA to the equivalent unique minimal DFA.

It is this large intermediate data which motivates us to consider parallel disk-based computing. To address the state-space explosion, we developed a parallel disk-based FSA package in Roomy, which can determinize much larger NFAs compared to what can be done in RAM even on a large shared memory machine [SKCL11]. The package also minimizes the intermediate DFA obtained by subset construction, thus making it small enough to be used in RAM for the remaining steps of the computation. The results obtained from the parallel disk-based computations we ran provided important new information for a series of problems in the area of permutation patterns.

This work attempts to relieve the critical bottleneck in many automata-based computations by providing a scalable disk-based parallel algorithm for computing the minimal DFA accepting the same language as a given NFA. This requires the construction of an intermediate non-minimal DFA whose, often very large, size has been the critical limitation on previous RAM-based computations. Thus, researchers may use a departmental cluster or a SAN (storage area network) to produce the desired minimal DFA off-line, and then embed that resulting small DFA in their production application. As a motivating example, Section 2.8 demonstrates the production of a two-billion state DFA that is then reduced to a minimal DFA with less than 800,000 states — a more than 1,000-fold reduction in size. Part of the difficulty of producing the 2 billion-state DFA by the subset construction is that each DFA state consists
of a subset that includes up to 20 of the NFA states. Hence, each DFA state needs a representation of 80 bytes ($4 \times 20$).

As for the DFA minimization, Hopcroft [Hop71] provided an efficient $O(n \log n)$ algorithm, but the algorithm does not adapt well to parallel computing. An efficient parallel $O(n \log^2 n)$ algorithm has been used in the 1990s [RX96], but ultimately the lack of intermediate storage for the subset construction has prevented researchers from adapting these techniques for use within the varied applications described above.

The DFA minimization algorithm we use is based on an iterative, RAM-based parallel algorithm used on supercomputers of the 1990s. We adapt that algorithm both to clusters of modern commodity computers and to a multi-threaded algorithm for modern many-core computers.

Disk-based parallel algorithms are presented for both NFA determinization (Section 2.3) and DFA minimization (Section 2.4), both using streaming access to data distributed evenly across the parallel disks of a cluster. This avoids the latency penalty that a random access to disk incurs. Separately, Section 2.6 presents a depth-first based algorithm for determinization and minimization suitable for large shared-memory computers.

### 2.2 Stacks, Token Passing Networks and Forbidden Patterns

The study of what permutations of a stream of input objects could be achieved by passing them through various data structures goes back at least to Knuth [Knu68, Section 2.2.1], who considered the case of a stack and obtained a simple characterization and enumeration in this case. Knuth’s characterization uses the notion of forbidden substructures: a permutation can be achieved by a stack
if and only if it does not contain any three numbers (not necessarily consecutive) whose order within the permutation, and relative values match the pattern high-low-middle (usually written 312). For instance 41532 cannot be achieved because of 4, 1 and 2. This work has spawned a significant research area in combinatorics, the study of permutation patterns [LRV10] in which much beautiful structure has been revealed. Nevertheless, many problems very close to Knuth’s original one remain unresolved: in particular there is no similar characterization or enumeration of the permutations achievable by two stacks in series (it is not even known if 2-stack achievability can be tested in polynomial time). A number of authors have investigated restricted forms of two-stack achievability [Bon03] including the case of interest here, where the stacks are restricted to finite capacity. In this case, the stacks can be modeled as token passing networks (see for example Figure 2.1), as introduced in [ALT97]. These techniques allow the classes of achievable permutations and the forbidden patterns that describe them to be encoded by regular languages and manipulated using finite state automata using a collection of GAP [GAP08] programs developed by Steve Linton and Michael Albert.

A token passing network is a directed graph with designated input and output vertices. Numbered tokens are considered to enter the graph one at a time at the input vertex, and travel along edges in the appropriate direction. At most one token is permitted at any vertex at any time. The tokens leave the graph one at a time at the output vertex. A permutation $\pi \in S_n$ is called achievable for a given network if it is possible for tokens to enter in the order $1, \ldots, n$ and leave in the order $1\pi, \ldots, n\pi$.

In previous work, Steve Linton explored the cases of stacks of depths 2 and depth $k$ (as seen in Figure 2.1) for a range of values of $k$ and observed that for
large enough $k$ the sets of minimal forbidden patterns appeared to converge to a set of just 20 of lengths between 5 and 9, which were later proved [Eld06] to describe the case of a 2-stack and an infinite stack.

The application that motivates the calculations in this chapter is a step towards extending this result to a 3-stack and an infinite stack, by way of the slightly simpler case of a 3-buffer (a data structure which can hold up to three items and output any of them). This configuration is shown in Figure 2.2.

Computations had been completed on various sequential computers for a 3-buffer and a $k$-stack for $k \leq 8$, but this was not sufficient to observe convergence. The examples considered in this chapter are critical steps in the computations for $k = 9$, $k = 10$, $k = 11$ and $k = 12$. Based on the results of these computations we are now able to conjecture with some confidence a minimal set of 12,636 forbidden permutations of lengths between 7 and 18 for a 3-buffer and an infinite stack.

The computations required for these investigations are those implied by Corollary 1 of [AAR03, p. 96]. By modelling the token passing network in the style of [ALT97], slightly optimized to avoid constructing so many redundant
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Figure 2.2: A 3-buffer followed by a $k$-stack represented as a token passing network.

states, we can construct (an automaton representing) a language $L$ describing the permutations achievable by our network, and we wish to construct a language $B$ describing the minimal forbidden patterns. Each state of $L$ represents a configuration of the network and the labels on the transitions represent (rank encoded) output symbols, if any. Combining results from [AAR03] and simplifying the notation a little we find

$$B = \left( L^{RC} \cap (L^{RC} D^t)^C \right)^R$$

where $R$ denotes left-to-right reversal, $C$ denotes complementation and $D$ is the deletion transducer described in [AAR03]. Each step of this computation can be realized by standard algorithms using finite state automata, but, as observed above, with frequent recourse to determinization (to allow complements) and minimization (to control explosion in the number of states). As the computations become larger, the limiting step turns out to arrive after the application of the transposed deletion transducer and before the next complementation, and it is this step that is the object of this chapter.
2.3 NFA Determinization via Subset Construction for large NFAs

To generate the intermediate, large DFA, the recursive subset-construction algorithm was migrated to parallel disks. A high-level description of sequential recursive subset construction is presented in Algorithm 1.

**Input:** Initial NFA, with initial state \( s_i \), transition-label set \( T \), transition function \( \delta \) and accepting states \( A_s \).

**Output:** DFA, represented as a list, equivalent to NFA.

1. Create subset \( I \leftarrow \{s_i\} \), and an integer \( Id \) for it (\( Id_I \)).
2. Insert pairs \((I, Id_I)\) in a hash table of visited subsets, \( visited \).
3. Create DFA — a list that will store the resulting DFA, containing 3-tuples of the form \((Id, t, Id_{next})\), meaning transition \( t \) takes state with \( Id \) to state with \( Id_{next} \).

   ```
   7: func subset_construct(subset S, Id_S):
   8:     for each NFA transition label \( t \in T \) do
   9:         Create empty subset \( S_{next} \).
   10:        for each state \( s \) in subset \( S \) do
   11:            for each transition label \( t \in T \) do
   12:                \( s_{next} \leftarrow \delta(s, t) \) (in the NFA).
   13:                \( S_{next} \leftarrow S_{next} \cup \{s_{next}\} \).
   14:            end for
   15:        end for
   16:        if \( S_{next} \) is already in \( visited \) then
   17:            Get \( Id_{S_{next}} \) from \( visited \) and add 3-tuple \((Id_S, t, Id_{S_{next}})\) to DFA.
   18:        else
   19:            Create a new \( Id \) for \( S_{next} \), add pair \((S_{next}, Id_{S_{next}})\) to \( visited \) and add \((Id_S, t, Id_{S_{next}})\) to DFA.
   20:                Recursively call subset_construct(\( S_{next}, Id_{S_{next}} \)).
   21:        end if
   22:    end for
   23: end func
   ``

**Algorithm 1:** RAM-based, Recursive Subset Construction.

Note that the recursive call from line 17 of Algorithm 1 is made for each newly discovered subset, which makes the branching factor of the recursion
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We migrated Algorithm 1 to Algorithm 2, which we implemented in Roomy and ran on a computer cluster with 29 nodes. Experimental results which, to our knowledge, report the largest successfully carried out subset construction compared to previous literature, are presented in Section 2.8.

**Input:** Initial NFA, with initial state $s_i$, transition-label set $T$, transition function $\delta$ and accepting states $A_s$.

**Output:** DFA, represented as a list, equivalent to NFA.

1: Create subset $I \leftarrow \{s_i\}$, and an integer Id for it ($Id_I$).
2: Insert pairs $(I, Id_I)$ in a hash table of visited subsets, visited.
3: Create DFA — a list that will store the resulting DFA, containing 3-tuples of the form $(Id, t, Id_{next})$, meaning transition $t$ takes state with $Id$ to state with $Id_{next}$.
4: Add pair $(I, Id_I)$ into current_frontier and create next_frontier, initially empty.
5: Call $\text{pardisk\_subset\_construct()}$.

**Algorithm 2:** Parallel Disk-based Subset Construction.

6: $\text{func} \ \ \text{pardisk\_subset\_construct()}$:
7: while current_frontier is not empty do
8: Call $\text{neighbors}(S, Id_S)$ for each pair $(S, Id_S)$ in current_frontier, which returns a BATCH of $S_{next}$ subsets.
9: Perform delayed duplicate detection on the BATCH of $S_{next}$ subsets with respect to visited and, for already visited subsets, obtain their Id, while for newly discovered subsets, create new Ids.
10: Insert all new $(S_{next}, Id_{S_{next}})$ in visited.
11: Add all $(Id_S, t, Id_{S_{next}})$ to DFA, for all $t$, regardless of whether $S_{next}$ is new or not.
12: Add all new $S_{next}$ to next_frontier.
13: Remove contents of current_frontier from parallel disks.
14: Rename next_frontier to current_frontier.
15: Create an empty list with name next_frontier.
16: $\text{end while}$
17: $\text{end func}$

**Algorithm 3:** FUNCTION $\text{pardisk\_subset\_construct}$ of Parallel Disk-based Subset Construction.

For subset construction on parallel disks, three parallel disk-based Roomy hash tables are used: visited, frontier and next_frontier. Hash table keys
are sets of states of the NFA, and hash table values are unique integers.

Parallel breadth-first search (BFS) is used to compute the states of the intermediate DFA. Duplicate states in each BFS frontier are removed by delayed duplicate detection. The parallel disk-based computation follows a scatter-gather pattern in a loop: local batch computation of neighbors; send results of local computation to other nodes; receive results from other nodes; and perform duplicate detection.

Data that needs to be sent to other compute nodes by Roomy is first buffered in local RAM, in buckets corresponding to each compute node. For a given piece of data, Roomy uses a hash function to determine which compute node should process that data and, hence, in which bucket to buffer that data. Once a given buffer is full, the data it contains is sent over the network to the corresponding compute node (or to the local disk, if the data is to be processed by the local node).

18: func neighbors(subset S, IdS) returns neighbor subsets:
19: Create ordered set of subsets SET, initially empty.
20: for each NFA transition t do
21: Create empty subset Snext.
22: for each state s in subset S do
23: for each transition t do
24: snext ← δ(s, t) (in the NFA).
25: Snext ← Snext ∪ {snext}.
26: end for
27: end for
28: Add Snext to SET.
29: end for
30: Return SET.
31: end func

Algorithm 4: FUNCTION neighbors of Parallel Disk-based Subset Construction.

Algorithm 2 was adapted from Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 3 (the continuation of Algorithm 2), function pardisk_subset_construct is executed by all the nodes of the cluster in parallel.
The algorithm used for computing the minimal DFA on parallel disks is based on a parallel RAM-based algorithm used on the CM-5 supercomputers in the late 1990s and early 2000s [JR93, RX96, TSG02]. We call this the forward refinement algorithm. The central idea of the algorithm is to iteratively refine partitions of states of the given DFA. The algorithm is proved to converge to a stable set of partitions. Upon convergence, the set of partitions, together with the transitions between partitions, form a graph that is isomorphic to the minimal DFA.

At the beginning of the algorithm, the DFA states are split into two partitions: the accepting states and the non-accepting states. A hash table of visited partitions, \textit{parts}, is used, with pairs of integers as keys and integers as values. For the pair of integers, the first integer represents the partition number of the current state \( i \), while the second integer represents the partition number of \( DFA[i][T] \), where \( T \) is the current transition being processed. If two states \( i \) and \( j \) in the DFA are equivalent, then for any transition \( T \), at any time during the iterative process, the pairs corresponding to \( i \) and \( j \) for the same \( T \) should have the same first integers and the same second integers.

Algorithm 5 describes a sequential RAM-based version of forward refinement, while Algorithm 6 describes the parallel disk-based version.

The major differences between Algorithms 5 and 6 are that lines 7–17 and line 20 of Algorithm 5 are parallelized and that Roomy’s principles of parallel disk-based computing are used: all large data structures are split into equally-sized chunks that are kept on the parallel disks of a cluster; and all access and update operations to the \textit{current_parts} and \textit{prev_parts} arrays and to the \textit{parts} hash table are delayed and batched for efficient streaming access to disk. Also, duplicate detection, which in the sequential RAM-based algorithm appears in
Input: A DFA \( \text{init}_{\text{DFA}} \), with \( N \) states, with initial states \( I_s \) and accepting states \( A_s \).

Output: The minimal canonical DFA \( \text{min}_{\text{DFA}} \), equivalent to \( \text{init}_{\text{DFA}} \).

1: Initialize array \( \text{current\_parts} \): \( \text{current\_parts}[i] \leftarrow 0 \) if \( i \) is a non-accepting state of \( \text{init}_{\text{DFA}} \), and \( \text{current\_parts}[i] \leftarrow 1 \) if \( i \) is an accepting state.

2: Initialize array \( \text{next\_parts} \) to all 0.

3: \( \text{prev\_num\_parts} \leftarrow 0; \text{curr\_num\_parts} \leftarrow 2. \)

4: \textbf{while} \( \text{prev\_num\_parts} < \text{curr\_num\_parts} \) \textbf{do}

5: \( \text{prev\_num\_parts} \leftarrow \text{curr\_num\_parts}. \)

6: \textbf{for} each transition \( T \) of \( \text{init}_{\text{DFA}} \) \textbf{do}

7: Initialize hash table \( \text{parts} \) to \( \emptyset \).

8: \( \text{next\_id} \leftarrow 0. \)

9: \textbf{for} \( i \in \{1 \ldots N\} \) \textbf{do}

10: \( \text{next\_part} \leftarrow \text{current\_parts}[\text{init}_{\text{DFA}}[i][T]]. \)

11: \( \text{pair} \leftarrow \text{new Pair} (\text{current\_parts}[i], \text{next\_part}). \)

12: \( \text{id} \leftarrow \text{parts}.\text{getVal}(\text{pair}). \)

13: \textbf{if} \( \text{id} \) was not found in \( \text{parts} \) \textbf{then}

14: \( \text{Insert } (\text{pair} \rightarrow \text{next\_id}) \text{ in } \text{parts}. \)

15: \( \text{id} \leftarrow \text{next\_id}. \)

16: \( \text{next\_id} \leftarrow \text{next\_id} + 1. \)

17: \textbf{end if}

18: \( \text{next\_parts}[i] \leftarrow \text{id}. \)

19: \textbf{end for}

20: \( \text{current\_parts} \leftarrow \text{next\_parts}. \)

21: \textbf{end for}

22: \( \text{curr\_num\_parts} \leftarrow \text{next\_id}. \)

23: \textbf{end while} \// For each state \( i \) of \( \text{init}_{\text{DFA}} \), \( \text{current\_parts}[i] \) defines what partition state \( i \) is in.

24: Collapse each partition to just one state to obtain the minimal DFA.

\textbf{Algorithm 5}: Sequential RAM-based Forward Refinement.

Note that in Algorithm 6 each compute node \( k \) keeps its own part of the \( \text{parts} \) hash table (\( \text{parts}^k \)) and owns a part of the intermediate DFA states (\( \text{states}^k \)). As with subset construction, the parallel disk-based computation follows a scatter-gather pattern, denoted in the pseudocode by most of the \textbf{for} loops: local computation (line 5), \textit{scatter} (line 6), \textit{gather} (line 8), local computation (lines 9–11), \textit{scatter} (line 12), \textit{gather} (line 13), local computation (lines 15–16), \textit{scatter} (lines 17, 19), \textit{gather} (line 22) and local computation
2.4. FINDING THE UNIQUE MINIMAL DFA

**Input:** A DFA $\text{init}_{\text{DFA}}$, with $N$ states, with initial states $I_s$ and accepting states $A_s$.

**Output:** The minimal canonical DFA $\text{min}_{\text{DFA}}$, equivalent to $\text{init}_{\text{DFA}}$.

1: // Initialization and outer loop are the same as lines 1–6 in Algorithm 5
2: // Disk-based parallel loop (parallelization of lines 7–17 in Algorithm 5)
   − each node $k$ does:
3: Initialize hash table $\text{parts}^k$ to $\emptyset$.
4: for $i \in \{\text{states}^k\}$ do
5:   $k_1 = \text{hash}(\text{init}_{\text{DFA}}[i][T])$.
6:   Send tuple $(i, \text{current}._\text{parts}[i], \text{init}_{\text{DFA}}[i][T])$ to node $k_1$ (batched operation).
7: end for
8: Receive batches of tuples $(i, \text{current}._\text{parts}[i], \text{init}_{\text{DFA}}[i][T])$ from all nodes.
9: $\text{next}._\text{part}[i] \leftarrow \text{current}._\text{parts}[\text{init}_{\text{DFA}}[i][T]]$.
10: $\text{pair}[i] \leftarrow \text{new Pair}(\text{current}._\text{parts}[i], \text{next}._\text{part}[i])$.
11: $\text{next}._\text{id}[i] \leftarrow \text{new Id}$.
12: Send new entry $(\text{pair}[i] \rightarrow \text{next}._\text{id}[i])$ and state id $i$ to node $k_2 = \text{hash}(\text{pair}[i])$ (batched operation).
13: Receive batches of $\text{pair} \rightarrow \text{id}$ entries from all nodes.
14: for each received entry $\text{pair} \rightarrow \text{recv}._\text{id}$ and associated state id $i$ do
15: if an entry $\text{pair} \rightarrow \text{id}$ was not found in the local $\text{parts}$ then
16:   Insert $(\text{pair} \rightarrow \text{recv}._\text{id})$ in the local $\text{parts}$.
17:   Send key–value pair $i \rightarrow \text{recv}._\text{id}$ to node $k = \text{hash}(i)$ (batched operation).
18: else
19:   Send key–value pair $i \rightarrow \text{id}$ to node $k = \text{hash}(i)$ (batched operation).
20: end if
21: end for
22: Receive batches of $i \rightarrow \text{id}$ entries from all nodes.
23: for each received entry $i \rightarrow \text{id}$ do
24: $\text{current}._\text{parts}[i] \leftarrow \text{id}$.
25: end for

**Algorithm 6:** Parallel Disk-based Forward Refinement.

(line 24).

The last part of finding the minimal DFA, in which each partition collapses to one state, is presented separately, in Algorithm 7.
1: // Collapsing partitions to $min_{DFA}$ (parallelization of line 20 in Algorithm 5) – each node $k$ does:
2: for $i \in \{indices^k\}$ do
3: Get $partition[i]$ (the partition of state $i$) from $current\_parts^k$.
4: for each transition $T$ of $init_{DFA}$ do
5: Get $partition[init_{DFA}[i][T]]$ from node that owns it.
6: end for
7: // Now all the transitions of $partition[i]$ in $min_{DFA}$ are known.
8: end for

Algorithm 7: Parallel Disk-based Partitions Collapse.

2.5 Implementation Issues for the FSA

Algorithms

Large parallel computations are often subject to practical issues that need to be resolved in order for the computations to succeed. These are generally implementation aspects that need to be optimized.

In the case of the parallel disk-based FSA algorithms, the first important implementation question we faced was the representation of the sets of NFA-states. For determinizations in which sets tend to be small, an explicit state representation is preferable. For determinizations in which sets tend to be large (i.e. a significant fraction of the total NFA states), a bitmap representation of the sets is desired.

For the series of permutation patterns problems that are the object of the solution, small problems in the series were solved using sequential implementations by Steve Linton (see Section 2.2). Those solutions showed that the determinizations for this series of problems tend to produce small sets of NFA-states. Therefore, the explicit set of states representation was chosen.

Moreover, by observing a pattern of the largest produced set when increasing the size of the problem, we were able to make confident assumptions on the size of the largest produced set for the next problems in the series. If the
determinization produced a set larger than the maximum specified set size, the program would print this information and it would exit. This behaviour is a consequence of the usage of Roomy as an implementation platform. In Roomy, elements of a data structure have a fixed size. Any element smaller than the fixed size will be padded until it reaches the fixed size. This is a consequence of using files on disk. The problem is that elements larger than the fixed size are not accepted. So we need to over-provision for the largest element. In practice, this over-provisioning leads to an allocated to used space ratio of up to 2 for the sets of states for the series of problems that we solved. For input NFAs in general, the allocated to used space ratio using this representation may be much higher.

Another implementation issue occurs for the detection of duplicate sets in Algorithm 6 (lines 12–16). For the series of NFAs that we are concerned with, in the intermediate DFAs more than half of the states are accepting states. For the DFAs that we minimized as part of the series of permutation pattern problems, all the accepting states were determined by the DFA minimization to belong to the same partition. This means they collapse to a single accepting state at the end of the DFA minimization. In line 12 of Algorithm 6 all accepting states are sent to the same cluster node (because the hash function produces the same result for the same input) for duplicate removal. Therefore, the disk of that specific cluster node can fill up. At that point, the Roomy computation will crash. This has happened for the largest computation described in Section 2.8. The solution was to partition the accepting states into a few sets, and process the sets on the target cluster node one at a time. This ensured that there was never too much data to fill up the disk. Based on the observation that, for these cases, all accepting states collapse into one state in the minimal DFA, Steve Linton proved that this is true of all problems in the
series. A significant optimization was then to recognize that an accepting state is a duplicate of a canonical state upon discovery. This significantly reduces the amount of storage necessary for the discovered states. The experimental results in Section 2.8 do not take this last optimization into account, because these results were obtained before the proof was completed.

2.6 Multi-threaded Implementations for Shared Memory

For comparison with the parallel disk-based algorithms, multi-threaded shared-memory implementations of subset construction and DFA minimization are provided. A shared-memory architecture almost always has less storage (128 GB RAM in our experiments) than parallel disks. To alleviate the state combinatorial explosion issue, depth-first search (DFS) is used here for the subset construction instead of breadth-first search (BFS).

The smallest instance of the four NFA to minimal DFA problems considered can be solved on a commodity computer with 16 GB of RAM, the second instance needs 40 GB of memory for subset construction, while the third largest instance needs a large shared-memory machine with at least 100 GB of RAM. The largest instance considered cannot be solved even on a large shared-memory machine, thus requiring the use of parallel disks on a cluster.

A significant problem for both subset construction and DFA minimization in a multi-threaded environment is synchronization for duplicate detection. For subset construction, this issue arises when a thread discovers a new DFA state and checks whether the state has been discovered before by itself or another thread. The data structure keeping the already-discovered states (usually a hash table) has to be locked in that case, so that the thread can check
whether the current state has already been discovered and, if not, to insert
the new state in the data structure. However, such an approach would lead
to excessive lock contention (many threads waiting on the same lock).

Hence, the solution employed was to use a partitioned hash table to keep
the already discovered states instead of a regular hash table. For large problem
instances, the hash table was partitioned into 1024 separate hash tables — each
with its own lock. So long as the number of partitions is much larger than the
number of threads, it is unlikely that two threads will concurrently discover
two states that will belong to the same partition, thus avoiding most of the
lock contention. Experiments (see Section 2.8, Table 2.2) show significant
speedup with the increase in number of threads.

A similar solution was used for the forward refinement algorithm, which
minimizes the DFA obtained from subset construction. In this case, read ac-
cesses significantly dominate over write accesses. The implementation took
advantage of this by implementing a lock only around writes to the corre-
sponding hash table. The valid bit was written last in this case. A write
barrier is needed to guarantee no re-ordering of writes. In the worst case, a
concurrent read may read the hash entry as invalid, and that thread will then
request the lock, verify that the hash entry is still invalid, and if that is the
case, then do the write. This is safe.

### 2.7 NFA Minimization: an Alternative

#### Approach

NFA minimization attempts to reduce the size of the input NFA, which should,
in turn, lead to a decrease in number of states of the intermediate DFA.

Computing the minimal equivalent NFA of a given NFA is PSPACE-
hard [BM08], but a series of methods have been developed that, for many
input NFA, compute a smaller equivalent NFA. This smaller NFA is often the
minimal NFA with respect to a certain simulation relation.

One NFA minimization method uses simulation equivalence [GP08b], that
establishes a simulation relation used to minimize the input NFA prior to de-
terminization. In Glabbeek and Ploeger’s experiments [GP08b], this approach
produced NFAs up to four times smaller than the input NFA. The interme-
diate DFAs produced by subset construction from the reduced NFAs were up
to 3 times smaller than the intermediate DFAs produced by subset construc-
tion from the non-reduced NFAs. When NFA reduction was followed by a
 compression method in the determinization step, the experiments in [GP08b]
show an up to 100 times reduction in the intermediate DFA size.

Simulation equivalence for NFA minimization is generally preferred over
other methods, such as bisimulation equivalence or trace inclusion (see [GPP03,
Section 3.2]). According to [GP08a], simulation preorder “is the coarsest pre-
order included in trace inclusion that is known to be decidable in polynomial
time”.

The NFA minimization method of [GP08b] was not successful on our input
NFAs. The minimized NFA still had more than 90% of the original number
of states. More importantly, the NFA minimization process for our input
NFAs was slow: it took 11 minutes to minimize an NFA with 3,500 states and
more than 24 hours to minimize an NFA with 50,000 states. By contrast, the
parallel disk-based NFA determinization and minimization took 2 minutes for
the 3,500-state NFA and 1 hour for the 50,000-state NFA when using 4 disks.

When following NFA minimization by determinization using compression,
the resulting intermediate DFA was much smaller than the intermediate DFA
resulted from the parallel disk-based determinization. For example, for the
3,500-state NFA, minimizing the NFA and determinizing using compression resulted in a 5,000-state intermediate DFA, compared to a 650,000-state DFA resulted from parallel disk-based subset construction.

However, since using compression during determinization requires that the NFA be first minimized using simulation equivalence [GP08b], the size reduction benefit is offset by the long time it takes to minimize the NFA. Moreover, determinization using compression is significantly slower than simple determinization on the input NFAs resulted from the permutation patterns problems in Section 2.2.

Another NFA minimization method we tried is the ReducedNFA operation in the GAP [GAP08] package. This NFA minimization method is presented in [AL04] and it minimizes the NFA modulo the coarsest right-invariant equivalence relation on the states of the input NFA. The right-invariant equivalence relation was first described in [IY03]. This method had no effect on the size of our input NFAs.

### 2.8 Experimental Results

#### 2.8.1 Parallel Disk-based Computations

Parallel disk-based computations were carried out on a 29-node computer cluster, each node’s processor being a 4-core Intel Xeon CPU 5130 running at 2 GHz. Nodes on the cluster had either 8 or 16 GB of RAM and at least 200 GB of free disk storage and ran Red Hat Linux kernel version 2.6.9.

Table 2.1 presents the sizes of the intermediate DFAs produced by subset construction and the sizes of the minimal DFAs produced by the minimization process for the four considered token passing network problems (corresponding to stack depths 9, 10, 11 and 12).
Table 2.1 also shows the running time and aggregate disk-space used by the subset construction results for the four problem instances. Each state in the intermediate DFA is a subset of states in the original NFA and needs to be kept as such until the subset construction phase is over, for the purpose of exact duplicate detection. Hence, for each newly discovered DFA state, the entire corresponding subset needs to be stored on disk. The average subset size (the sum of all subset sizes divided by the number of subsets) increases slightly with stack depth, from an average of 8.48 states per set for stack depth 9 to 10.06 states per set for stack depth 12. The maximum subset sizes were 17, 18, 19, and 20 for stack depths 9, 10, 11, and 12, respectively.

The intermediate DFA (produced by subset construction) was then minimized using the forward refinement algorithm. Experimental results for DFA minimization are presented also in Table 2.1. For each of the four problem instances, the computation required exactly five forward refinements (five of the outer iterations described in Algorithm 6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stack depth</th>
<th>NFA size (#states)</th>
<th>Intermediate DFA</th>
<th>Minimal DFA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size (#states)</td>
<td>Peak disk</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>167,143</td>
<td>49,722,541</td>
<td>24 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>537,294</td>
<td>175,215,168</td>
<td>90 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1,667,428</td>
<td>587,547,014</td>
<td>327 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5,035,742</td>
<td>1,899,715,733</td>
<td>1,136 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.3 presents the breadth-first search frontier sizes for the largest case ($k = 12$). This and the other three cases exhibit a thin bell-shaped curve, in contrast to the pear-shaped curve seen for many other implicit graph enumerations.

The DFA minimization times, reported in Table 2.1, grow steadily, almost linearly, with the increase in number of states of the intermediate DFA. On
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Figure 2.3: Frontier sizes and already-visited hash table sizes for each BFS level of the implicit graph corresponding to subset construction.

On the other hand, the subset construction times from Table 2.1 increase much more rapidly. The two smaller cases run faster because the distributed subset construction fits in the aggregate RAM of the nodes of the cluster. The peak disk usage from Table 2.1 divided by 29 (the number of compute nodes) is significantly less than 8 GB per node (the size of RAM) for the two smaller cases and significantly larger than 8 GB for the largest case. It is just above 8 GB per node for the second largest case.

Also note that the peak disk usage is about 4 times lower for DFA minimization compared to subset construction, although the running time is usually higher for minimization and, for the largest case, about the same as for subset construction. This is because although the peak usage is smaller for DFA minimization, it is reached for each of the inner iterations of Algorithm 6. For the largest computation, there are 5 outer iterations, each consisting of 14 inner iterations, so there are $5 \times 14 = 70$ total inner iterations.
2.8.2 Multi-threaded RAM-based Computations

Multi-threaded computations were run on a large shared-memory machine with four quad-core 1.8 GHz AMD Opteron processors (16 cores), 128 GB of RAM, running Ubuntu 9.10 with a SMP Linux 2.6.31 server kernel.

Only the first three computations could be completed on the large shared-memory machine used. The fourth computation requires far too much memory. Table 2.2 shows how the running time of the subset construction and DFA minimization scales with the number of worker threads. The reported timings are for the stack depth 11 problem instance. The size of the intermediate DFA produced by subset construction for this instance is 587,547,014 states. The minimal DFA produced by forward refinements has 274,752 states. For any number of worker threads, the peak memory usage for subset construction was 98 GB, while for minimization it was 36.5 GB.

Table 2.2: Multi-threaded RAM-based timings for stack depth 11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num. threads</th>
<th>Subset constr.</th>
<th>Minimiz.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15h 30min</td>
<td>8h</td>
<td>23h 30min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8h 10min</td>
<td>5h 5min</td>
<td>13h 15min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3h 50 min</td>
<td>2h 40 min</td>
<td>6h 30 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2h 5min</td>
<td>1h 25min</td>
<td>3h 30min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1h 15 min</td>
<td>57 min</td>
<td>2h 12 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1h 15 min</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The timings in Table 2.2 show that both the multi-threaded subset construction and the DFA minimization implementations scale almost linearly with the number of threads. DFA minimization scales almost linearly for up to 8 threads. From 8 to 16 threads it scales sub-linearly due to significant lock contention.

Table 2.3 presents the timings for the problem instances with stack depths 9, 10, and 11, using 16 worker threads. For the stack depth 9 case, the peak memory usage was 12 GB for subset construction and 5 GB for DFA
minimization. For stack depth 10, the peak memory usage was 40 GB and 11 GB, respectively. For stack depth 11, the peak memory usage was 98 GB for determinization and 36 GB for minimization.

Table 2.3: Multi-threaded RAM-based results for stack depths 9, 10, and 11, with 16 worker threads and parallel disk-based results for stack depths 9, 10, and 11, on a 29-node cluster. The parallel disk-based results are presented here for the purpose of comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stack depth</th>
<th>Multi-threaded Algo. Time</th>
<th>Parallel-disks Algo. Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subset constr.</td>
<td>DFA min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8 min</td>
<td>4min 10s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>25 min</td>
<td>15min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1 hr 15 min</td>
<td>57min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.9 Related Work

Finite state automata are ubiquitous in mathematics and computer science, and have been studied extensively since the 1950s. Applications include pattern matching, signal processing, token passing networks (including sorting networks), compilers, and digital logic.

While the algorithms for large FSA presented in this chapter have been applied to permutation patterns problems, large finite state machines are also an important tool in natural language processing, and have been used for a wide variety of problems in computational linguistics. In a work presenting new applications of finite state automata to natural language processing [Moh96], Mohri cites a number of examples, including: lexical analysis [Sil94]; morphology and phonology [Kos96]; syntax [Moh94, Roc96]; text-to-speech synthesis [Spr95]; and speech recognition [MPR02, PRS94]. Speech recognition, in particular, can benefit from the use of very large automata. In [Moh97], Mohri predicted:
“More precision in acoustic modeling, finer language models, large lexicon grammars, and a larger vocabulary will lead, in the near future, to networks of much larger sizes in speech recognition. The determinization and minimization algorithms might help to limit the size of these networks while maintaining their time efficiency.”

While the subset construction for determinization has been a standard algorithm since the earliest years, this is not true for the minimization algorithm. For any DFA there is an equivalent minimal canonical DFA [HMU06, Chapter 4.4]. Fast sequential RAM-based DFA minimization algorithms have been developed since the 1950s. A taxonomy of most of these algorithms can be found in [Wat95]. The first DFA minimization algorithms were proposed by Huffman [Huf54] and Moore [Moo56]. Hopcroft’s minimization algorithm [Hop71] is proved to achieve the best possible theoretical complexity ($O(|\Sigma|N \log N)$ for alphabet $\Sigma$ and number of states $N$). Hopcroft’s algorithm has been extensively revisited [BC05, Gri73, Knu01]. There exist alternative DFA minimization algorithms, such as Brzozowski’s algorithm [CKP02], which, for some special cases, performs better in practice than Hopcroft’s algorithm [TV05]. However, none of these sequential algorithms parallelize well (with the possible exception of Brzozowski’s, in some cases).

Parallel DFA minimization has been considered since the 1990s. All existing parallel algorithms are for shared memory machines, either using the CRCW PRAM model [TSG02], the CREW PRAM model [JR93], or the EREW PRAM model [RX96]. All of these algorithms are applicable for tightly coupled parallel machines with shared RAM and they make heavy use of random access to shared memory. In addition, [RX96] minimized a 525,000-state DFA on the CM-5 supercomputer.

When the DFA considered for minimization is very large (possibly obtained
from a large NFA by subset construction), it must be stored on disk. To our knowledge, the proposed work represents the first disk-based algorithms for determinization and minimization.
Chapter 3

Multiresolution Analysis in MADNESS for Hybrid CPU-GPU Clusters

This chapter presents the adaptation of an important operator in the MADNESS [FBHJ04, HFYB03, HFY+04, HF, HF07] scientific framework to large hybrid CPU-GPU clusters. This is a first significant step towards migrating MADNESS to hybrid CPU-GPU clusters.

MADNESS (Multiresolution ADaptive Numerical Environment for Scientific Simulation) is a simulation framework that implements a set of basic operations that are used in computational chemistry, nuclear physics and other related fields employing quantum mechanics.

Most applications running on MADNESS use 3- and 4-dimensional tensors. The four most common operators in MADNESS are Apply, Compress, Reconstruct and Truncate. These four operators suffice for many MADNESS applications. Only Apply is CPU-intensive and the time for calls to Apply dominates over the other three. Hence, migrating the Apply operator to hybrid CPU-GPU clusters is the most important step towards migrating MADNESS to hybrid CPU-GPU.

\footnote{Tensors are higher dimensional generalizations of standard 2-dimensional matrices.}
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3.1 Background: GPUs in High-Performance Computing

Traditionally restricted to graphics processing, Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) have, in the past few years, become a major technology in High-Performance Computing (HPC). Due to their massive computational power and reduced energy consumption, GPUs are quickly making inroads into supercomputing, where the goal is to achieve high scalability while also keeping the energy consumption within reasonable limits. For a typical Fermi-class NVIDIA GPU, the theoretical peak performance for double precision computations is 515 GFLOPS (although usually practical applications will achieve much less than the peak). This can be compared to a single CPU core, which peaks at 12 GFLOPS. As of this writing, 16-core CPUs are the largest widely-available CPUs.

As of November 2011, 3 of the 10 fastest supercomputers in the world used GPUs [Top500]. Also, 5 of the world’s 10 most power-efficient supercomputers used GPUs [Top500].

Figure 3.1 presents the NVIDIA Fermi architecture, one of the current commodity state-of-the-art GPUs. The high-end of the Fermi architecture contains 16 streaming multiprocessors (SMs) for parallel computations. Each SM contains 32 cores (also known as stream processors (SPs)) that can collaborate to perform a computation. The computational unit is the NVIDIA thread, which is run by one of the SPs. 32 threads comprise a warp, which is the scheduling unit on NVIDIA Fermi GPUs (although half a warp can be scheduled independently of the other half). Warps can be efficiently context-switched in and out of an SM. The Fermi card has a register file totaling 32,768 32-bit registers, used for rapid context switching between warps.
Within an SM, all local SPs have access to a 64-kilobyte fast memory. The fast memory logically consists of the L1 cache and the Shared Memory. The fast memory can be configured in two ways: either 16 of the 64 kilobytes act as L1 cache and the other 48 kilobytes act as Shared Memory, or 48 of the 64 kilobytes act as L1 cache and the other 16 kilobytes act as Shared Memory. Shared Memory is user-managed, whereas L1 cache is transparent and coherent. In addition, there are 63 4-byte registers on each SP. The register access latency is about 1 clock cycle (various Fermi cards’ frequencies are around 1.5 GHz), while the access latency for L1 cache and Shared Memory is on the order of 2-3 clock cycles. The 768-kilobyte L2 cache is shared between the 16 SMs and has access latency on the order of 200-400 cycles. L2 cache is transparent and coherent. The global memory latency is on the order of 600-800 cycles. The high memory latency is an issue in GPU computations: the computation has to be organized so that most data is accessed from the cache levels closest to the SMs. Algorithms that exhibit complex data access are, thus, not suitable for GPUs. This contrasts with a commodity CPU, in which L2 cache latency is around 10-15 clock cycles, and RAM latency is on the order of 50-100 clock cycles.

Computation on a GPU must follow a SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) model (NVIDIA’s terminology is SIMT - Single Instruction Multiple Threads). All 32 threads in a warp will execute the same instruction at the same time. In the case of branching instructions, the threads following the true branch will execute code, whereas the others will execute a NO-OP (or exhibit a functionally equivalent behavior to a NO-OP). This restriction is imposed by the architecture — in order for the GPU to be power-efficient, the SM with its 32 cores has a simple design, that does not allow efficient complex data access.
Computational kernels in the CUDA language (the NVIDIA extension to C) are specified as operations organized in thread blocks. The size of a thread block is user-specified. Each thread in a thread block executes the same instruction stream. A thread block will be assigned to exactly one SM. Thread blocks are organized by the user in grids of blocks. The entire kernel is executed by a grid of thread blocks. Usually any two thread blocks are independent and there is no inter-block communication. However, CUDA allows some inter-block synchronization via CUDA atomics. Multiple thread blocks executing in parallel can be viewed as a form of task parallelism.

The applications that usually fit the GPU computing paradigm are computationally intensive (they have a large computation to global memory access ratio). Large matrix-matrix multiplication is the representative algorithm for general-purpose GPU computing. Scientific simulations are generally a good fit, since they require a high-number of complex numeric calculations. However, GPUs have been used in other areas as well, such as inexpensive highly-efficient RAID [CWSB10].

\section*{3.2 MADNESS — a Scientific Simulation Framework based on Multiresolution Analysis}

MADNESS is a general purpose software framework for scientific computations based on integral and differential equations. It belongs to the classes of analysis-based solvers and basis-free methods.

MADNESS improves the complexity of solutions to scientific problems by relying on the fact that optimal mathematical representations of particles
Figure 3.1: The Fermi class of GPUs from NVIDIA. [a] The Fermi GPU card has 16 SM (streaming multiprocessors), DRAM attached to the card, an L2 cache common to all SMs and a thread scheduler capable of scheduling kernels to run concurrently. [b] Each SM has 32 cores (also known as SPs — stream processors), a warp scheduler (a warp consists of 32 threads), a total of 32,768 registers of size 32 bytes, and Shared Memory and L1 cache, that together add up to 64 kilobytes.
such as molecules exhibit varying degrees of detail for different parts of the particle [HF07]. If the highest available degree of detail were used for all parts of the particle, the complexity of the system would grow non-linearly. But if the particle consists, alongside of some highly irregular parts, of many smoother parts, then higher detail is not necessary everywhere.

MADNESS employs a Multiresolution Analysis (MRA) methodology to reduce the computational complexity of the problem and achieves high precision by performing an adaptive mesh refinement over the simulation volume.

The different levels of refinement have different accuracy and the number of levels depends on the precision (accuracy) requested by the user. At a high-level, MRA can be seen as a telescoping series of grids, in which the information of the lower-ranked grids is included in the information of higher-ranked grids. (see Figure 3.2).

For some parts of a particle or system more detail might be necessary, which means that the corresponding sections of a higher-ranked grid will be used, while for some other parts of the system less detail is enough. Thus the corresponding sections of a lower-ranked grid suffice.

Figure 3.3 shows grids having finer resolution over the regions of a molecule where the probability of finding electrons (electron density) is higher and have coarser resolution over empty regions.

This helps in concentrating most of the compute power towards relevant computations, thereby reducing overall computational complexity. The level of refinement is improved by progressively generating new levels using the previous levels until the desired accuracy is achieved.

A multiresolution grid is represented in MADNESS as a highly unbalanced tree (see Figure 3.2). The nodes of the tree are distributed across the nodes of a cluster. The distribution is done using a tree-node to compute-node mapping.
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Figure 3.2: The MRA approach can be viewed as a telescoping series of grids. Grid \( V_0 \) is the coarsest. The finer the grid, the more information is captured about the wave function in the specific area. The more irregular the function in a certain area, the finer the grid that is necessary to represent it.

There are much more tree-nodes than compute-nodes and a tree-node resides on a single compute-node. Distributed trees are implemented in MADNESS with distributed hash tables.

MADNESS operators (such as Apply, Compress, Reconstruct, or Truncate) take as input a distributed tree, which they explore and modify.

3.2.1 The MADNESS Framework Implementation

The MADNESS framework implementation uses ideas from other HPC frameworks such as Cilk [BJK+96] and Charm++ [KRSG95].

Above the communication layer built around MPI and Global Arrays [NPT+06] there are three layers, as presented in Figure 3.4.

Right above the communication layer is the MADNESS Parallel Run-time, which exposes to the developer distributed data structures such as the WorldContainer (a distributed hash table) and the Distributed Stack mechanism, through constructs such as Tasks and Futures (placeholders for values yet to be returned by a remote task). Futures were developed originally in
BBN Butterfly LISP in the 1980s [SKL88]. In MADNESS, a specific task may be executed locally or remotely. If it is executed locally, the task function call in MADNESS will block waiting for the function to return. If it is executed remotely, the task function call will return immediately with a Future value, which is not immediately evaluated. Futures can be passed as parameters to other task invocations, in which case the specific task will not start executing until all Future parameters have been evaluated. This is similar to the Cilk [BJK+96] programming model.

On top of the Parallel Runtime are the Mathematical and Numerical al-

Figure 3.3: Multiresolution Analysis over benzene dimer (See Figure 6 of article [HF07]).
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MADNESS architecture
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**Figure 3.4:** The Layered MADNESS Architecture (see [Har, page 27])

Algorithms based on Multiresolution Analysis. The main data structure used in the *Mathematical and Numerical* layer is the *n*-ary distributed tree (implemented using the *WorldContainer*), which fits the hierarchical representation obtained from applying Multiresolution Analysis to wave functions. The tree nodes contain function coefficients. Most of the layer’s algorithms involve some manner of traversing the tree.

### 3.2.2 Adapting Scientific Simulation Frameworks for CPU-GPU clusters

Among packages supporting molecular dynamics, MADNESS is unique in using adaptive multiresolution analysis to solve molecular dynamics problems larger than ever before. The adaptively refined tree (see Figure 3.2) leads to
computations at multiple scales. This involves irregular computations over small matrices.

Because other packages do not use adaptive multiresolution methods, they have a tendency to do additional work for the same accuracy. Because the additional work is more regular than that for MADNESS, it tends to parallelize well on GPUs. *Parallelization of MADNESS tends to suffer from many small tasks.* Hence, other packages will achieve higher speedups on GPUs because they begin with a lower performance on CPUs for a given accuracy. Hence, for a given accuracy, MADNESS already achieves good performance on CPU-based clusters. The challenge for MADNESS is to achieve enough speedup on GPUs so as to retain its performance advantage for a given accuracy.

The multiple levels and scales for MADNESS are one of its strengths. The only competitive approach is BigDFT [Big]. However, BigDFT only has two levels of resolution (coarse and fine). This makes it significantly less flexible than MADNESS, which has multiple levels of resolution that are computed dynamically.

Some of the competing scientific simulation frameworks that have been ported to CPU-GPU architectures are [NVia]: BigDFT (a pseudopotential density functional theory (DFT) framework that expresses Kohn-Sham wavefunctions in Daubechies wavelet bases), TeraChem [Ter] (Gaussian orbitals that implement ab initio molecular dynamics and DFT methods), GAMESS [GAM] (also an ab initio computational chemistry framework), AMBER [AMB] (a framework for classic molecular dynamics), NAMD [NAM] (molecular dynamics), GROMACS [GRO] (molecular dynamics for protein and bio-molecule simulation), LAMMPS [LAM] (classic molecular dynamics) and QMCPACK [QMC] (continuum quantum Monte Carlo methods).

All these simulation frameworks use large matrices, as described before, so
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they are well-suited for GPUs. MADNESS computations use smaller, rectangular matrices and the ratio of computation to data access is lower than for the other scientific frameworks. This makes MADNESS highly suitable for many-core architectures, but leads to challenges when porting to GPUs, as described next. Nevertheless, MADNESS needs to be ported to CPU-GPU architectures in order to take advantage of the resources offered by new hybrid CPU-GPU clusters, such as Titan.

3.3 Migrating MADNESS Operators to Hybrid CPU-GPU Architectures

A naive CPU-GPU port of a MADNESS operator would replace each call to a matrix multiplication on the CPU with an equivalent GPU routine. However, this would result in low GPU occupancy and high CPU-GPU transfer latency. Also, CPU-GPU transfer would optimally use page-locked memory, but the overhead of page-locking for the transfer of a single matrix would be excessive. The solution is:

- to separate compute-intensive code from data-intensive code;

- to aggregate the computation; and

- to aggregate the data inputs.

Due to the irregular nature of the computations, even hand optimization of the MADNESS operators for the GPU does not utilize the full power of the GPU. Hence, it was important:

- to overlap CPU computation with GPU computation.
Extending MADNESS to CPU-GPU Clusters requires modifications to the underlying control flow of MADNESS operators. Keeping the current control flow for a CPU-GPU execution would be inefficient, since launching a GPU kernel on-demand is slow, because of: high CPU-GPU transfer latency, low CPU-GPU transfer bandwidth without page-locking, slow on-demand page-locking, and low GPU occupancy. Our modified Apply operator is fully compatible with the rest of the framework, that was not modified.

### 3.3.1 Modifications to the Control Flow of a MADNESS Operator

As opposed to other scientific frameworks (see 3.2.2), MADNESS employs many small tasks instead of a few large tasks. One MADNESS task applies an operator to a single node in the multiresolution tree and it can pass the result to other tree-nodes, modify the current tree-node, remove it and even create new tree-nodes. A node of an $n$-ary tree consists of an $n$-dimensional tensor along with extra information.

We made modifications to the control flow of Apply to enable the aggregation of data inputs for GPU tasks. Data inputs are aggregated into a few large pre-allocated buffers, which are then transferred to the GPU in a single step. The CPU-GPU latency penalty is thus paid only once for the entire batch as opposed to once for each task input.

Moreover, the pre-allocated transfer buffers are page-locked at the beginning of the computation. Page-locking ensures that the buffer stays resident in RAM, and it also leads to at least double the transfer speed. Page-locking can efficiently be done only on a few large buffers, since it is slow (0.5 milliseconds). Page-unlocking (the reverse of page-locking) is even slower (2 milliseconds), in the context in which the execution of a single typical MADNESS
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3-dimensional CUDA kernel is on the order of 1 millisecond.

These modifications to the control flow of \texttt{Apply} are critical for solving the high latency, slow transfer and GPU occupancy issues.

Besides input data, the compute-intensive MADNESS tasks are also aggregated. A batch of tasks can be more efficiently scheduled on the streaming processors (SMs) of the GPU than individual tasks. Having a batch of tasks readily available allows launching multiple tasks of the same kind on the GPU concurrently in the case of small tasks, that individually occupy only a fraction of the GPU. Moreover, informed decisions can be made about how to divide work between the CPU and the GPU when a large computation batch is available.

Both the CPU and CPU-GPU versions of the \texttt{Apply} operator are presented in Section 3.4.

\textbf{MADNESS Library Extensions for Efficient CPU-GPU Computing} It is not desirable to perform batching of all MADNESS tasks. The goal is to batch only those MADNESS tasks that are compute-intensive. The MADNESS algorithms developer has to identify these tasks and expose them to the MADNESS Library extensions. Specifically, the developer can split a task of interest into three sub-tasks: \texttt{preprocess}, \texttt{compute} and \texttt{postprocess}. The MADNESS Library extensions will ensure that the \texttt{preprocess} sub-task will be executed by a CPU thread. It will also ensure that the output data of \texttt{preprocess} is batched together with other output data of the same kind, to serve as input data for \texttt{compute} tasks.

The execution of the multiple \texttt{compute} tasks waiting for input data is delayed until a timer expires. At this point there are multiple batches of \texttt{compute} waiting to be executed (one batch per kind of \texttt{compute} task). The “kind” of a task is given by a combination of the memory address of the
compute function and the result of a user-defined hash function applied to the input data. Batches of compute tasks will be executed one by one at this point.

A dispatcher CPU thread will split each batch of compute tasks between the CPU threads and the GPU. A compute task must have both a CPU- and a GPU-version. By knowing the relative performance of the GPU code compared to the CPU code for a certain operator, a MADNESS developer can decide what is the ratio of CPU to GPU work. Consider that a CPU-only run takes time \( m \) and a GPU-only run takes time \( n \). The minimal computation time can be achieved by an optimal CPU-GPU computation overlap. The minimal time is calculated by minimizing \( \max(mk, n(1 - k)) \), with \( k \in [0, 1] \). This means that a \( k \)-fraction of tasks are sent to the CPU and the rest to the GPU. The optimal CPU-GPU work overlap is achieved when \( mk = n(1 - k) \), so \( k = n/(m + n) \). The minimal runtime is thus \( \frac{mn}{m+n} \). This method of work distribution between the CPU and the GPU has its limitations: it only takes into account computation; it does not take into account data access. The method works best when the computation clearly dominates data access. However, if data access performed by the dispatcher thread or the worker threads requires time comparable to the computation time, then the computation overlap between the CPU and GPU will be sub-optimal. In these cases, the distribution of work between the CPU and the GPU can be tuned to compensate for the unaccounted data access time.

Newly generated compute tasks continue to be batched while the CPU and the GPU do work. The dispatcher also drives the execution of the GPU computation batches.

The control flow of the CPU-GPU Apply operator is presented in Figure 3.5. (This figure again presents the overview previously seen as Figure 1.1.)
in Chapter 1).

Figure 3.6 describes the data flow behavior of the Hybrid CPU-GPU system, including the dispatcher thread. The implementation is optimized by using two task queues implemented as hash tables: the active and inactive hash table. The two hash tables are the implementation support of the double-buffering feature.

Next we present the CPU-GPU version of the MADNESS Apply operator that uses our MADNESS Library extensions.

3.4 The Apply Operator

The most computationally intensive operator in MADNESS is Apply. It consists of computing a Gaussian operator on each tensor node in a tensor tree and accumulating the local results of the Gaussian to compute an approximation of a version of Green’s function.

The computational part of the Apply operator can be expressed as:
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Figure 3.6: Data flow patterns for the Hybrid CPU-GPU system. Double-buffering is supported by the use of two task queues implemented as hash tables: the active and inactive hash tables. Once all data from the active hash table has been processed by the dispatcher thread, the active and inactive hash tables are swapped, so that processing can continue from an already-filled hash table.

Formula 3.4.1. Integral Kernel for the Apply Operator

\[ r_{i_1i_2...i_d} = \sum_{\mu=1}^{M} \sum_{j_1=0}^{2k-1} \sum_{j_2=0}^{2k-1} \cdots \sum_{j_d=0}^{2k-1} s_{j_1j_2...j_d} h_{j_11}^{(\mu,1)} \times h_{j_22}^{(\mu,2)} \times \cdots \times h_{j_dd}^{(\mu,d)} \]

Here \( r \) and \( s \) are output/input d-dimensional tensors, respectively. \( s \) is a tensor from the input MADNESS multiresolution tree, while \( r \) is a tensor that will be used to update the input tree. The \( h \) operators are 2-dimensional tensors that are either computed as needed, or obtained from a software cache. Typical values of \( M \) and \( k \) are 100 and 10–20, respectively. Typical values of \( d \) are 3 and 4, but some computations may use \( d = 6 \).
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A tensor product in notation $a_{i_1i_2...i_k} \times b_{i_kj_1}$ means multiplying along dimension $k$, in the same way as a matrix multiplication $A_{i_1i_2} \times B_{ij_1}$ performs element-by-element multiplication along dimension 2.

If we isolate the first step in the transformation and view the indices $j_2...j_d$ as one compound index, then the first step in the tensor product can be viewed as $R_1 = r_{j_2...j_d} = \sum_{j_1=0}^{2^{k-1}} s_{j_1j_2...j_d} \times h_{j_1i_1}$. The second step can be viewed as $R_2 = r_{j_3...j_d} = \sum_{j_2=0}^{2^{k-1}} r_{j_2j_3...j_d} \times h_{j_2i_2}$. The final result is obtained from this iterative process. The $d$-dimensional tensors are represented in memory as 2-D matrices of size $n^{d-1} \times n$. Since the first step multiplies along dimension-index $j_1$ and the second step multiplies along dimension-index $j_2$, in order to preserve the memory layout of $d$-dimensional tensors, the tensor dimension-indices have to be cyclically permuted between iterative steps. For example, after computing $R_1$, the indices are permuted as follows: $j_1j_2...j_1j_d \rightarrow j_2j_3...j_dj_1$. The same efficient cache-aware access patterns can thus be used in each iterative step.

Figure 3.7 presents the product of a 3-dimensional $2 \times 2 \times 2$ tensor with a 2-dimensional $2 \times 2$ tensor across all 3 dimensions.

Figure 3.7 [a] presents the matrix multiplication of two $3 \times 3$ matrices (across dimension $i_2$). The figure shows how indices are selected for multiplication to obtain $C[i_1, i_3] = \sum_{i_2=0}^{2} A[i_1, i_2] \cdot B[i_2, i_3]$ and highlights how $C[1, 0]$ is obtained.

Figure 3.7 [b] presents the tensor multiplication for a 3-dimensional $3 \times 3 \times 3$ tensor and a 2-dimensional $3 \times 3$ tensor (a matrix) across dimension $i_1$. The result tensor $C$ is computed as follows: $C[j_1, i_2, i_3] = \sum_{i_1=0}^{2} A[i_1, i_2, i_3] \cdot B[i_1, j_1]$. Note that the 3-D memory tensor layout in the figure is row-major ($i_1$ major followed by $i_2$ minor and $i_3$ minor).

Figure 3.7 [c] presents the tensor multiplication of the result from Fig-
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Figure 3.7: Tensor Product: Generalization of Matrix Multiplication.

[a] Matrix multiplication of two $3 \times 3$ matrices (across dimension $i_2$).

[b] Tensor multiplication for a 3-dimensional $3 \times 3 \times 3$ tensor and a 2-dimensional $3 \times 3$ tensor (a matrix) across dimension $i_1$. The tensors are represented in row-major format.

[c] The result of the multiplication from [b] is multiplied by a 2-D $3 \times 3$ tensor across dimension $i_2$. In this case, the input tensor is in row-major order $j_1, i_2, i_3$.

[d] The same multiplication from [c], but this time both the input and output tensors are cyclically permuted so that they are in row-major format, with the first dimension the next one to perform multiplication over.
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Figure 3.7 [b] by a 2-D tensor across dimension $i_2$. Note that the access patterns are now different from the ones in Figure 3.7 [c]. Having to change access patterns for each dimension change allows less cache-aware control, which leads to a significant increase in the cache miss ratio.

For this reason, the memory layout is changed after each tensor multiplication by applying a cyclic permutation of the indices of the result tensor, which leads to optimal cache behavior. Thus, the same highly optimized tensor multiplication function can be applied in each step, since this is a layout-preserving transformation (as seen in Figure 3.7 [d]). The cyclic permutation is not applied as a separate operation, but rather the result of a multiplication is written directly in the index-permuted order.

Algorithm 8 describes the MADNESS **Apply** algorithm for CPUs at a high level. Here we are interested in identifying the data-intensive and compute-intensive parts of the code, in order to reorganize them for efficient CPU-GPU execution.

To take advantage of the MADNESS Library extensions for CPU-GPU, the **Apply** operator presented in Algorithm 8 has to be split into three parts that are implemented by three tasks: **preprocess**, **compute** and **postprocess**.

The **preprocess** task obtains the addresses of all the 2-dimensional $h$ tensor operators. In some cases, **preprocess** also calculates a low-rank approximation of the 2-dimensional tensors by singular value decomposition. The **compute** task uses the preprocessed inputs, performs the necessary $s \times h$ tensor products and adds the results into tensor $r$. The **postprocess** task accumulates the result tensor $r$ into a neighbor tensor in the tree.

The bulk of the data is comprised of the two-dimensional tensor operators $h$. Many of the 2-D tensor operators will be reused multiple times by transformations applied to various different input d-dimensional tensors. Therefore,
**Input**: The current coefficients tree.

**Output**: The coefficients tree after computing a Green’s convolution.

1: for each node $s_{j_1 j_2 ... j_d}$ in the coefficients tree do
2: Obtain displacements.
3: for each displacement do
4: neighbor = Compute neighbor of $s_{j_1 j_2 ... j_d}$ based on displacement.
5: Tensor $r_{i_1 i_2 ... i_d} = \text{integral_operator}(s_{j_1 j_2 ... j_d})$.
6: Accumulate tensor $r_{i_1 i_2 ... i_d}$ into neighbor.
7: end for
8: end for

9: function integral_compute(Key key, FunctionNode node, Key disp, Key dest) returns Tensor:
11: Initialize result tensor $r_{i_1 i_2 ... i_d}$.
12: for each $\mu = 0$ to convolution rank do
13: Obtain the $h$ 2-D tensors $(h^{(\mu,1)}_{j_1 i_1}, h^{(\mu,2)}_{j_2 i_2}, \ldots, h^{(\mu,d)}_{j_d i_d})$.
14: Apply Formula 3.4.1 to $s_{j_1 j_2 ... j_d}$ and the $h$ tensors and add the result to $r_{i_1 i_2 ... i_d}$.
15: end for
16: return $r_{i_1 i_2 ... i_d}$.
17: end function

**Algorithm 8**: The “Apply” Algorithm.

In order to avoid redundant data transfers to the GPU, a write-once software cache containing the already transferred 2-D tensors has been implemented. This write-once cache has been modeled after a CPU software cache present in MADNESS for similar purposes.

After all the necessary data has been transferred to or located on the GPU, independent CUDA custom computational kernels (that were designed and implemented by Raghu Varier and presented in [SVCH12]) are launched on the NVIDIA device in separate CUDA streams. For 3-dimensional tensors, the use of CUDA streams helps occupy the GPU fully. 4-dimensional tensor products are much larger, and they occupy the GPU fully without the use of CUDA streams.

The custom kernels for 3-D problems take advantage of shared memory, L1 and L2 cache, and register locality on NVIDIA GPU devices, as well as other
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Input: The current coefficients tree.
Output: The coefficients tree after computing a Green’s convolution.

1: for each node $s_{j_1,j_2,...,j_d}$ in the coefficients tree do
2: Obtain displacements.
3: for each displacement $disp$ do
4: Asynchronously call integral_preprocess($s_{j_1,j_2,...,j_d}$, $disp$).
5: end for
6: end for

7: function integral_preprocess(source_tensor, displacement):
8: neighbor = Compute neighbor of source_tensor based on displacement.
9: for each $\mu = 0$ to convolution rank do
10: Obtain the $h$ 2-D tensors $(h_{j_1i_1}^{(\mu,1)}, h_{j_2i_2}^{(\mu,2)}, \ldots h_{j_di_d}^{(\mu,d)})$.
11: end for
12: Add the tuple (source_tensor, neighbor, $h$ tensors) to the source data batch that corresponds to the “kind” of the data.
13: end function

14: function integral_all_compute(batches of tuples (source_tensor, neighbor, $h$ tensors)): // One batch of tuples (source_tensor, neighbor, $h$ tensor) per data “kind”.
15: for each batch of tuples do // Initiate the CPU sub-batch processing:
16: Split source data batch into a sub-batch for the GPU and a sub-batch for the CPU.
17: for each tuple (source_tensor, neighbor, $h$ tensors) in the CPU sub-batch do
18: Asynchronously call integral_CPU_compute(source_tensor, neighbor, $h$ tensors).
19: end for
20: Synchronously call integral_GPU_compute(batch of tuples (source_tensor, neighbor, $h$ tensors)).
21: end for
22: end function

Algorithm 9: The CPU-GPU Version of the “Apply” Algorithm.

low-level facilities, such as inter-block synchronization using CUDA atomics and coalesced global memory access.

The hybrid CPU-GPU version of Apply is presented in Algorithms 9 and 10.
function integral_GPU_compute(batch of tuples (source_tensor, neighbor, h tensors)):
26: Initialize batch of result tensors $r_{i_1i_2...i_d}$.
27: for each tuple in the batch of tuples (source_tensor, neighbor, h tensors)
   do
28:   Asynchronously launch an Apply CUDA kernel on the GPU with tuple
   as input.
29: end for // Block waiting for all the CUDA kernels to finish.
30: When all CUDA kernels have finished, update the batch of result tensors
   $r_{i_1i_2...i_d}$.
31: for each result tensor $r_{i_1i_2...i_d}$ do
32:   Asynchronously call integral_postprocess($r_{i_1i_2...i_d}$, neighbor).
33: end for
34: end function

function integral_CPU_compute(source_tensor, neighbor, h tensors):
36: Initialize result tensor $r_{i_1i_2...i_d}$.
37: for each $\mu = 0$ to convolution rank do
38:   Obtain the h 2-D tensors ($h^{(\mu,1)}_{j_1i_1}$, $h^{(\mu,2)}_{j_2i_2}$, ... $h^{(\mu,d)}_{j_di_d}$).
39:   Apply Formula 3.4.1 to $s_{j_1j_2...j_d}$ and the h tensors and add the result
   to $r_{i_1i_2...i_d}$.
40: end for
41: Asynchronously call integral_postprocess($r_{i_1i_2...i_d}$, neighbor).
42: end function

function integral_postprocess(result, neighbor):
45: Accumulate tensor $r_{i_1i_2...i_d}$ into neighbor.
46: end function

Algorithm 10: The compute and postprocess functions of the “Apply” Algorithm.

3.4.1 CPU Optimization: Rank Reduction

MADNESS introduces a separated representation that speeds up higher-dimensional computations, but also expands the rank [HF07]. For this reason, some of the $h$ tensors in Formula 3.4.1 can be approximated by matrices of lower rank.

MADNESS implements a CPU optimization in which, for each $s \times h$ multiplication, certain rows and columns of $s$ and $h$ can be omitted (see Figure 3.8). This optimization is called rank reduction. This MADNESS optimization can reduce the amount of computation on the CPU only by up to 2.5-times in
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Figure 3.8: Rank reduction for an $s$ and $h$ tensor. $h$ is a 2-dimensional tensor. $s$ is a higher-dimensional tensor projected onto 2 dimensions. The hashed areas mark the rows and columns that are reduced. Note that reducing the rows and columns does not change the dimension of the result matrix.

typical cases.

Rank reduction was also implemented for the custom CUDA kernel, but did not have a noticeable effect on performance. The reason is that, unlike for the CPU, GPU resources are allocated at CUDA kernel launch time. The custom CUDA kernel typically performs hundreds of multiplications using the same input $s$ tensor, but hundreds of input $h$ tensors, as needed by Formula 3.4.1. (Recall that typical values of $M$ and $k$ are 100 and 10–20, respectively, in Formula 3.4.1.) Each multiplication uses two or three SMs, due to the lack of enough storage for the computation in the shared-memory and registers of a single SM. The custom kernel must reserve in advance the two or three SMs. For some of the multiplications, rank reduction allows the multiplication to be computed by a single SM. However, the GPU gains nothing from this, since the two or three SMs were already reserved by the kernel.

The dynamic parallelism featured in the future CUDA 5 release could help alleviate some of the rank reduction issues on GPUs. This future facility allowing the launch of sub-kernels from running kernels seems the most helpful for rank reduction. However, this will only be available for the Kepler GPU.
3.5 Implementation Issues for CPU-GPU

The implementation of the hybrid CPU-GPU Apply algorithm raised a number of issues that had to be resolved in order to obtain an efficient hybrid operator.

One issue was the bandwidth of CPU-GPU data transfers. Transferring a data buffer without page-locking it and registering it with the CUDA Library is slow (up to three times slower than for page-locked and CUDA-registered buffers).

The first solution attempted was on-demand page-locking and CUDA-registering CPU-memory that holds tensors and other data that needs to be transferred to the GPU. This was followed by the actual data transfer, and page-unlocking and CUDA-unregistering. This solution offset any benefits resulted from faster transfer, since on-demand page locking requires approximately 0.5 milliseconds and page-unlocking requires approximately 2 milliseconds. These times are often comparable to the execution times of the CUDA kernels for the transferred input batch.

The second solution attempted was to use a custom memory allocator that allocates a large chunk of memory upon execution startup. All memory allocation requests would then be served from the pre-allocated large chunk. The allocator page-locks the entire large chunk immediately after it is allocated. Preliminary tests resulted in segmentation faults for various types of memory allocation using this approach. Moreover, page-locking needs to be followed by CUDA-registering of the page-locked memory. Since the CPU memory allocator is not aware of the CUDA Library, registering the pre-allocated chunk is difficult to achieve. Also, implementing a robust custom allocator that works for all types of allocations is a complex task.
The chosen solution was to use large memory buffers that the application pre-allocates, pre-page locks and pre-registers with the CUDA Library. This introduces an additional processing step: the copying of CPU data from their existing locations spread throughout virtual memory to these few continuous pre-allocated buffers. This solution performs well. With the chosen solution, data transfer is fast and the page-locking times are not a problem, since page-locking is only performed once per buffer and the buffer is reused many times.

However, the extra copying step to the large buffers introduces a visible, but not dominant performance penalty. The memory copy is performed with the `memcpy` operation, which achieves lower than expected memory bandwidth. The actual memory bandwidth was around 4 GB per second on a system whose theoretical maximum is close to 16 GB per second. The problem is that `memcpy` does not prefetch large chunks of memory into cache. Therefore, it pays the price of a cache miss upon loading each next 64 bytes from the source buffer into cache. Since the price of a cache miss is around 20 nanoseconds, this explains the 4 GB per second actual observed bandwidth. The solution would be to implement a custom `memcpy` that prefetches a large chunk of the source buffer and a large chunk of the destination buffer in L2 cache in only a few assembly instructions, and then performs the partial memory copy entirely in L2 cache. The full memory copy would be significantly faster than the traditional `memcpy`, since it would suffer from fewer cache misses. However, it is unclear whether pre-fetching such a large memory chunk can be done in assembly language. There exist custom `memcpy` implementations, but it looks like none of them implement such a mechanism. The custom `memcpy` implementations report around 30% improvement over the traditional implementation, but this improvement is still short of the 2 or 3 times improvement theoretically possible. Two alternatives to the tradi-
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Alternative memcpy implementations were tested (Agner Fog’s memcpy [Fog] and Daniel Vik’s memcpy [Vik]). Neither of the alternative memcpy implementations showed any improvement over the traditional implementation.

Implementing an efficient memcpy that achieves significant speedup over the traditional implementation is a large project in itself and is outside the scope of the proposed solution. The extra copying step is not a dominating factor in the computation, so no other attempts were made to make it more efficient.

A third issue encountered during the implementation of the Apply algorithm was the implementation of the custom CUDA kernels for Apply. The complex custom CUDA kernels were developed by Raghu Varier and are not the subject of this dissertation. Some of the issues that surfaced during the CUDA kernels development are described in [SVCH12].

3.6 Experimental Results

Experiments were run on nodes of the Titan supercomputer at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. One compute node consists of a 16-core AMD Opteron 6200 Interlagos at 2 GHz frequency, 16 or 32 GB of DDR3 RAM and an NVIDIA Tesla M2090 (of the Fermi class) at 1.6 GHz with 6 GB of GDDR5 connected via a PCIe 2.0 × 16 slot.

One of the applications that relies on Apply is the computation of a Coulomb operator. The CPU-GPU implementation of Apply was compared with a highly-optimized CPU implementation (in which tensor multiplications were programmed in assembly language to achieve good cache behavior). The Coulomb application has among the inputs the dimension of the input tensors \(d\), the size of the tensor per dimension \(k\) and the desired precision of the
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result.

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 present a comparison between the running times of a CPU computation, a GPU computation, and a hybrid CPU-GPU computation of the Coulomb operator. The GPU and hybrid CPU-GPU versions both used our MADNESS Library extensions that automatically schedule tasks on the GPU and CPU. These results are observed for a computation batch of 60 independent tasks. Also note that our approach of dedicating two or three SMs on the GPU to one lengthy, compute-intensive task that multiplies many small tensors, is more effective than using cuBLAS (see Tables 3.3 and 3.4) for 3-dimensional problems. cuBLAS distributes a tensor product across all 16 SMs of the GPU, which is efficient for operators on larger tensor sizes, such as the 4-dimensional TDSE operator presented in Table 3.6.

| Application Coulomb with input parameters $d = 3, k = 10$ and precision $10^{-8}$ (no rank reduction) |
|-----------------------------------------------|---------------|-----------------|
| CPU-only compute | GPU-only compute | CPU and GPU compute |
| CPU threads | CPU time (sec) | GPU streams | GPU time (sec) | CPU + GPU time (sec) using 10 CPU threads & 5 CUDA streams |
| 1 | 132.3 | 1 | 71.3 | Optimal |
| 2 | 66.5 | 2 | 41.5 | CPU-GPU |
| 4 | 45.7 | 3 | 31.5 | Actual |
| 6 | 35.6 | 4 | 26.4 | Overlap |
| 8 | 28.5 | 5 | 24.3 | 14.4 |
| 10 | 24.3 | 6 | 24.7 | 12.1 |
| 12 | 22.8 | | | |
| 14 | 18.5 | | | |
| 16 | 19.9 | | | |

**Table 3.1:** CPU scale-up vs. GPU scale-up for Coulomb with input parameters $d = 3, k = 10$ and precision $10^{-8}$. The GPU and hybrid CPU-GPU versions used our MADNESS Library extensions for work scheduling. For the GPU version 12 CPU threads for data access were used.

Table 3.2 shows experimental results for running Coulomb with $d = 3, k = 20$ and precision $=10^{-10}$. Note that, compared to the $k = 10$ case, here the GPU performs even better compared to the CPU. The larger the tensor size, the better the GPU fares compared to the CPU. The main reason is that
the CPU incurs more cache misses for larger tensor sizes. Also, in this case cuBLAS routines were used — with tensors 8 times larger than for \( k = 10 \), we enter the regime in which cuBLAS performs well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Coulomb (no rank reduction) with ( d = 3, k = 20 ) and precision ( 10^{-10} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CPU 16 threads time</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GPU time</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CPU + GPU time (actual)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CPU + GPU time (optimal CPU-GPU overlap)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: CPU 16 threads vs. GPU for Coulomb with input parameters \( d = 3, k = 20 \) and precision \( 10^{-10} \). The GPU-version used 15 CPU threads for data access. The hybrid version used 15 CPU threads.

Tables 3.3 and 3.4 compare the performance of a version of the 3-dimensional Coulomb application that uses our custom CUDA kernels with a version that uses cuBLAS 4.1. In both versions the computationally intensive part was processed only by the GPU. For this test only we used a MADNESS process map that distributes work evenly among all compute nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compute nodes</th>
<th>Custom kernel</th>
<th>cuBLAS version 4.1</th>
<th>Speedup ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>2.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Timings for 3-dimensional Coulomb using our custom CUDA kernels and using cuBLAS 4.1. Work was distributed evenly to all compute nodes. Below 2 nodes the data per node is too large for the GPU RAM. Above 16 nodes the amount of work in a batch of tasks is insufficient for good parallelism.

Table 3.5 presents the running times of a slightly larger Coulomb application. In this case 3-D tensors with \( k = 30 \) were used and the desired result precision was set to \( 10^{-12} \). This application stops scaling above six compute
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Table 3.4: Timings for 3-dimensional Coulomb using our custom CUDA kernels and using cuBLAS 4.1. Work was distributed evenly to all compute nodes. Below 16 nodes the data per node is too large for the GPU RAM. Above 100 nodes the amount of work in a batch of tasks is insufficient for good parallelism.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compute nodes</th>
<th>Custom kernel</th>
<th>cuBLAS version 4.1</th>
<th>Speedup ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

nodes, because there is not enough work. Also, in this case MADNESS does not distribute work evenly between compute nodes, but rather attempts to achieve work locality on compute nodes depending on the shape of the highly unbalanced tree. The work distribution in MADNESS is done according to a process map specification.

Experimental results for a much larger application (a 4-dimensional Time-Dependent Schrodinger Equation — TDSE) are presented in Table 3.6.

3.6.1 Analysis of Results

Table 3.3 presents results for running a Coulomb application with precision $10^{-10}$. This application scales well up to 16 nodes. Above this threshold there are too few tasks for good load balancing. MADNESS uses static load balancing. To scale above 16 nodes, a larger Coulomb application (with precision $10^{-11}$) was needed (see Table 3.4). This second application consists of 154,468 tasks, and it scales up to 100 nodes. Larger applications would scale beyond 100 nodes. The 4-dimensional TDSE application (see Table 3.6) scales up to 500 nodes. It consists of 542,113 tasks, but these tasks have more computation than the tasks for the 3-dimensional Coulomb application, since
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Application Coulomb with input parameters $d = 3$, $k = 30$ and precision $10^{-12}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compute nodes</th>
<th>CPU-only compute</th>
<th>GPU-only compute</th>
<th>CPU-GPU compute no rank red.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rank red.</td>
<td>no rank red.</td>
<td>Actual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.5:** CPU-only, GPU-only and hybrid computation scale-up with the increase in number of compute nodes. 3-D tensors with $k = 30$ are used. The desired precision is set to $10^{-12}$. In the presented results, the CPU-only compute version uses 16 threads, while the GPU-only compute and hybrid versions use 6 CUDA streams and 15 CPU threads. The CPU-GPU dispatcher thread is also active. For the hybrid CPU-GPU case, the CPU-only compute and GPU-only compute times were taken into account in order to divide work optimally between the CPU and the GPU.

The matrices are 2-dimensional projections of 4-dimensional tensors.

Notice that the speedup of the computation with respect to the number of compute nodes in Table 3.5 is not linear because work is not distributed evenly to all compute nodes. MADNESS uses the concept of a process map to specify distribution of tasks to nodes. In the presented tests (except Table 3.3 and Table 3.4), the process map assigns more work to some of the nodes. Note that there is no speedup from 6 to 8 compute nodes — under the current process map there is not enough work to distribute to 8 compute nodes in this test.

Also, for both 6 and 8 compute nodes, the theoretical optimal CPU-GPU computation overlap, calculated taking into account the time for CPU-only compute and GPU-only compute, is higher than the actual time obtained. This can happen because the formula for calculating the optimal CPU-GPU
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Table 3.6: Timings for the Apply part of the MADNESS 4-dimensional Time Dependent Schrodinger Equation (TDSE) for $k = 14$ and threshold $10^{-14}$ on Titan. Various runs used between 9 and 14 CPU threads. Observations showed no significant scale-up when using more than 9 threads, so the variable number of CPU threads used does not impact reported results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compute nodes</th>
<th>CPU-only compute</th>
<th>GPU-only compute (using cuBLAS)</th>
<th>CPU-GPU compute</th>
<th>Speedup of CPU-GPU version over CPU-only version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>Optimal Overlap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>759</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>739</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>718</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overlap considers the applications to be 100% compute-intensive. However, this is not the case in practice: the tested applications also have data-intensive parts that account for a non-dominating, but still significant fraction of the running time.

An issue for the CPU-only version for larger tensors (as in the case of Table 3.5) is that the computation is saturated by 10 threads, because the working set size is much larger than 16 MB, which is the aggregate size of the L2 cache on the compute nodes of Titan.

The same statement is true for the CPU-only version of an even larger computation, the 4-dimensional Time Dependent Schrodinger Equation (TDSE).

A 4-dimensional TDSE computation (see Table 3.6) requires hundreds of compute nodes. For the operations with larger tensors employed in this application we used cuBLAS, since this is the regime in which cuBLAS performs well (large matrix multiplications). Aside from custom CUDA kernels, all other MADNESS extensions were used for these tests. As discussed before, the scale-up is not linear, because of the way MADNESS distributes work.
using process maps.

The results in Table 3.6 show that the GPU version scales better than the CPU version. The reason is that some compute nodes are assigned too few tasks at one time to constantly keep all the CPU cores busy. Currently there is no MADNESS CPU implementation of multiple threads working on the same multiplication, whereas for the GPU there is (by using cuBLAS). Therefore, by using the GPU we can efficiently perform large multiplications that are slow on the CPU. The overlapping of the CPU and GPU computation yields good results for 4-dimensional TDSE, as presented in Table 3.6.

Once again we notice the “super-optimal” overlap of CPU and GPU computation in Table 3.6, for the case of 300 nodes. As explained before, the reason is the contribution of the data-intensive part of the computation, which is not taken into account when the work division between the CPU and the GPU is performed. The CPU executes all preprocess and postprocess tasks, which are heavily data-intensive. In addition, the dispatcher CPU thread has to rearrange and batch data for the GPU, which also incurs extra overhead.

3.7 Related Work

There has been significant related work that addresses both aspects (code reorganization and GPU execution) of migrating an existing HPC scientific framework to hybrid CPU-GPU computing. Since this chapter is concerned with data and control flow reorganization, we focus on related work for this aspect.

MapReduce-like Frameworks for Hybrid CPU-GPU A number of MapReduce frameworks have been proposed for GPU programming in recent years: for NVIDIA GPUs He et al. proposed Mars [HFL+08] and Catan-
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Zaro et al. proposed [CSK08], while for AMD GPUs Elteir et al. proposed [ELcFS11]. For multi-GPU programming, GPMR [SO11] was proposed. These frameworks only address designing the GPU computation phase as a MapReduce operation, and do not provide solutions for hybrid CPU-GPU computing. They are orthogonal to the solution proposed in this chapter.

MapCG [HCC+10] is a MapReduce-like frameworks for hybrid CPU-GPU computations. Users can write a MapCG or GPMR program and the framework will translate it into either a many-core CPU implementation, a GPU implementation, or a hybrid CPU-GPU implementation. Both MapCG and GPMR have mostly been employed for applications that heavily favor either the CPU or the GPU.

Dataflow Graphs for Hybrid CPU-GPU An interesting approach to providing a high-level programming model for hybrid CPU-GPU systems is CnC-CUDA [GSBS11], a declarative deterministic coordination language that is an extension of Intel’s Concurrent Collections (CnC) [Kno09]. Programming in CnC-CUDA involves expressing the computation as a static graph in which the nodes can be dynamic computation items, data items and control items.

Closely related to our work is the SkePU [DKT11] skeleton-based framework for hybrid CPU-GPU computing. SkePU provides a set of complex programming constructs, named skeletons, that are well-suited for GPU programming (such as Map, Reduce, MapReduce, MapOverlap, MapArray, Scan — for data parallelism, and Farm — for task parallelism). SkePU can be used in conjunction with StarPU [ATNW11] (a runtime system for heterogeneous multicore platforms).

Approaches to General Heterogeneous Computing General heterogeneous computing frameworks, such as EXOCHI [WCC+07], Merge [LCWM08],
Harmony [DY08] or StarPU [ATNW11] provide a unified interface for programming on heterogeneous systems. All four frameworks require the developer to express the computation in terms of high-level tasks. The developer also provides architecture-specific implementations for each high-level task for each architecture of interest. Each of these four frameworks implements a scheduler that schedules tasks to all components of the heterogeneous system.

A general approach to programming on heterogeneous multi-threaded systems is presented by EXOCHI [WCC+07]. This framework consists of two parts: EXO (Exoskeleton Sequencer) and CHI (C for Heterogeneous Integration). EXOCHI generalizes the concept of a CPU-only multi-threaded system to hybrid “multi-core” architectures such as CPU-GPU, under the name multi-shredded. A “shred” is a generalization of a CPU thread, and can be executed on any type of “core” provided by the hybrid system. Users are responsible for providing the code for each architecture in the system. All instances of architecture-specific code is compiled into a single fat binary. The runtime system determines which architecture-specific code is chosen for a specific shred. EXOCHI does not implement aggregation of data inputs. To improve data access performance between devices, it implements a shared virtual memory between all devices. An address translation mechanism is used to provide a uniform addressing scheme. This mechanism only works for devices that share the same physical memory (although they may have different address spaces). For devices that do not share the same physical memory (such as CPUs and NVIDIA GPUs in the new hybrid clusters) this mechanism cannot be used. The EXOCHI framework can be used in these cases as well, but data transfer between the devices will be less efficient. EXOCHI also needs some operating-system support for the features it offers, including the shared virtual memory mechanism.
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Merge [LCWM08] is a MapReduce-like framework built on top of EXOCHI. It exposes a high level of abstraction to the programmer, thus increasing productivity while also leveraging the high-efficiency benefits of EXOCHI. Architecture-specific task implementations still need to be available. A solution is specified by invoking map and reduce operations over a set of data inputs. Each separate task executed in parallel by a map operation can either be decomposed into other smaller tasks by the task code, or it can be processed without decomposition. This execution model creates a dependency tree. When a task is no longer decomposed, the runtime library automatically invokes one of the architecture-specific variants to process the task data. Tasks in Merge are functional closures and cannot access global data that has not been copied to the closure.

Harmony [DY08] is a programming and execution model for heterogeneous computing that is based on dynamically detecting and tracking dependencies between compute kernels. The approach is inspired by out-of-order instruction scheduling in superscalar processors. Harmony uses compute-kernel abstractions that allow the runtime environment to build directed acyclic graphs that define data and control flow. Harmony provides the possibility of speculative execution. This requires a mechanism to recover from mis-predicted branches. Harmony does not address aggregation of data inputs and tasks. Therefore, it is orthogonal to the solution proposed for MADNESS.

StarPU [ATNW11] is a runtime system for heterogeneous multicore platforms that provides task abstraction, data management and dynamic scheduling. As in the case of Harmony, StarPU also does not address aggregation of data inputs and tasks. Both Harmony and StarPU can be seen as orthogonal to the proposed solution for the Apply operator, and could theoretically act as schedulers for the MADNESS CPU and GPU tasks.
High-level Solutions for obtaining Efficient GPU Code  Writing efficient GPU code is a cumbersome task. For linear algebra, libraries such as cuBLAS have been developed. We have found that cuBLAS is efficient for some irregular kernels, as long as the computation to data access ratio is not very small.

Recent hybrid computing solutions such as the CAPS Hybrid Multi-core Parallel Programming (HMPP) [DBB], OpenACC [Opea] or the OpenMP extensions of [ABC+09] rely on the developer inserting compiler directives in the code for GPU processing. Both HMPP and OpenACC have been inspired by OpenMP [Opeb], a compiler-directive approach to multi-threaded CPU computing. While compiler-directive approaches are less efficient than custom kernels, they increase the programmer productivity and allow the quick testing of multiple kernel algorithms. A mixed approach, in which development starts with HMPP kernels to detect the best algorithm, and continues with implementing that algorithm in low-level CUDA code, can be envisioned. There is currently a MADNESS project that focuses on coupling the work presented in this chapter with HMPP kernels for Apply.
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This chapter presents an extension of a cache-aware sequential data-intensive computation (permutation multiplication) to many-core machines and parallel disks.

Algorithms are introduced for efficiently executing the basic operations for large permutations, that range in size from 4 million points to billions of points [SDKC10].

The standard sequential permutation algorithm can be described as:

\[
X, Y, Z \text{ arrays of size } N \text{ with indices } 0 \ldots N - 1.
\]
\[
X[i] \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\}, \forall i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\}.
\]
\[
\text{for } i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\} \ Z[i] = Y[X[i]].
\]
for input permutation arrays \(X[]\) and \(Y[]\), and output permutation array \(Z[]\).

The object of this chapter is multiplication of random permutations. In this regime, almost every iteration of the traditional algorithm incurs a cache miss.

The size of the permutation dictates the preferred architecture. At the high end of our regime (billions of points), the preferred architecture consists
of parallel disks. At the low end of our regime (millions of points), the preferred architecture consists of a commodity many-core machine (the data must fit in the RAM of the machine).

When using the many-core architecture, one has a choice of using a multi-threaded algorithm or multiple independent single-threaded processes. Both regimes of computation are useful. Where independent computations from a parameter sweep are performed, or where a parallelization of the higher algorithm is available, independent single-threaded processes are preferred. Where a single inherently sequential algorithm is the goal, the multi-threaded algorithm is preferred. Experimental results show a 50% speedup in both cases. This novel algorithm has its primary advantage for permutations large enough that they overflow the CPU cache.

In addition to the problem of permutation multiplication, two other standard permutation operations are typically supported by permutation subroutine packages: permutation inverse and permutation multiplication by an inverse. The last problem, $X^{-1}Y$, is often included as a primitive operation because there exists a more efficient implementation than composing inverse with permutation multiplication:

$$\text{for } i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\} \quad Z[X[i]] = Y[i]$$

More formally, the problems are:

Let $X$ and $Y$ be two arrays with the same number of elements $N$, both indexed from 0 to $N - 1$, such that:

$$0 \leq X[i] \leq N - 1, \forall i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\}$$

**Problem 4.0.1** (Multiplication). Compute the values of another array, $Z$, with $N$ elements, defined as follows:

$$Z[i] = Y[X[i]], \forall i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\}$$
Problem 4.0.2 (Inverse). Compute $X^{-1}$ such that:

$$X[X^{-1}[i]] = X^{-1}[X[i]] = i, \forall i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\}$$

Problem 4.0.3 (Multiply by Inverse). Compute the result of multiplying a permutation by an inverse $X^{-1} \times Y$:

$$Z[i] = Y[X^{-1}[i]], \forall i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\}$$

Terminology We present three permutation multiplication algorithms for architectures with at least two levels of memory, in increasing order of performance: the “external sort algorithm”, the “buckets algorithm” and the “implicit indices algorithm”.

Definition 1. Memory Hierarchy

The terminology “fast-memory/slow-memory” refers to an algorithm that uses slow-memory as the slower, much larger lower-level memory (the one on which the permutation arrays are stored), and fast-memory as the faster, much smaller higher-level memory (that cannot hold the entire permutation arrays).

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 presents the problem background, Sections 4.2 and 4.3 present our new fast algorithms, along with some theoretical considerations on their performance. Section 4.4 presents new fast algorithms for permutation inverse and multiplication by an inverse. Section 4.5 presents formulas for the optimal running time, under the assumption that the CPU cores are infinitely fast and that the single bus from CPU to RAM is the only bottleneck (or time to access disk). Section 4.6 presents the experimental results.

Overview of the Algorithms Seven algorithms are presented. The algorithms are:
Sequential Implicit Indices for Multiplication Algorithm 13 reviews an older method for permutation multiplication [CM02, CR03], here called implicit indices.

Multi-threaded Implicit Indices for Multiplication Algorithm 14 constitutes the central novelty of this work. It presents a multi-threaded parallel permutation multiplication algorithm.

Parallel disk-based Implicit Indices for Multiplication Tables 4.4 and 4.5, along with Section 4.2.2, present a generalization of the Multi-threaded Implicit Indices algorithm to parallel disks.

Sequential Implicit Indices for Inverse Algorithm 15 reviews an older algorithm for permutation inverse [CM02, CR03] that is analogous to Algorithm 13. The generalization to the multi-threaded case is analogous to Algorithm 14.

Sequential Implicit Indices for Multiplication by Inverse Algorithm 16 reviews an older algorithm for permutation multiplication by inverse [CM02, CR03], that is analogous to Algorithm 13. The generalization to the multi-threaded case is analogous to Algorithm 14.

Parallel disk-based External Sort for Multiplication Algorithm 11 uses external sorting and is intended solely to explore the design space.

Parallel disk-based RAM-buckets for Multiplication Algorithm 12 uses a buckets technique and is intended solely to explore the design space.

Section 4.5 presents a new timing analysis applicable to Algorithms 13, 14, 15 and 16 and their parallel generalizations. Experimental results are presented in Table 4.8.
4.1 Problem Background

The current work builds upon [CM02]. In that work, the authors present a fast RAM-based permutation algorithm that worked well on the Pentium 4, due in part to the 128-byte cache line on that CPUs. Most later CPUs have 64-byte cache lines, and so that algorithm, which is reviewed in Algorithm 13, later achieved mixed results. Algorithm 13 was also used as a sequential disk-based algorithm in [CR03]. Related sequential algorithms for permutation inverse and permutation multiplication by inverse were also described in [CM02, CR03].

4.2 Permutation Multiplication using External Memory

New algorithms for large permutations are presented. For many problems in computational group theory, the size of a permutation is in the range of tens to hundreds of gigabytes.

The first case presented below deals with permutations that fit on a single disk, with a permutation occupying at least 10 GB of space, but not more than 50 GB. These same algorithms can be run on flash memory. Table 4.2 presents experimental results obtained by running our implicit indices algorithm both on flash and on disk. In the following three subsections one can replace disk with flash and everything remains correct.

4.2.1 Local Disk and Flash

The traditional implementation for permutation multiplication is: \( \text{for (i} = 0; i < N; i++) Z[i] = Y[X[i]] \). Using this implementation would be
impractical. The reason is that, for large enough pseudo-random permutations, most array accesses are to random locations on disk. Thus a memory page would be swapped in from disk at almost every array element access. On most current systems a memory page is on the order of 4 KB. If the element size is 8 bytes, then for each 8 bytes the traditional algorithm accesses, the system would actually transfer 4 KB of data, which results in a 4 KB/8 bytes = 512 times ratio of transferred to useful data. This was indeed observed for naive permutation multiplication running in virtual memory (see Table 4.3).

A few important notions are defined before discussing the details of the three new algorithms for external memory.

Definition 1. System and Algorithm Parameters

The values in each permutation array $X$, $Y$ and $Z$ can be represented on $b$ bytes.

$Hlms$ = the size of the higher-level memory component, in number of elements of $b$ bytes.

Any arrays used in the algorithms can be divided into blocks of length $Bl = (Hlms/2)$ number of elements. Two blocks must simultaneously fit in $Hlms$.

$Nb = N/Bl$ is the total number of blocks in an array.

4.2.1.1 Using External Sort

The disk-based permutation multiplication method using external sorting is described in Algorithm 11.

Using the concept of buckets that fit in RAM one can significantly improve the performance of the algorithm. RAM buckets are an alternative to
Input: Permutation arrays $X$ and $Y$, of size $N$
Output: $Z$, s.t. $Z[i] = Y[X[i]], \forall i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\}$

**Phase 1:** Scan $X$ and, for each index $i$, save the pair $(i, X[i])$ to an array $D$ on disk.

**Phase 2:** Externally sort all pairs $(i, X[i])$ in array $D$ increasingly by $X[i]$. Now $\forall j \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\} \exists i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\}$ such that $D[j] = (i, X[i])$ and $X[i] = j$.

**Phase 3:** Scan both array $Y$ and the pairs $(i, X[i])$ in the array $D$ at the same time. $\forall j \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\}$ we have $D[j] = (i, X[i])$, such that $X[i] = j$. Save the pair $(i, Y[j])$ to an array $D'$ on disk.

**Phase 4:** Externally sort the array $D'$ increasingly by the index $i$ in pairs $(i, Y[j])$. Now the $D'$ array contains pairs $(i, Y[X[i]])$ in increasing order of $i$. For each index $i$, copy $Y[X[i]]$ to the $i$ index in the $Z$ array.

**Algorithm 11:** Permutation Multiplication Using External Sort.

external sorting which trades the $n \log n$ running time of sorting for random
access within RAM. RAM buckets have significantly sped up computations
that previously used external sorting [KC09].

### 4.2.1.2 Using RAM Buckets

The RAM buckets method is described in Algorithm 12.

The RAM bucket size has to be chosen such that two RAM buckets si-
multaneously fit in RAM. Considering that both the index $i$ and the value
$X[i]$ are represented using the same number of bytes, one needs $2 \times N/Hlms$
buckets (here $Hlms$ is the size of RAM).

Algorithm 12 presents a few important improvements over Algorithm 11. Note that in phase 2 of Algorithm 12, there is no need to save the index in
the buckets of array $Y$, since it is implicit in the ordering. Thus a bucket of
array $Y$ occupies twice as little space as a bucket of pairs $(i, X[i])$. In phase
3, $Z$ is also divided into $2 \times N/Hlms - 1$ buckets, and all indices from the $j$-th
bucket of $D'$ correspond to positions in the $j$-th bucket of $Z$.

Algorithm 12 completely eliminates sorting and, in practice, shows a 4 times
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Input: Permutation arrays $X$ and $Y$, of size $N$
Output: $Z$, s.t. $Z[i] = Y[X[i]], \forall i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\}$

1: All arrays are split into $Nb$ equally sized buckets, each containing $Bl = N/Nb$ elements. The bucket size can be at most one-half the size of RAM. Bucket $i$ of array $A$ is denoted $A_i$. Bucket $b$ contains indices in the range $[b \cdot Bl, (b + 1) \cdot Bl)$.

// Phase 1: bucketize
2: Scan array $X$ and, for each index $i$, save the pair $(i, X[i])$ in the bucket $D_X[i]/Bl$.

// Phase 2: permute buckets
3: for each bucket $b$ do
4: Load buckets $D_b$ and $Y_b$ into RAM.
5: for each index $i$ in this bucket do
6: Let $D_b[i] = (j, X[j])$.
7: Save the pair $(j, Y_b[X[j]])$ to bucket $D'_j/Bl$.
8: end for
9: end for

// Phase 3: combine buckets
10: for each bucket $b$ do
11: Load buckets $D'_b$ and $Z_b$ into RAM.
12: for each index $i$ in this bucket do
13: Let $D'_b[i] = (j, Y[X[j]])$.
15: end for
16: end for

Algorithm 12: Permutation Multiplication Using RAM buckets.

(or more) speedup over the External Sort-based algorithm if the computation is disk-bound (see Table 4.5, the 1 node case).

Both algorithms 11 and 12 need to save the index of each value of the $X$ permutation, thus resulting in disk arrays as large as twice the size of the initial arrays. The implicit indices RAM/disk algorithm (Algorithm 13) avoids saving the indices to disk arrays.

4.2.1.3 With Implicit Indices

The implicit indices method is described in Algorithm 13.

The correctness of Algorithm 13 can be proved by following the three
4.2. PERMUTATION MULTIPLICATION USING EXTERNAL MEMORY

**Input:** Permutation arrays $X$ and $Y$, of size $N$

**Output:** $Z$, s.t. $Z[i] = Y[X[i]], \forall i \in \{0 \ldots N-1\}$

1. All arrays are split into $N_b$ equally sized buckets, each containing $Bl = N/N_b$ elements. The bucket size can be at most one-half the size of RAM. Bucket $i$ of array $A$ is denoted $A_i$. Bucket $b$ contains indices in the range $[b \times Bl, (b + 1) \times Bl)$.

// Phase 1: bucketize

2. Traverse the $X$ array and distribute each value $X[i]$ into bucket $D_X[i]/Bl$ on disk.

// Phase 2: permute buckets

3: for each bucket $b$ do
4: Load buckets $D_b$ and $Y_b$ into RAM.
5: for each index $i$ in this bucket do
6: Set $D_b[i] = Y_b[D_b[i]]$.
7: end for
8: end for

// Phase 3: combine buckets

9: For each value $X[i]$, let $j$ be the next value in bucket $D_X[i]/Bl$. Note that $j = Y[X[i]]$. Set $Z[i] = j$ and remove that value from bucket $D_X[i]/Bl$.

**Algorithm 13:** Permutation Multiplication using Implicit Indices.

phases for a generic index $i \in \{0 \ldots N-1\}$: in phase 1 value $X[i]$ is distributed into bucket $j = X[i]/Bl$ of array $D$ at position $k$, so that $D[k] = X[i]$. In phase 2, $D[k] = Y[D[k]]$, which can be written $D[k] = Y[X[i]]$. In phase 3, $Z[i] = D[k]$, which can be written $Z[i] = Y[X[i]]$.

The implicit indices version runs about twice as fast as the buckets version (see Table 4.4). The implicit indices RAM/disk algorithm performs the following steps: a sequential read of the $X$ array and a sequential write of the $D$ (temporary) array in phase 1 (2 sequential accesses); a sequential read of the $D$ (temporary) array, a sequential read of the $Y$ array and a sequential write of the $D$ array (3 sequential accesses); a sequential read of the $X$ array, a sequential read of the $D$ (temporary) array and a sequential write of the $Z$ array (3 sequential accesses). In total, there are 8 sequential accesses.

It is interesting to compare the running time of the implicit indices algorithm and the running time of a permutation multiplication algorithm that we
implemented in Roomy [Kun10]. Roomy is a general framework for disk-based and parallel disk-based computing which provides a high-level API for manipulating large amounts of data. The disk-based implicit indices algorithm is generally twice as fast as the Roomy implementation.

### 4.2.2 Parallel Disks

Here we describe how the three disk-based algorithms for permutation multiplication, presented in Section 4.2.1, can be used with the parallel disks of a commodity cluster.

Serial permutation multiplication using external sort is described in Algorithm 11. To parallelize it, all arrays are first split into sub-arrays. Each sub-array is placed on the disk of a single compute node in the cluster. All operations on those arrays are performed in parallel. In cases where one node generates data that references a sub-array on another node, that data is first batched locally, then sent over the network. Upon arrival at the destination cluster node, it is saved to disk. In our implementation, there is a separate thread of execution on each node that handles the writing of this remote data to the local disk. Finally, there is a synchronization point after each phase, to insure that all nodes are done with one phase before beginning the next.

Permutation multiplication using buckets (Algorithm 12) is made parallel in the same way. The arrays are split into sub-arrays (buckets), and the same methods are used for data distribution, parallel processing, and synchronization.

There is one additional modification necessary to parallelize permutation multiplication using implicit indices (Algorithm 13). Because the algorithm depends on the specific ordering of elements in each bucket, the buckets can not be written to in parallel. This is solved in the same way that Algorithm 14
extends Algorithm 13: each bucket is further split into sub-buckets, so that each node has its own sub-bucket to write to. Unlike the multi-threaded RAM case, the parallel disk case does not need an extra phase to compute the sizes of the sub-buckets, since the buckets are represented with files, which are dynamically sized.

4.3 Permutation Multiplication in RAM

The traditional permutation multiplication algorithm for cache/RAM allows for a trivially-parallel version. Each thread processes a contiguous region of the $X[]$ permutation array. Although this incurs frequent cache misses, it tends to scale linearly on current commodity computers until one goes beyond four cores. This is because the single bus to RAM becomes saturated by the pressure of the several cores. In Table 4.8 of Section 4.6, one sees this happening approximately with 3 threads for permutation multiplication and for 4 threads for inverse and multiplication by inverse.

Algorithm 13 of Section 4.2 presented a single-threaded disk-based algorithm to overcome the many page faults. The same algorithm can be implemented for cache/RAM to minimize cache misses. That algorithm’s cache/RAM version is preferred for permutation algorithms that can be parallelized at a higher level and then call a single-thread permutation multiplication algorithm. Here, we consider a multithreaded version for the case when the higher algorithm does not parallelize easily. The corresponding results at the level of eight cores are presented in Table 4.7 in Section 4.6. As described in the extrapolation in Section 4.6.3, both the new single-threaded and the new multi-threaded algorithms are expected to have a similar advantage at the 16-core and higher level in the future.
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Input: Permutation arrays $X$ and $Y$, of size $N$, the number of cache buckets $Nb$, the number of threads $T$.

Output: $Z$, s.t. $Z[i] = Y[X[i]], \forall i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\}$

1: All arrays are split into $Nb$ equally sized buckets, each containing $Bl = N/Nb$ elements. The bucket size can be at most one-half the size of cache. Bucket $i$ of array $A$ is denoted $A_i$. Bucket $b$ contains indices in the range $b \times Bl$ to $(b + 1) \times Bl$.

2: Each thread $t$, $0 \leq t \leq T - 1$, will handle indices in the range $t \times N/T$ to $(t + 1) \times N/T - 1$.

// Phase 1: create sub-buckets
3: Create a temporary array $D$, split into $T \times Nb$ sub-buckets. $D_{b,t}$ is the sub-bucket corresponding to bucket $b$ and thread $t$. The bucket $D_b$ is the concatenation of all sub-buckets $D_{b,t}$. The size of a sub-bucket is first determined by an additional scan of $X$.

// Phase 2: bucketize
4: Each thread scans the portion of $X$ that it is responsible for, and saves each $X[i]$ to sub-bucket $D_{t,X[i]/Bl}$.

// Phase 3: permute buckets
5: Each thread locally permutes each bucket $b$ that it is responsible for, setting $D_b[i] = Y_b[D_b[i]]$.

// Phase 4: combine buckets
6: Each thread computes the final values $Z[i]$ that it is responsible for. For each such index $i$, let $j$ be the next value in sub-bucket $D_{t,X[i]/Bl}$ that has not been removed (Note that $j = Y[X[i]]$). Set $Z[i] = j$ and remove that value from sub-bucket $D_{t,X[i]/Bl}$.

Algorithm 14: Multi-threaded cache/RAM Permutation Multiplication using Implicit Indices.

Algorithm 14 provides the multi-threaded version for multiplication using cache/RAM. Intuitively, it operates by splitting the buckets of Algorithm 13 into sub-buckets. Within a given bucket, each thread “owns” a contiguous region (a sub-bucket) for which it has responsibility. Algorithm 14 requires one extra phase (Phase 1) in order to determine in advance the size of the sub-bucket to allocate for each thread.

Some alternative designs were also explored. A brief summary of the alternatives considered is presented along with our reasons for rejecting them:

- Using pthread private data via “_thread” (problem: uses too much
4.4 Permutation Inverse. Multiplication by an Inverse

While Algorithms 15 and 16 are not new [CM02, CR03], their multi-threaded generalizations analogous to Algorithm 14 are novel. Experimental results for running permutation inverse and multiplication by an inverse, as well as theoretical estimates for these runs, can be found in Table 4.8.
4.4.1 Permutation Inverse

To compute permutation inverse the traditional algorithm looks like this:

\[
\text{for } (i = 0; i < N; i++) \ Y[X[i]] = i;
\]

The bottleneck is still the random access (this time write access) to the \( Y \) array. We are proposing a a 2-phase fast RAM/disk algorithm for permutation inverse (we need two additional arrays, \( D \) and \( D' \)):

Input: Permutation array \( X \), of size \( N \)
Output: \( Y[X[i]] = i, \forall i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\} \)

Phase 1: Scan array \( X \) and distribute each value \( X[j] \) in array \( D \) at block number \( k = X[j]/Bl \). At the same time write value \( j \) at the same index in block \( k \) of \( D' \) as \( X[j] \) was written at in block \( k \) of \( D \).

Phase 2: Scan the \( D' \) and \( D \) arrays sequentially at the same time and, for each index \( j \), write \( Y[D[j]] = D'[j] \).

Algorithm 15: Permutation Inverse Using Implicit Indices.

4.4.2 Permutation Multiplication by an Inverse

If \( X \) and \( Y \) are two permutations, we call a multiply-by-inverse \( Y^{-1}[X[i]], \forall i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\} \).

For the multiply-by-inverse, the traditional algorithm is:

\[
\text{for } (i = 0; i < N; i++) \ Z[X[i]] = Y[i];
\]

At the end of the loop \( Z[i] = Y[X^{-1}[i]], \forall i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\} \). We have developed a 2-phase algorithm for multiply-by-inverse, which looks very much like the 2-phase algorithm for inverse.

Phase 2 for multiply-by-inverse is identical to phase 2 for inverse.

4.5 Performance Analysis

The analysis presented here can be used to estimate the running time for the implicit indices algorithms, when using any 2-level memory hierarchy, includ-
Input: Permutation arrays $X$ and $Y$, of size $N$

Output: $Z[i] = Y[X^{-1}[i]]$, $\forall i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\}$

Phase 1: Scan array $X$ and distribute each value $X[j]$ in its corresponding block of array $D$. At the same time write value $Y[j]$ at the same index in $D'$ as $X[j]$ was written at in $D$.

Phase 2: Scan the $D'$ and $D$ arrays sequentially and, for each index $j$, write $Y[D[j]] = D'[j]$.

Algorithm 16: Permutation Multiplication by an Inverse Using Implicit Indices.

We refer to permutation multiplication as PM, to permutation inverse as PI, and to permutation multiplication by an inverse as PMI. The next three formulas estimate the running time when memory is the bottleneck for PM, PI, and PMI, respectively. Note that in the case of cache/RAM $N/Lrb$ must be added to each formula, due to the extra pass.
4.5.1 Permutation Multiplication: Performance

An evaluation of the implicit indices algorithm performance phase by phase follows. In phase 1, the running time can be estimated by:

\[
N_b \times \frac{B_l}{L_{rb}} + (N_b \times (L_{wl} + B_s/L_{wb})) \times \left(\frac{B_l}{B_s}\right)
\]

Since \(B_l = N/N_b\), this results in:

**Formula 4.5.1 (PM Phase 1 Running Time).**

\[
\frac{N}{L_{rb}} + L_{wl} \times \frac{N}{B_s} + \frac{N}{L_{wb}}
\]

The only algorithm parameter the formula is dependent on is \(B_s\). The time decreases as \(B_s\) increases, so it is better if one chooses \(B_s\) as large as possible, keeping in mind that phase 1 needs \(N_b \times B_s\) memory only for the buckets. Usually \(B_s\) has to be much smaller than \(B_l\) for the buckets to fit in the higher-level memory.

In phase 2, the running time can be estimated by:

\[
2 \times N_b \times \frac{B_l}{L_{rb}} + N_b \times \left(\frac{B_l}{E_s} \times H_{rl}\right) + N_b \times \frac{B_l}{L_{wb}}
\]

This can be reduced to:

**Formula 4.5.2 (PM Phase 2 Running Time).**

\[
N \times \left(2 \frac{1}{L_{rb}} + \frac{1}{L_{wb}}\right) + \frac{N}{E_s} \times H_{rl}
\]

In Phase 3 the estimate is:

\[
N_b \times \frac{B_l}{L_{rb}} + \left(N_b \times (L_{rl} + B_s/L_{rb})\right) \times \left(\frac{B_l}{B_s}\right) + N_b \times \frac{B_l}{L_{wb}}
\]

which can be rewritten as:

**Formula 4.5.3 (PM Phase 3 Running Time).**

\[
L_{rl} \times \frac{N}{B_s} + N \times \left(2 \frac{1}{L_{rb}} + \frac{1}{L_{wb}}\right)
\]
4.5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

By adding up the estimated times for the three phases, we obtain a total estimated time:

**Formula 4.5.4** (PM Total estimated time).

\[
N \times \left( \frac{Lwl + Lrl}{Bs} + \frac{3}{Lwb} + \frac{5}{Lrb + Hrl/Es} \right)
\]

The complexity of the implicit indices permutation multiplication algorithm is linear in the size of the permutation array, as long as all the other parameters don’t change. In practice, observed system parameters fluctuate between runs, but not too much, making observed system parameters (read or write bandwidth, latency) stable enough to base the timing estimates on. Similarly, we have produced formulas for estimates of the running times of permutation inverse and permutation multiplication by an inverse.

### 4.5.2 Permutation Inverse: Performance

Phase 1 performs one sequential read of the \( X \) array and writes to blocks of two arrays \( D \) and \( D' \) by means of buckets (this means we have to take lower-level memory latency into account for each used bucket). The formula is:

**Formula 4.5.5** (PI Phase I Running time).

\[
\frac{N}{Lrb} + 2 \times N \times \frac{Bl}{Bs} \times Lwl + 2 \times \frac{N}{Lwb}
\]

Phase 2 scans both arrays \( D \) and \( D' \) and writes to blocks of array \( Z \), one after the other. Writing to a single block is done at random positions in that block (the entire block will be written, but in random order), so we have to take into account the latency of a random access in RAM. The estimate for this phase:
Formula 4.5.6 (PI Phase II Running time).

\[ 2 \times \frac{N}{Lrb} + Nb \times \frac{Bl}{Es} \times Hrl + \frac{N}{Lwb} \]

Adding the estimates for phases 1 and 2 the result is:

Formula 4.5.7 (PI Total estimated time).

\[ 3N \times \left( \frac{1}{Lrb} + \frac{1}{Lwb} + \frac{2 \times Lwl}{Bs} + \frac{Hrl}{Es} \right) \]

4.5.3 Permutation Multiplication by an Inverse:

Performance

As we have seen in Section 4.4, the new permutation multiplication by an inverse algorithm is similar to the new permutation inverse algorithm, with the exception of writing values \( Y[i] \) in array \( D' \) instead of indices \( i \). From a performance standpoint this only means that an extra array is read sequentially in phase 1. The estimate for this phase is:

Formula 4.5.8 (PMI Phase I Running time).

\[ 2 \times \frac{N}{Lrb} + 2 \times Nb \times \frac{Bl}{Bs} \times Lwl + 2 \times N/Lwb \]

The estimate for phase 2 is:

Formula 4.5.9 (PMI Phase 2 Running time).

\[ 2 \times \frac{N}{Lrb} + Nb \times \frac{Bl}{Es} \times Hrl + \frac{N}{Lwb} \]

And the total:

Formula 4.5.10 (PMI Total estimated time).

\[ N \times \left( \frac{4}{Lrb} + \frac{3}{Lwb} + \frac{2 \times Lwl}{Bs} + \frac{Hrl}{Es} \right) \]
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Table 4.1: Measured system parameters for external memory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Disk</th>
<th>Flash</th>
<th>Cluster disk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Read BW (MB/s)</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write BW (MB/s)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency (ms)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency RAM (ns)</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6 Experimental Results

4.6.1 Local Disk and Flash

Tests were ran on an AMD Phenom 9550 Quad-Core at 2.2 GHz with 4 GB of RAM, running Fedora Linux with kernel version 2.6.29. The machine has both a disk drive (Seagate Barracuda 7200.10 250GB) and 2 RAID-ed flash SSD drives (2 \times \text{INTEL SSD SSDSA2MH080G1GC}, 80 GB each).

Table 4.1 contains the measured system parameters of this machine. Table 4.1 also contains the measured system parameters for one of the disks of the cluster that was used to run the “parallel RAM/parallel disk” algorithms. The parallel disk bandwidth assumes that network bandwidth is not a limiting factor. Table 4.4 shows this to be the case for permutation arrays of size up to 20 GB.

Table 4.2 shows a comparison between the new RAM/disk algorithm and the new RAM/flash algorithm, both based on implicit indices. The estimates from the formulas of Section 4.5 are also presented, to confirm that the algorithm is limited by the bandwidth of disk and flash.

Table 4.3 details our findings about the traditional permutation multiplication algorithm ran in virtual memory on the same machine. The experimental results confirmed our expectations: when the working set is at least twice the size of available RAM, using the traditional algorithm in virtual memory is infeasible. We also implemented a buffered traditional algorithm and ran par-
### Table 4.2: Running times of our new RAM/disk and RAM/flash algorithms and comparison with estimated running times. Element size is 8 bytes. Bucket size is 2 MB, block size is 1 GB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr. elts. (billions)</th>
<th>Running Time (seconds)</th>
<th>Using Disk</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PM</td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>PMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>real est</td>
<td>real est</td>
<td>real est</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25 (10 GB)</td>
<td>1609</td>
<td>1388</td>
<td>1002</td>
<td>1149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3205</td>
<td>2776</td>
<td>2259</td>
<td>2298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 (20 GB)</td>
<td>1609</td>
<td>1388</td>
<td>1002</td>
<td>1149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3205</td>
<td>2776</td>
<td>2259</td>
<td>2298</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                      |                        | Using flash | PI | PMI |
|                      |                        | real est    | real est | real est |
| 1.25 (10 GB)         | 1584                   | 1849       | 1212 | 1747 |
|                      | 2807                   | 3698       | 2604 | 3494 |
| 2.5 (20 GB)          | 1584                   | 1849       | 1212 | 1747 |
|                      | 2807                   | 3698       | 2604 | 3494 |

### Table 4.3: Comparison of the traditional algorithm and the buffered traditional algorithm with disk-based and flash-based external memory. Element size: 4 bytes. RAM size is 4 GB. Arrays X, Y and Z are the work set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr. elts (millions)</th>
<th>traditional algorithm time (seconds)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sequential</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750 (3.0 GB)</td>
<td>3476</td>
<td>1198</td>
<td>1802</td>
<td>489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>825 (3.5 GB)</td>
<td>&gt; 4hrs</td>
<td>&gt; 4hrs</td>
<td>&gt; 4hrs</td>
<td>&gt; 4hrs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buffer algorithm time (seconds)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sequential</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750 (3.0 GB)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>825 (3.5 GB)</td>
<td>&gt; 4hrs</td>
<td>11762</td>
<td>&gt; 4hrs</td>
<td>3561</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 4.4: Comparison of three parallel-disk permutation multiplication algorithms for increasing permutation size, using 16 nodes of a cluster. Elements are 8 bytes each. A * indicates that the estimated time is not accurate, because the network became a bottleneck.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr. elts. (billions)</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Time (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sort</td>
<td>Bucket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>real</td>
<td>estimated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8 (6 GB)</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6 (12 GB)</td>
<td>1151</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2 (24 GB)</td>
<td>3440</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.4 (48 GB)</td>
<td>7484</td>
<td>2364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.8 (95 GB)</td>
<td>15697</td>
<td>6838</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Comparison of three parallel-disk permutation multiplication algorithms for increasing parallelism, using from 1 to 16 nodes of a cluster. Elements are 8 bytes each. Permutations have 1.6 billion elements each (12 GB).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr. nodes</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Time (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sort</td>
<td>Bucket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>real</td>
<td>estimated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>28952</td>
<td>7069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>13555</td>
<td>3627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6197</td>
<td>677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2227</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1185</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6.2 Parallel Disks

These experiments were run on a cluster of computers, each with two dual-core 2.0 GHz Intel Xeon 5130 CPUs and 16 GB of RAM, a locally attached 500 GB disk, running Linux kernel version 2.6.9. Only one process was used per node, to avoid competition for the single disk.

Tables 4.4 and 4.5 give a comparison of the three disk-based permutation algorithms presented in 4.2.1, based on: external sorting; RAM buckets; and implicit indices.

Table 4.4 shows the results of using 16 nodes of a cluster, with permutation sizes ranging from 800 million elements (6 GB) to 12.8 billion elements.
(95 GB). In general, the three algorithms scale roughly linearly with permutation size. The most notable exception is a 5-fold increase in the running times of the bucket and implicit indices algorithms when moving from 24 GB to 48 GB permutations. We believe that this is due to network traffic on an older Fast Ethernet switch. Until that point, the bottleneck was likely disk bandwidth. The sorting based algorithm does not see a similar effect because its time is dominated by the in-RAM sorting process, not inter-node communications.

Table 4.4 shows the results of using between 1 and 16 nodes of the cluster, with permutations having 1.6 billion elements (12 GB). Again, the time for each algorithm scales roughly linearly with the number of nodes. The non-linear scaling when moving from 2 to 4 nodes is likely due to the bottleneck moving between disk and the network.

In general, the bucket algorithm takes about 1.5 to 2 times longer than the implicit indices algorithm, with the largest differences occurring with larger permutations and more parallelism. The implicit indices algorithm is more efficient because of the smaller amount of data that must be saved to disk. The sorting based algorithm takes roughly 5 to 10 times longer than the implicit indices algorithm, largely due to the time needed to sort data in RAM.

### 4.6.3 RAM

For cache/RAM, the performance of permutation multiplication, inverse and multiplication by an inverse was demonstrated on a recent 8-core commodity machine: two Quad-core Intel Xeon E5410 CPUs running at 2.33 GHz, with a total of 24 MB L2 cache — 12 MB L2 cache per socket and 16 GB of RAM made up of four memory modules. Table 4.6 lists the system parameters measured on this system.
Table 4.7 concerns the case of independent permutation computations running in parallel, with one computation per core. We believe that the traditional algorithm is close to saturating the bandwidth from CPU to RAM, both in the case of 8 threads and 8 processes. Table 4.8 provides confirming evidence of bandwidth saturation in comparing 4 threads versus 8 threads. As described in Section 4.5, the new algorithm is more bandwidth-efficient. We see that benefit for 8 processes but not for 8 threads. We speculate that is due to cache poisoning as the threads compete for the same cache.

While we did not have physical access to the 8-core machine, the CPU (2 Quad-core Xeon E5410) and the measured maximum read bandwidth of 5.85 GB/s strongly imply that it uses DDR2-800 RAM, with a theoretical maximum read bandwidth is 6.4 GB/s, but in practice we can achieve at most 5.85 GB/s. The maximum expected memory bandwidth for the implicit indices algorithm is \( (3 \times \text{WriteBW} + 5 \times \text{ReadBW}) / 8 \). Using Table 4.6 the maximum expected new algorithm bandwidth is 5106 MB/s. The actual bandwidth with 8 threads for the new algorithm is 3968 MB/s. The multi-threaded traditional algorithm performs one random read, one sequential read and one sequential write of arrays of size \( N \). The random read is equivalent to 16 sequential reads, because it incurs a cache miss during most accesses (therefore for each 4-byte element access 64 bytes are actually transferred). Hence, the multi-threaded traditional algorithm performs operations equivalent to 17 sequential reads and one sequential write of the array. This in turn implies, based purely on hardware specifications, that the traditional algorithm is limited by memory bandwidth.

In Table 4.8 one can find running times for Algorithm 14 and the multi-threaded generalizations of Algorithms 15 and 16, as well as theoretical estimates of these running times based on the formulas in Section 4.5.
Table 4.6: Measured system parameters for cache/RAM. Latency for cache is negligible.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Read bandwidth</strong></td>
<td>5859 MB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Write bandwidth</strong></td>
<td>3850 MB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Latency 1 random access</strong></td>
<td>302 ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7: Comparison of traditional and new algorithms, using thread or process-based parallelism. Permutations have 4 million 4-byte elements each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Eight Threads</th>
<th>Eight Processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>0.042 s</td>
<td>0.048 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>0.054 s</td>
<td>0.026 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The new permutation multiplication algorithm is faster by about 50% than the traditional algorithm for permutations of 32 million elements or more, when using 8 threads. Our new algorithm is also faster than performing 8 multi-threaded traditional permutation multiplications in a row by at least a factor of 1.6. In contrast, when using only one thread (with seven cores idle), the time represents a mixture of RAM bandwidth and CPU power. Hence, the traditional and new algorithms have similar performance.

**Extrapolation on memory bandwidth results** In the near future, commodity machines will continue to gain additional CPU cores at a rate based on Moore’s Law. But the number of memory modules on the motherboard is likely to remain fixed (while the density of each memory module continues to rise). Hence the memory bandwidth is unlikely to grow significantly.

Table 4.8 shows the times for the traditional algorithm already approaching an asymptotic value for the transition from 4 threads to 8 threads. Furthermore, the timings for 8 threads is close to the timing for the theoretically optimal case for bandwidth limited computation.

The new algorithm shows a significant improvement in time in the transition from 4 threads to 8 threads. In the case of permutation multiplication,
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**Table 4.8:** Running times (seconds) of our new implicit indices permutation multiplication for cache/RAM. Comparison with estimated running times is only provided for the 8-thread case. As explained, we need a machine with at least 8 cores working on the new algorithm in parallel for the CPU to be a less significant factor. Element size is 4 bytes. A bucket here is a cache line, the block size is variable between runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr. elem. (millions)</th>
<th>Running Time (seconds)</th>
<th>Permutation Multiplication</th>
<th>Permutation Inverse</th>
<th>Permutation Multiplication by an Inverse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 thread</td>
<td>2 threads</td>
<td>4 threads</td>
<td>8 threads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 (128 MB)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 (256 MB)</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 (512 MB)</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 (128 MB)</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 (256 MB)</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 (512 MB)</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 (128 MB)</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 (256 MB)</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 (512 MB)</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>7.52</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>4.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the timing for 8 threads approaches that of the theoretically optimal memory bandwidth limited case. On the other hand, the algorithms for permutation inverse and permutation multiplication by an inverse show the potential for additional improvements in timings as more cores become available. This is seen by comparing the numbers for 8 threads and the optimal case.

**Acknowledgments** We gratefully acknowledge CERN for making available an 8 core machine for testing.
Chapter 5

Lessons learned from the Migration of CPU-based Algorithms to NUMA Architectures

Each of the three solutions for NUMA architectures uses delayed data access and delayed task execution to hide architecture-specific problems. These delays are used to hide the latency of random access in the case of parallel disks, the latency of GPU data access and the low CPU-GPU transfer bandwidth in the case of hybrid CPU-GPU architectures, or the latency of non-cache-local data access in the case many-core CPUs.

In hindsight, we also observe that the three NUMA-based solutions each exhibit control and data flow that is related to standard map-reduce and standard map-reduce extensions. (We define the standard map-reduce control flow as the control flow of programs written in Google’s original MapReduce [DG04] or in Hadoop [Had].) However, each of the three solutions employs a different type of extension to standard map-reduce.

Section 5.1 presents a high-level description of the control and data flow of standard map-reduce programs. In Section 5.2 we show that the control and data flow of each of the three solutions of this dissertation are related to the
standard map-reduce control and data flow, even though none of them is implemented using a map-reduce-based library. We also present the extension(s) to the standard map-reduce control flow used by each of our three solutions. In each case, our extension(s) to standard map-reduce are also compared with existing extensions from the literature in Section 5.2. Other lessons learned from the contributions of this dissertation are presented in Section 5.3 (recursive algorithms for parallel disks) and Section 5.4 (a connection between the permutation multiplication operation and join-based operators). Section 5.5 briefly discusses high-level ideas related to the future impact of this dissertation. Appendix A presents the step-by-step correspondence between the control flow of previously described algorithms and the components of the map-reduce control flow.

5.1 The Control Flow of Standard Map-Reduce Programs

We define the standard map-reduce control flow as the control flow of programs written in Google’s original MapReduce [DG04] or in Hadoop [Had].

The map-reduce programming paradigm consists of two operations: mapping and reducing. Mapping consists of multiple control threads executing the same operation (a user-defined function) on the elements of a data collection independently. Each mapping thread will compute (key, value) data pairs independent of the other threads. All values with the same key will be distributed to the same batch. Reducing consists of accumulating all the values from the same batch in some way (specified by an often associative and commutative user-defined function).

In the original MapReduce framework [DG04], mapping and reducing are
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represented by the operations map and reduce, respectively. Concretely, as presented in [DG04], the input of map is a collection of \((k_1,v_1)\) key-value pairs (\(k_1\) is the key type, and \(v_1\) is the value type), that are distributed among the mapper control threads. Each mapper control thread produces a list of key-value pairs: \(\text{list-of}(k_2,v_2)\). The \((k_2,v_2)\) pairs are distributed, based on the key \(k_2\), to reducer control threads. (In MapReduce, this distribution is called *shuffling*.\) All \((k_2,v_2)\) pairs with the same \(k_2\) will be processed by the same reducer thread. Thus, the input of a reducer thread consists of data \((k_2,\text{list-of}(v_2))\). The output of a reducer thread is a \(\text{list-of}(v_3)\). The outputs of the reduce phase can be used as inputs for a subsequent *map-reduce* stage.

Figure 5.1 presents a high-level description of the control and data flow of *standard map-reduce* programs.

The *standard map-reduce* control flow is characterized by the *Map* and *Reduce* phases, as follows:

- **Map**: *Input data* items are assigned evenly to multiple control threads (mappers). Each control thread processes its own chunk of the *input data* items, and the results of the processing are distributed, according to problem-specific user-defined keys, into *reducer input data* batches (see Figure 5.1). (Here, *input data* refers either to the problem input or to data generated by the current computational step.)

- **Reduce**: Each *reducer input data* batch is processed by a control thread (a reducer). The results are written by each reducer in a *reducer output data* batch (see Figure 5.1).

Multiple mapper threads simultaneously process *input data* and aggregate the results of this processing into multiple *reducer input data* batches (in *Map*). But each *reducer input data* batch is then processed by a single reducer thread.
The standard map-reduce control and data flow, as exhibited by programs written in Google’s MapReduce or in Hadoop. Map applies a user-defined operation to each element in the mapper input data. The results of the operation are distributed to reducer input batches based on problem-specific criteria. In Reduce, each control thread (Reducer) processes its own reducer input batch and saves the results of the processing to its own reducer output data batch. In many cases, the reducer output data batches that result from Reduce become input data for the Map phase of the next map-reduce round. The map-reduce control flow also exhibits synchronization mechanisms: Reducer Input Synchronization (exclusive access to a reducer input data batch), Inter-Phase Barrier (all the mapper control threads must finish the Map phase before any reducer control threads starts), and After-Reduce Barrier.
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Map-reduce programs use three synchronization mechanisms. Each of them is handled by the library and is not exposed to the map-reduce program developer. These synchronization mechanisms are:

- **Reducer Input Synchronization:** A mapper thread may request exclusive access to one of the reducer input data batches.

- **Inter-Phase Barrier:** All threads may need to switch between phases at the same time. Mapper threads cannot execute concurrently with Reducer threads.

- **After-Reduce Barrier:** All reducer threads must finish executing before the computation can advance to the next step.

5.2 The Map-Reduce Control Flow in the NUMA-based Algorithms

In this section we show that each of the three NUMA solutions is an extension of standard map-reduce control flow. We also discuss relevant extensions to standard map-reduce that are implemented by existing libraries. Also, for each of the three NUMA solutions, we briefly present a one-to-one correspondence between components of the solution and components of map-reduce (in Section 5.2.4). Appendix A presents a more detailed description of the components of the map-reduce-like control flow, as exhibited by each of the proposed algorithms.
5.2.1 The Map-Reduce Control Flow in NFA

Determinization

The parallel disk-based NFA determinization algorithm was presented in Algorithm 2 of Section 2.3. It consists of parallel breadth-first search (BFS) over the sets of NFA-states that make up the intermediate DFA.

In standard map-reduce, each BFS iteration would correspond to a map-reduce round: scanning the current BFS frontier (along with all previous BFS frontiers) and generating the next BFS frontier corresponds to the Map phase; comparing the next BFS frontier with the current and all previous BFS frontiers, and removing duplicate DFA states corresponds to the Reduce phase.

In our solution, the set of mappers is identical to the set of reducers: one process per each cluster-node will act both as a mapper and as a reducer, depending on the phase of the computation. This can also be achieved in standard map-reduce.

Extensions Used in Our Solution

Basically, the map-reduce extensions used by our NFA determinization solution are the caching of previous reducer data (also achievable by using the reducer cache concept in HaLoop [BHBE10]) and the merging of the Reduce and Map tasks from two consecutive iterations into a single, Reduce-Map tasks (this extension is also available in Map-Reduce-Merge [YDHP07]). We next describe how these two extensions are used in our NFA determinization.

Difference from Standard Map-Reduce The first difference is that in our solution, in each BFS iteration the Reduce tasks (that perform duplicate detection) are merged with the next Map tasks (that generate the neighbors of the current BFS frontier). We call these Reduce-Map tasks. In addition,
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the output of these Reduce-Map tasks is shuffled directly into the input of the next Reduce-Map tasks. We can bypass the Map phase in each iteration except the first iteration. A separate Map-only phase is not needed except for the first iteration. This extension is also implemented by Map-Reduce-Merge [YDHP07]. By contrast, in standard map-reduce the Map phase cannot be bypassed, even though all it may do is pass input data to the output. This leads to more data being read and written from/to disk in standard map-reduce.

The second difference from standard map-reduce is that, in each iteration, the Reduce-Map tasks only emit the states of the next BFS frontier. These states are shuffled over the network to the next round of Reduce-Map tasks. The reducers cache all previously-generated BFS frontiers. Therefore, for duplicate detection reducers read the cached previous frontiers from disk, and read only the next BFS frontier from the output of the last round of Reduce-Map tasks. Each reducer reads cached data only from its local disk.

By contrast, in standard map-reduce, Map tasks need to emit all previous BFS frontiers and the current BFS frontier in addition to the next BFS frontier. In BFS, this leads to extra disk scans over large amounts of data. Also, more data will be shuffled across the network. Most of this data is not actually modified by Map tasks. This data is just read by Map and emitted unchanged. In this sense, accessing previous BFS frontiers in Map is redundant. However, these extra data scans are required, because in standard map-reduce reducers can only process data that was emitted by Map (aside from global shared data), since they do not cache previously generated data.

This difference is significant for performance: scanning all previous frontiers in each BFS iteration by Map tasks represents overhead not intrinsic to the algorithm, but required by standard map-reduce-based libraries.
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Existing Map-Reduce Extensions Relevant to Our Solution  As described, the two differences between our solution’s control flow and standard map-reduce control flow are:

- Merging Reduce and Map into Reduce-Map; and

- Caching of previously processed data by the reducers.

Creating Reduce-Map tasks is possible even in standard map-reduce, but there are no gains in efficiency: the output of the Reduce-Map tasks still has to pass through the next round of Map tasks on its way to the next Reduce-Map tasks. These Map tasks would just copy the input data to their output. There is no way to bypass the Map operation in standard map-reduce.

There exist map-reduce library extensions that implement Reduce-Map tasks that can communicate directly with other Reduce-Map tasks. One such library is Map-Reduce-Merge [YDHP07]. Aside from Reduce-Map, Map-Reduce-Merge also provides operations such as Reduce-Merge or Reduce-Merge-Map. Map-Reduce-Merge also introduces a third API operation in addition to Map and Reduce: Merge. The Merge operation can aggregate outputs from Reduce operations that produce different types. This extension supports heterogeneous data joins without the pre-homogenization step that is necessary in standard map-reduce.

While standard map-reduce-based libraries do not cache data from previous map-reduce rounds, the HaLoop [BHBE10] library extension does.

HaLoop introduces three caching mechanisms to map-reduce:

- the reducer input cache, which caches loop invariant reducer inputs, thus reducing the amount of input data scanned by mappers, as well as the amount of mapper output data shuffled over the network;
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- the *reducer output cache*, which caches the most recent reducer output data on each disk; and
- the *mapper input cache*, which reduces the amount of non-local data scanned by mappers.

HaLoop also has constructs for detecting when an iteration reaches a fixed point.

Twister [ELZ+10] is another *map-reduce* extension for iterative programs. Twister caches data that is read-only for the entire duration of the iteration. The read-only data can be cached on the aggregate disks, or even in the distributed RAM of the cluster, if it fits. The authors of Twister report that this method provided performance gains for various problems in data clustering, machine learning, and computer vision, among others. However, Twister does not cache data that is invariant starting with a certain iteration until the end of the iterative process, as HaLoop does (and as used by our NFA determinization solution).

5.2.2 The Map-Reduce Control Flow in Hybrid CPU-GPU Apply

Recall Formula 3.4.1:

\[ r_{i_1i_2...i_d} = \sum_{\mu=1}^{M} \sum_{j_1=0}^{2k-1} \sum_{j_2=0}^{2k-1} \ldots \sum_{j_d=0}^{2k-1} s_{j_1j_2...j_d} h_{j_1i_1}^{(\mu,1)} \times h_{j_2i_2}^{(\mu,2)} \times \ldots \times h_{j_di_d}^{(\mu,d)} \]

In this formula, \( r \) and \( s \) are output/input d-dimensional tensors, respectively. \( s \) is a tensor from the input MADNESS multiresolution tree, while \( r \) is a tensor that will be used to update the input tree. Both \( r \) and \( s \) are 3-dimensional tensors or higher. The \( h \) operators are 2-dimensional tensors.
The hybrid CPU-GPU Apply operator is presented in Algorithm 9 of Section 3.4. An application of Formula 3.4.1 is split into three tasks: **preprocess**, **compute** and **postprocess**. The **preprocess** and **postprocess** tasks are data-intensive and are executed only on the CPU. The **compute** task is compute-intensive and it has CPU-only and GPU-only versions.

In the *Map* phase, the many-core CPU executes multiple **preprocess** tasks in parallel. The mapper input data consists of the tensor inputs of these tasks. On each cluster-node, there are as many mapper threads as cores, minus one. (The remaining core is used by a dispatcher thread that will act as a CPU-GPU reducer.) Since there are much fewer mapper threads compared to *mapper inputs*, and the same data-intensive operation needs to be applied to each input, waiting for all *mapper input data* to be processed before sending the *mapper output data* to reducers is inefficient. Therefore, reducers start executing as soon as some of the *mapper outputs* are available. The first set of available *mapper outputs* is called tier 1. Tier $k$ of *mapper outputs* consists of the *mapper outputs* that become available during the execution of the *Reduce* phase for tier $k - 1$. (The *Map* phase of the next tier executes simultaneously with the *Reduce* phase of the current tier.)

Before shuffling, the *mapper output data* is sent to a per-node scheduler that will assign a fraction of the mapper inputs to a hybrid CPU-GPU reducer, and the rest to CPU reducers.

In the *Reduce* phase, each CPU reducer (represented by a CPU core) applies a **compute** task to multiple reducer inputs sequentially and sends each individual result to a **postprocess** task. The CPU-GPU reducer prepares the reducer input data for GPU processing (this processing includes copying all necessary data to a few large pre-allocated, pre-page-locked buffers that are transferred to the GPU), schedules the GPU-only **compute** tasks, transfer the
computation results to the CPU, and launches postprocess tasks for each of the results.

**Extensions Used in Our Solution**

The extensions used by our solution are: different architecture-specific implementations for reducers (also available in the Merge [LCWM08] library), and removing the After-Reduce Barrier (also available in MapReduce Online [CCA+10]). In addition, we implemented problem-specific features in the CPU-GPU reducer and rearranged the code so that the mappers execute data-intensive code, while the reducers execute compute-intensive code. A more detailed description of the differences between our solution’s control flow and the standard map-reduce control flow follows.

**Difference from Standard Map-Reduce**

Our solution uses two different kinds of reducers for two different architectures, CPUs and GPUs. The two reducers consume the same type of input, produce the same result for the same input, but they each have implementations suited to the specific architecture. This is a difference from standard map-reduce.

In addition, the After-Reduce Barrier is not used by either the CPU-only or CPU-GPU reducers, and the individual outputs of the reducers are sent forward to the postprocess tasks as soon as they are available. In standard map-reduce, the After-Reduce Barrier is mandatory.

Our CPU-GPU Apply solution could have also been achieved in a map-reduce-based library for CPU-GPU architectures. However, the efficiency of our solution is in large part a consequence of the separation of data-intensive and compute-intensive code (which would also have to be similarly implemented in a map-reduce-based library) and of the low-level implementation features of the CPU-GPU reducer. The low-level implementation features
are:

- retrieving and adding data from/to a GPU software cache;
- organizing data into pre-allocated, pre-page-locked buffers;
- occupying the GPU fully; and
- making sure that the GPU data does not overflow the GPU RAM.

All these features would have to be implemented in the map-reduce-based library as well, since they are not already provided by the library. But customizing an existing library written by other researchers to fit our needs is more difficult than writing our own custom code.

**Existing Map-Reduce Extensions Relevant to Our Solution**  Having different Reduce operation implementations for each separate architecture in a hybrid CPU-GPU system is also implemented by Merge [LCWM08], a Map-Reduce library extension for CPU-GPU. Merge is built on top of the EXOCHI system for programming on heterogeneous architectures. EXOCHI schedules the multiple parallel tasks on all components of the heterogeneous system. EXOCHI also provides a unified memory view of the CPU memory and GPU memory to Merge. However, the unified memory interface of EXOCHI does not address the aggregation of multiple small inputs into a few large buffers, it does not use the “kind” of the data for scheduling, and it uses on-demand data access. Therefore, for problems in which the GPU access latency and CPU-GPU data transfer are dominant factors (like in Apply), the user has to manually implement aggregation mechanisms. A disadvantage of Merge is that all tasks are true functional closures, which means that one data instance cannot be shared between multiple tasks. Even read-only data needs to be replicated for each separate task that accesses it.
Another possibility is to have the same reducer code for both CPU and GPU, and have the library perform automatic code translation. This is the approach taken by MapCG [HCC+10]. In MapCG, CUDA is chosen as the unifying language between architectures. Unlike most map-reduce-based libraries, MapCG does not sort reducer input data, but organizes it in a GPU-based hash table. This technique is related to the RAM-buckets technique used by Roomy. The MapCG API includes, aside from the Map and Reduce operations, the Splitter operation (which splits mapper input data into multiple data tiers), and the Hash operation, which hashes a mapper output key to an entry in the hash table on the GPU. In order to support a hash table on the GPU, MapCG implements a lightweight GPU memory allocator.

We could have used either Merge of MapCG for the implementation of CPU-GPU Apply, but some of the most difficult challenges in CPU-GPU Apply are not related to the map-reduce-like control flow: separation of data-intensive and compute-intensive code, implementing a GPU software cache, using pre-allocated pre-page-locked buffers, and handling the amount of data that is transferred to the GPU so that it does not overflow its RAM, while also making sure that the GPU cores are fully occupied are all challenges outside of the high-level map-reduce-like control flow. Therefore, the use of an existing map-reduce library would likely have been more difficult than our from-scratch solution, since the library would have had to be significantly modified and adapted to the algorithm’s needs.

One extension used in our solution consists of removing the After-Reduce barrier. This extension is also available in the MapReduce Online [CCA+10] library for parallel disks. MapReduce Online also provides the option to remove the Inter-Phase Barrier (which is also available in [VZC+10]).
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5.2.3 The Map-Reduce Control Flow in Implicit-Indices Permutation Multiplication

Recall the permutation multiplication operation:

\[
X, Y, Z \text{ arrays of size } N \text{ with indices } 0 \ldots N - 1.
\]

\[
X[i] \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\}, \forall i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\}.
\]

\[
\text{for } i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\} Z[i] = Y[X[i]].
\]

The implicit-indices permutation multiplication algorithm (presented in Section 4.3) follows a map-reduce-like control flow. Both mappers and reducers are represented by Linux Pthreads. Both the mapper input data batches and reducer input data batches are buckets in the \(X, Y, Z\) and a temporary \(TMP\) array.

Map is represented by phase 2 of the algorithm, in which the values of array \(X\) are distributed to the buckets of array \(TMP\). Reduce is represented by phase 3 of the algorithm, in which each reducer thread performs an in-cache partial permutation multiplication.

Extensions Used in Our Solution

Our solution’s control flow is similar in many ways to standard map-reduce. However, in Map we only emit \(X[i]\) (as opposed to the \((X[i], i)\) and \((i, Y[i])\) pairs in standard map-reduce). Also, in Reduce we only scan the \(X\)-values and \(Y\)-values (as opposed to also scanning their corresponding initial indices in standard map-reduce). The extension we use in our solution is the fine control over the placement of the reducer input data to make the implementation more cache-efficient. A more detailed description of the differences between our solution and a standard map-reduce solution follows.
Differences from Standard Map-Reduce  In our solution, each mapper thread owns a sub-bucket in each bucket of array \( TMP \). The sizes of these sub-buckets are computed in phase 1 of the algorithm, via a parallel prefix. In the \( Map \) phase of our solution, the mapper threads scan the \( X \) array, emit \( X[i] \) values and shuffle them into the buckets of array \( TMP \).

Our solution is different from standard map-reduce. In standard map-reduce, both the \( X \) and \( Y \) arrays have to be scanned in the \( Map \) phase, and both their values and the corresponding indices have to be emitted. However, our solution does not keep indices explicit in the \textit{reducer input data} (array \( TMP \)). This can be done because we deterministically assign an exact location in array \( TMP \) to each \( X[i] \). The deterministic relation uses the rank of the mapper thread, the offset of the sub-bucket owned by the mapper thread in array \( TMP \), and the deterministic order of scanning the \( X \) array by the mapper threads. After the \( Reduce \) phase, the indices can be recreated by re-scanning the \( X \) array in the same deterministic order as scanned initially, and using the same deterministic relation to find each \( Z[i] \).

Concretely, in standard map-reduce, one way to implement permutation multiplication is:

- \textit{Map} emits key-value pairs \((X[i], i)\) and \((i, Y[i])\) for each \( i \). The \( i \) in \((X[i], i)\) is needed so that the algorithm knows the initial index of the value, which will be used again in phase 4 of the algorithm. The \( Y[i] \) in \((i, Y[i])\) is used in the \textit{Reduce} operation (phase 3).

- \textit{Reduce} aggregates based on the key. Therefore, the key-value pairs \((X[i], i)\) and \((j, Y[j])\), with \( j = X[i] \), are sent to the same reducer. The reduce operation will output key-value pairs \((i, Y[j])\), where \( j = X[i] \). The reducer output is \((i, Y[X[i]])\), which represents the result of permu-
The above map-reduce version of permutation multiplication is not cache-aware. A cache-aware version of permutation multiplication can be written in standard map-reduce, as follows:

- Map emits key-value pairs
  \[(\text{quotient}(X[i]/\text{num\_buckets}), (\text{remainder}(X[i]/\text{num\_buckets}), i))\] and
  \[(\text{quotient}(i/\text{num\_buckets}), (\text{remainder}(i/\text{num\_buckets}), Y[i]))\] for each \(i\).

This ensures that each reducer input bucket contains the same \(X[i]\) and \(Y[i]\) values as the reducer input buckets in our implicit-indices solution. However, in the map-reduce version, the reducer input buckets also contain the corresponding array indices for each \(X[i]\) value and \(Y[i]\) value, which leads to more mapper input data being scanned and shuffled compared to our solution.

- Each reduce input batch now contains multiple values of \(X\) whose values are close to the initial indices of the \(Y\)-values also present in the same batch. This increases the cache locality of the Reduce operation at the cost of the user having to write the local per-batch index-value matching.

As seen in both versions based on standard map-reduce, the indices of \(X\) and \(Y\) have to be emitted by Map and used by Reduce. These indices cannot be kept implicit, as in our custom solution. Also, in standard map-reduce the user has no control over the exact placement of the data in the reduce input data buffer, so a deterministic relation between the mapper location and the exact reducer location in the reduce input buffer cannot easily be achieved. This translates into more cache misses incurred by a standard map-reduce implementation compared to the implicit-indices algorithm, because it accesses up to twice as much data in the Map and Reduce phases.
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Basically, the implicit-indices algorithm is obtained by modifying the second standard map-reduce-based algorithm presented above as follows:

- add an extra scan of array $X$ to compute the sizes and offsets of each mapper thread’s sub-bucket within each bucket;

- in $Map$ scan only array $X$, emit its values, and shuffle them to deterministic locations in the sub-buckets (as opposed to standard map-reduce, in which both $X$ and $Y$ are scanned, and both their values and indices are emitted as key-value pairs and the exact placement of reducer input data cannot be specified in the absence of sorting); and

- in $Reduce$ scan only the values of $X$ and $Y$ entirely in cache (as opposed to standard map-reduce, in which the pairs of index-values from both $X$ and $Y$ are scanned).

**Existing Map-Reduce Extensions Relevant to Our Solution**

One of the first map-reduce-like libraries for many-core machines was presented in [CKL+06]. The authors propose a lightweight multi-threaded map-reduce-like engine for machine learning algorithms. This library does not implement specific features for increasing the cache-locality of data.

Phoenix [YRK09] is the state-of-the-art Map-Reduce library for many-core machines. The Phoenix runtime library is cache-aware and attempts to keep most of the computation cache-local. Outstanding map and reduce tasks are kept in locality group task queues, based on the location of the data used in the task. This minimizes the amount of work performed on non-cache-local data. Phoenix also uses contiguous keys arrays and values arrays. The pointers to each of the keys arrays are stored in a pre-allocated 2-dimensional array. The row index in the 2-D array represents a mapper thread’s rank, and the column
index represents a reducer thread’s rank. This data layout increases the cache locality of the computation.

Metis [MMK10] is another cache-aware Map-Reduce library for many-core machines. In Metis, each mapper thread emits mapper output data into a fixed-size mapper-local hash table. Each entry in the hash table is a b+tree. This hybrid data structure was adopted because it exhibits good lookup complexity for a wide range of workloads. To decide what the fixed number of hash table entries will be for the duration of a map-reduce computation, Metis runs the map phase over a sample of the input data. This is called the prediction phase. Based on its results, the Metis library computes the size of the per-mapper hash table. The aggregation of mapper output values that have the same key into batches is achieved via a sorting phase.

Neither Phoenix nor Metis can implement an implicit-indices algorithm, and they are not different in this regard from standard map-reduce. The extensions both Phoenix and Metis make to standard map-reduce are related to the format of reducer input data. So while both Phoenix and Metis implementations of permutation multiplication would likely be more efficient than a standard map-reduce implementation, they will still scan up to twice more data than our implicit-indices algorithm in both the Map and Reduce phases.

Also, in both Phoenix and Metis the user does not have full control over the placement of reducer input data. This is normal for a general-purpose library. In our custom solution, we can precisely control the offset of each element in the reducer input data buffer, therefore creating a one-to-one correspondence between the offset of each X-array value and the offset of each TMP-array value. Also, the overhead intrinsic in any Map-Reduce library would likely prove too large in the case of permutation multiplication, which consists of only data accesses and no numeric computation. Our algorithm was designed
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to avoid explicit synchronization (locks) and to scan as little data as possible. These features are difficult to achieve in a high-level general-purpose library, and they would likely need large amounts of customization.

5.2.4 The Map-Reduce Components in the Three NUMA-based Solutions

The Map-Reduce Components in NFA Determinization We present the correspondence between components of map-reduce-like control flow and our NFA determinization solution. Mapper and reducer control threads are, in this case, Linux processes. There is one such process per cluster node.

- **Map**: It is only used in the initial BFS iteration. The mapper input data consists of the initial DFA state. The mapper output data batches consist of DFA states at the second BFS level.

- **Reducer Input Synchronization**: This synchronization mechanism is not used in this case, since there is only one control thread per cluster node.

- **Reduce-Map**: At each non-initial BFS iteration, we use tasks that perform the job of both Reduce and the next Map. The distinction between reducers and mappers is non-existent at this point. The reducer input data batches (containing DFA states at the next BFS level) are compared against previously found DFA states that have been cached in previous Reduce-Map steps. The duplicate DFA states are removed. The new states become the current BFS frontier. Each Reduce-Map task will next generate the states at the next BFS frontier. These next states are shuffled across the network, and they become the input of the next Reduce-Map phase.
• **Inter-Phase Barrier**: In this case, this is the barrier between two consecutive *Reduce-Map* phases. It is implemented by global barriers provided by Roomy. In this case, the global barriers are necessary for the efficiency of the parallel disk-based algorithm, and not for algorithm correctness.

• **After-Reduce Barrier**: This mechanism is not used, because immediately after *Reduce*, the *Reduce-Map* task executes the *Map* part of the task.

**The Map-Reduce Components in CPU-GPU Apply** For this algorithm, mapper threads are MADNESS worker threads, while reducer threads are dispatcher threads. MADNESS threads are built on top of Linux Pthreads. Multiple such threads will run on the same node in the cluster. There is exactly one dispatcher thread per cluster node. The dispatcher is a CPU thread that drives the GPU, and distributes work to the CPU and the GPU.

Figure 5.2 presents the *map-reduce*-like control flow of our CPU-GPU *Apply* algorithm.

The CPU-GPU *Apply* operator exhibits a *map-reduce*-like control flow, as described next (and presented in Figure 5.2):

• **Map**: This algorithm uses tiered *mapper input data*, because the mapper inputs are not available all at once. The *preprocess* tasks represent the *Map* tasks. Their output passes through the local scheduler that distributes data to CPU reducers and a CPU-GPU reducer.

The current tier of *mapper output data*, represented by multi-dimensional tensors and 2-dimensional tensors, along with extra information, is copied to *reduce input data* batches, based on the “kind” of the input data. Each *reduce input data* batch will hold data of the same kind. The “kind” is determined via a combination of framework and user-supplied parameters.
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Figure 5.2: Map-reduce-like control flow in the hybrid CPU-GPU Apply algorithm.
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• **Reducer Input Synchronization**: Multiple mapper threads write data to the scheduler’s buffer. We use a lock to synchronize these multiple writes.

• **Reduce**: There are CPU-only reducers (one per core) and one CPU-GPU reducer. Each CPU reducer sequentially processes multiple independent inputs using `compute`. Once an input has been processed, the result is immediately sent to a `postprocess` task and `compute` is applied to the next input. The CPU-GPU reducer usually processes more inputs than all the CPU reducers combined, because the GPU can do more computation than 16 cores. As part of the CPU-GPU reducer, the reducer inputs are divided into smaller chunks that fit in the GPU memory. Each of the chunks is copied to pre-allocated, pre-page-locked buffers that are then transferred to the GPU. Additionally, the CPU-GPU reducer inspects and manages a GPU software cache for object reuse. This reducer also schedules multiple `compute` tasks simultaneously on the GPU, copies their result to the CPU and send the results to `postprocess` tasks.

• **Inter-Phase Barrier**: This synchronization mechanism is implemented by a barrier that applies only to the processing of elements in a tier.

• **After-Reduce Barrier**: This synchronization mechanism is not used, since it is not needed by the algorithm.

• The **reducer output data** batches are used by `postprocess`, which reorganizes the results for the rest of the computation.

**The Map-Reduce Components in Implicit-Indices Permutation Multiplication** We present the components of the Map-Reduce-like control flow as exhibited by the implicit-indices permutation multiplication algorithm:
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- **Map**: The input data is represented by the $X$ array. The *reducer input data* batches are represented by the buckets that the elements of array $X$ are distributed into.

- **Reducer Input Synchronization**: This synchronization mechanism is not used. The initial phase of the algorithm computes the exact size of the sub-buckets. Therefore, multiple threads can simultaneously write to the same *reducer input data* batch (bucket). Each thread has its own area (sub-bucket) within each *reducer input data* batch.

- **Reduce**: The *reducer input data* batches (buckets) are processed by reducer threads asynchronously. This phase performs many small, in-cache permutation multiplications. The *reducer output data* batches consist of the results of the many small, in-cache permutation multiplications.

- **Inter-Phase Barrier and After-Reduce Barrier**: The four phases of the algorithm cannot be overlapped. All threads must finish a phase before starting the next step. Therefore, this synchronization mechanism is used via a global barrier.

- After all threads finish the **Reduce** phase, a postprocess step will arrange the contents of the *reducer output data* batches such that they represent the exact result of the overall permutation multiplication.

Our implicit-indices permutation multiplication algorithm avoids *Reducer Input Synchronization*, by computing a sub-bucket for each mapper thread in each bucket of array $TMP$. Therefore, multiple mapper threads can write values from the $X$ array to the same bucket, but different sub-buckets, without using locks. This increases the parallelism of the algorithm.
5.3 Recursive Algorithms on Parallel Disks

Chapter 2 presents a parallel disk-based subset construction algorithm and a DFA minimization algorithm. The subset construction algorithm for parallel disks is adapted from a sequential, *n*-ary recursive algorithm. An *n*-ary recursive function makes *n* recursive calls to itself. This type of recursion corresponds to a dependency graph in which a sub-problem can be solved by aggregating the results of *n* sub-sub-problems. The branching factor is *n*.

The sequential subset construction algorithm can also be viewed as a *dynamic programming* problem. It can be formulated as a reachability problem: finding all the states in the intermediate DFA reachable from the initial state \( \{q_0\} \) and all the transition paths that lead to these states, knowing only the NFA. Any sub-problem is formulated as: finding all the states in the intermediate DFA reachable from a given state, knowing only the NFA and the previously discovered states and paths.

Two *n*-ary recursive, *dynamic programming* problems implemented for parallel disks in the past are the parallel disk-based *apply* algorithm for binary decision diagrams, presented by Kunkle et al. in [KSC10], and the parallel disk-based enumeration of large implicit graphs, presented by Robinson in [Rob08].

The two previously mentioned problems and the subset construction problem are all *n*-ary recurrences and *dynamic programming* instances. This forms the basis of a discussion about the usage of parallel-disks solutions for *n*-ary recursion instances that are also *dynamic programming* problems. Such problems need to have a small graph diameter branching factor ratio to benefit from a parallel-disks implementation.

Next, we briefly discuss a high-level idea for a methodology for the adaptation of *n*-ary recursions to parallel disks by using parallel breadth-first search
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(PBFS) to explore the directed acyclic graph (DAG) defined by the recursion:

1. The first BFS frontier contains an encoding of the problem.

2. For each sub-problem on the current BFS frontier, generate all \( n \) sub-sub-problems and add them to the next frontier.

3. Delayed duplicate detection is applied on the next frontier with respect to all previous frontiers, to see if any problems in the next frontier had already been discovered.

4. While duplicates are eliminated, their parent nodes in the call-graph are updated, so that parents point to the duplicates’ canonical representatives in the next frontier.

5. After BFS finishes, each frontier is scanned in bottom-up order.

6. For each node in the current frontier, information from the node’s children is aggregated into the parent.

7. The algorithm finishes when the bottom-up scan reaches the root.

Some problems may allow representations in which nodes in the next frontier need not be compared to nodes from the previous frontiers [KSC10]. In these problems, only sub-problems at the same BFS level can be duplicates of one another. The fewer frontiers that need to be checked at any one time during the program execution, the more efficient the algorithm.

This high-level idea for a methodology for the development of parallel disk-based algorithms for recursive problems is based on the components of the *map-reduce* control flow presented in Section 5.1: step 2 in the methodology corresponds to the *Map* phase; step 3 corresponds to the *Reduce* phase; step 4 is a *Postprocess* step; and step 6 corresponds to another application
of the Map phase. Note that an actual implementation would consist of repeated applications of steps 2 and 3 for the top-down BFS scan and repeated applications of step 6 for the bottom-up BFS scan.

RAM-based recursive approaches (especially for dynamic programming problems) often use an important performance enhancing feature: memoization. Memoization generally means saving the results of already solved sub-problems. This way, if they are encountered again during the computation, their result is readily available. Any sub-problem is only solved once. For divide-and-conquer problems, memoization can reduce the complexity from exponential to polynomial.

The efficiency of memoization lies in the efficiency of in-RAM random access: looking up a stored result is fast. On parallel disks, the same technique is not applicable because of the high latency of a data access. For parallel disk-based programs, this problem is solved by delayed duplicate detection [Kor03, Kor04].

It is worth noting that memoization only helps with detecting sub-problems that were already solved. Memoization cannot detect distinct sub-problems that have the same result.

Detecting equal sub-problems is done by pointer equality, while detecting distinct sub-problems with equal answers is done by deep value equality. For the latter, disk-based parallel programs need to perform an additional scan of the dependency graph, usually bottom-up (step 6 of the disk-based recursion methodology), so that equivalent sub-problems can be detected. When DFS is used in RAM, since problem are solved depth-first, any sub-problems that have the same result can be detected while DFS runs. An instance of a problem which needs deep value equality detection on parallel disks is described in [KSC10].
Table 5.1 shows the general methods and data structures usually employed for various memory and CPU layouts, so that one can recognize what patterns are employed by a given program and what the equivalent patterns would be in a different memory environment.

**Table 5.1:** Fundamental algorithms, techniques and data structures for algorithms in various environments: RAM-based sequential, RAM-based parallel, disk-based parallel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Data structure</th>
<th>Duplicate detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAM-based,</td>
<td>recursion (DFS)</td>
<td>stack</td>
<td>delayed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sequential,</td>
<td>iteration (BFS)</td>
<td>per-thread stack</td>
<td>immediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM-based,</td>
<td>recursion (multi-threaded DFS)</td>
<td>per-thread stack</td>
<td>immediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parallel</td>
<td>iteration (multi-threaded BFS)</td>
<td>per-thread queue</td>
<td>delayed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>delayed</td>
<td>latency-tolerant</td>
<td>delayed,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>parallel queue</td>
<td></td>
<td>bottom-up scan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Join-based Operations

Chapter 4 presents efficient solutions for permutation multiplication on many-core machines and parallel disks.

Permutation multiplication is an important operation in computational group theory, especially in the area of permutation groups. More generally, a variant of permutation multiplication applies to object rearrangement:

Object $Z[N]$, $Y[N]$; int $X[N]$; for $i \in \{0 \ldots N-1\}$ $Z[i] = Y[X[i]]$

The permutation multiplication algorithms presented in Chapter 4 could be adapted to improve the performance of object rearrangement. When the size of an object remains small compared to the size of a disk block, flash block, or cache line, then the presented algorithms can be used on disk, flash, or RAM, respectively. Further, the algorithms described in Chapter 4 could generalize to the case when $Y$ is near to a permutation, but whose values may
include duplicate entries from \{0 \ldots N - 1\}, while omitting other entries from \{0 \ldots N - 1\}.

Permutation multiplication is, in fact, an instance of the equi-join database operator. In databases, an equi-join is a join of two tables based on one or multiple equality conditions for values in one column of the first table and one column of the second table. If arrays \(X\) and \(Y\) are represented by tables with two columns (index and value), then permutation multiplication can be written in an equi-join form as follows:

\[
Z = \text{SELECT } X.\text{index}, Y.\text{value} \text{ FROM } Y, X \text{ WHERE } Y.\text{index} == X.\text{value}
\]

Note that in permutation multiplication the index and value columns contain unique values.

For the specific equi-join represented by permutation multiplication, the most efficient of the algorithms presented in Chapter 4 is the implicit indices algorithm. However, the implicit indices algorithm relies on the \(Y\) table being pre-sorted in index order (which is true for permutation multiplication). If the \(Y\) table is not pre-sorted in index order, then the index of each value has to be written explicitly to disk. In these cases, the RAM-buckets algorithm of Chapter 4 can be used with a few modifications: in phase 1, both the \(X\) and \(Y\) tables are scanned and pairs \((X.\text{value}, X.\text{index})\) and \((Y.\text{index}, Y.\text{value})\) are distributed to buckets \(D_{X.\text{value}/Bi}\) and \(D_{Y.\text{index}/Bi}\), respectively; in phase 2, pairs \((X.\text{value}, X.\text{index})\) and \((Y.\text{index}, Y.\text{value})\) with \(Y.\text{index} = X.\text{value}\) reside in same source data batch column, so the source data batch column can be loaded into RAM, where the local partial join is performed by random access. In the general equi-join case, there might be multiple \((X.\text{value}, Y.\text{index})\) pairs with the same \(X.\text{value}\) value and multiple \((Y.\text{index}, Y.\text{value})\). In this case, a cross product is computed between the set of \(X\) pairs with the same value and the set of \(Y\) pairs with the same index and \(Y.\text{index} = X.\text{value}\). This general equi-join
algorithm also corresponds to a map-reduce-based implementation of the equi-join operator, which is well-known in the literature (see, for example, [OR11]).

5.5 Impact of Research

Based on the evidence presented in Section 5.2, we believe that a map-reduce-like solution may be applicable to many other computational science problems that use NUMA architectures. This statement is supported by the fact that each of the three proposed application solutions was designed independently of the other two and the common solution pattern was observed only in hindsight, without it being a goal initially. (Three independent NUMA-based solutions led to the same pattern.)

Therefore, researchers could, in the future, migrate existing solutions from CPU-based architectures to NUMA by using map-reduce-like constructs.

The map-reduce-like control flow was observed for three applications on three NUMA architectures, but it will likely be used efficiently in other NUMA architectures as well. For example, a port of the MADNESS Apply operator to clusters of Intel MIC will face some of the same challenges we did: the high latency of accessing the MIC from the CPU, the low transfer bandwidth between the CPU and the MIC over PCIExpress, and low occupancy of the up to 80 cores of the MIC. Such a port can use the same solutions as the CPU-GPU port does.

Delayed data access and delayed task processing seem to be intrinsic to NUMA-based solutions. The reason is that any on-demand access to non-local memory incurs high latency. Real-world applications usually perform many non-local memory accesses. Therefore, paying the latency price for each such access is inefficient. By batching these multiple accesses, the latency
price is only paid once for each batch (instead of once for each element).

Aside from the common map-reduce pattern, the individual solutions of this dissertation could also have an impact on future research.

The parallel disk-based algorithms for finite state automata are applicable to any case in which NFA determinization overflows RAM, but can fit on the aggregate disks of an available cluster. Such large automata problems could occur in speech recognition (as described by Mohri in [Moh97]), lexical analysis, or morphology, amongst other areas.

More generally, as described in Section 5.3, the parallel disk-based NFA determinization algorithm is an instance of an n-ary recursion migrated to parallel disks. Previous instances of n-ary recursion on parallel disks are [KSC10], and [RC06], amongst others.

Following the guidelines of Section 5.3, more n-ary recursions whose call-graph does not fit in RAM can be migrated from the CPU to parallel disks (this includes large dynamic programming instances). The ultimate goal in this area would be an automatic translator from sequential CPU-based recursive code to parallel disk-based BFS.

Our MADNESS library extensions can be used to migrate other compute-intensive operators to hybrid CPU-GPU architectures. The next candidate for migration is the differential operator. It would also be worth investigating what are other scientific frameworks that use many small computations instead of a few large computations. The lessons learned from migrating MADNESS to CPU-GPU are likely to also be applicable in those cases.

Our proposed MADNESS library extensions are currently used in a project that implements MADNESS GPU kernels in HMPP. The library extensions and the modified CPU-GPU control flow proposed here are used to perform data aggregation and the separation of data-intensive and compute-intensive
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code, while HMPP is used to implement GPU code. HMPP code is more compact, maintainable, and adjustable compared to CUDA code, but it is also less efficient, since it is higher-level. However, for a large project like MADNESS, maintaining complex and portable low-level CUDA code is difficult, because NVIDIA GPU architectures evolve at a rapid pace.

The modified control flow of MADNESS operators for CPU-GPU architectures can also support multiple GPUs attached to the same CPU. We did not have access to such an architecture, but it is likely that CPU-multi-GPU architectures will be common in the future, since GPUs are much more energy-efficient compared to CPUs.

Section 5.4 discusses the applicability of the proposed permutation multiplication algorithms to join database operators. Another area where the proposed permutation multiplication algorithms might have applicability is high-radix Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). FFT algorithms include a permutation multiplication step, which, in the case of radix-2 FFT, is called bit reversal. There exist efficient bit reversal algorithms. However, for higher-radix FFTs, a general permutation multiplication algorithm might be useful.
Appendix A

Map-Reduce-like Control Flow

in the Proposed NUMA-based Algorithms

A.1 Map-Reduce-like Control Flow in the Parallel Disk-based Subset Construction

The control and data flow of the parallel disk-based subset construction algorithm (Algorithm 2) exhibits a map-reduce-like control flow, as follows:

- Reduce-Map: The current BFS frontier, containing DFA states at the current BFS level, represents the input data of the current map-reduce application round. The DFA states of the current BFS frontier are distributed evenly to all nodes of the cluster, via a Roomy hash function. Each cluster node represents a reducer. Each cluster node processes its own chunk of the current BFS frontier. The processing consists of comparing the current BFS frontier with all previous BFS frontiers and removing duplicates. Next, each reducer computes, for each new state in the current BFS frontier, the neighboring DFA states. Each DFA state is represented as a subset of the NFA states. Each of the produced subsets of states is saved by Roomy in a batch, based on the destination node.
that the subset will be sent to (the owner node). Each batch is then sent to the batch owner node. Each node receives batches from all the other nodes, and one batch from itself. This collection of received batches is the next reducer input data. The reducer input data batches contain sets of NFA-states, that represent states in the resulting intermediate DFA.

- **Reducer Input Synchronization**: Each cluster node receives batches of sets of NFA-states from all other cluster nodes. Each received batch is saved to a different file on disk, thus avoiding the need for explicit synchronization.

- **Inter-Phase Barrier**: All cluster nodes must finish a *Reduce-Map* phase before any cluster node starts the next *Reduce-Map* phase. This ensures consistent identification of duplicate states.

- **After-Reduce Barrier**: This mechanism is not used, due to the merge of the *Reduce* and *Map* phases into the *Reduce-Map* phase.

### A.2 Map-Reduce-like Control Flow in the Parallel Disk-based DFA Minimization

One iteration of the *forward refinement* algorithm is represented by Algorithm 6. Each such iteration contains three consecutive *map-reduce* rounds.

The first of the three *map-reduce* rounds in an iteration of *forward refinement* is represented by lines 4–11 of Algorithm 6, as follows (the variable names are the ones from Algorithm 6):

- **Map**: The input data of the current *map-reduce* round consists of the current-partition array (array `current_parts` in Algorithm 6). The indices
of the current-partition array represent the DFA states. The values of the
current-partition array represent the identifier of the partition that DFA
state belongs to. Each cluster node works on the DFA states that it owns
(node \( k \) works on the batch of states \( states^k \)). For each local state \( i \), the
algorithm accesses the current partition of \( i \) and of \( init_{DFA}[i][T] \), where
\( T \) is the current transition. Usually, the state \( init_{DFA}[i][T] \) will be owned
by another cluster node \( k_1 \). The tuple \( (i, curr\_parts[i], init_{DFA}[i][T]) \) is
saved to a local batch, that will be sent to node \( k_1 \) (line 6 of Algorithm 6).
Each node \( k_1 \) receives all batches sent to itself (line 8). These batches
represent the reducer input.

- **Reducer Input Synchronization**: Explicit synchronization is avoided, since
all received batches are saved to separate files on disk.

- **Reduce**: Each node computes, for each received \((i, curr\_parts[i], init_{DFA}[i][T])\)
tuple, the partition identifier \( current\_parts[init_{DFA}[i][T]] \) (line 9). A
unique identifier is assigned to the pair \((curr\_parts[i], curr\_parts[init_{DFA}[i][T]])\)
(line 11). The reducer output consists of the following data: for each
received tuple, the unique identifier of the partition pair, the DFA state
\( i \). The reducer output becomes the mapper input data for the second
map-reduce round in this forward refinement iteration.

- **Inter-Phase Barrier and After-Reduce Barrier**: Although these synchro-
nization mechanisms are theoretically not necessary, the usage of Roomy
imposes a barrier both between Map and Reduce, and after Reduce.

The second of the three map-reduce rounds in an iteration of forward re-
finement is represented by lines 12–16 of Algorithm 6, as follows:
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- **Map**: The mapper input data is represented by the reducer output resulted from the first map-reduce round in this iteration. Each cluster node sends the data of each tuple and the corresponding unique identifier to the owner of pair[i] (line 12). Upon arrival, this data represents the reducer input data (line 13).

- **Reducer Input Synchronization**: Explicit synchronization is avoided, since all received batches are saved to separate files on disk.

- **Reduce**: Delayed duplicate detection is performed (lines 14–16) on the pairs of partitions. Each new pair and its corresponding identifier is stored in the local parts hash table. For each new pair, the original i DFA state and the pair’s identifier are stored in reducer output data. For each old pair, the original i DFA state and the pair’s canonical identifier are stored in reducer output data. The reducer output data become the input data for the next map-reduce round.

- **Inter-Phase Barrier and After-Reduce Barrier**: These synchronization mechanisms are imposed by the usage of Roomy. They are not needed theoretically.

The third of the three rounds of map-reduce-like control flow completes one forward refinement iteration. Map is represented by lines 17, 18 and 22 of Algorithm 6. Reduce is represented by lines 23–24.
A.3 Map-Reduce-like Control Flow in the Hybrid CPU-GPU Apply Operator

The Apply operator consists of multiple invocations of Formula 3.4.1:

\[
T_{i_1i_2...i_d} = \sum_{\mu=1}^{M} \sum_{j_1=0}^{2k-1-1} \sum_{j_2=0}^{2k-1} \cdots \sum_{j_d=0}^{2k-1} s_{j_1j_2...j_d} h_{j_1}^{(\mu,1)} \times h_{j_2}^{(\mu,2)} \times \cdots \times h_{j_d}^{(\mu,d)}
\]

In this formula, \( r \) and \( s \) are output/input d-dimensional tensors, respectively. \( s \) is a tensor from the input MADNESS multiresolution tree, while \( r \) is a tensor that will be used to update the input tree. Both \( r \) and \( s \) are 3-dimensional tensors or higher. The \( h \) operators are 2-dimensional tensors.

The CPU-GPU Apply operator exhibits map-reduce-like control flow, as follows:

- **Map**: Worker threads (mappers) on each compute node are executing the preprocess part of apply (the integral_preprocess function of Algorithm 9). The input data is represented by all the tensors contained in the nodes of a multiresolution tree. Each thread works on one tensor (\( s \)) at a time. Each worker thread computes a neighbor node in the multiresolution tree. The neighbor tensor will accumulate results from its neighboring tensors. During preprocess, each worker thread also computes or locates in the CPU RAM all the \( h \) 2-D tensors that will be used in a convolution product with the \( s \) higher-dimensional tensor. The \( s \) tensor, the \( h \) tensors, and the neighbor node, along with extra information, are copied to source data batches, based on the “kind” of the input data. Each source data batch will hold data of the same kind. The “kind” is determined by a combination of the compute function pointer and a user-supplied hash function. This ensures that the right compute function will be used to process the right reducer input batch. More-
over, this leads to more efficiently utilizing the GPU: the simultaneous execution of multiple tasks of the same “kind” should result in the tasks finishing executing at about the same time (there is some variability, though, that is a consequence of the values in the $h$ tensors of each task). Using the input data “kind” also helps the static work distribution between the CPU and the GPU, since the relative execution time between tasks of the same “kind” is low.

- **Reducer Input Synchronization**: Mappers on the same cluster node use an explicit lock to synchronize when writing the $s$ tensor, the $h$ tensors and the neighbor node to the same source data batch.

- **Reduce**: The *reducer input* data batches are processed by a dispatcher thread per node and multiple other worker threads (reducers). There is one dispatcher thread per cluster node. Each dispatcher thread processes the local *reducer input* data batches one by one. Some elements in the *reducer input* batches are processed by a GPU version of compute (function integral_GPU_compute of Algorithm 10), while others by a CPU version of compute (function integral_CPU_compute of Algorithm 10). Formula 3.4.1 is applied in this phase to each element in each *reducer input* data batch. The results of the formula are placed in *reducer output* batches.

- **Inter-Phase Barrier**: This synchronization mechanism is used to separate the *Map* and *Reduce* phases for the same data tier.

- **After-Reduce Barrier**: This barrier is not needed by the algorithm and it is not used. As soon as an element of the *reducer output* is ready, it gets sent to a *postprocess* task.
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A.4 Map-Reduce-like Control Flow in the
Permutation Multiplication Algorithms

Recall the permutation multiplication operation:

\[ X, Y, Z \text{ arrays of size } N \text{ with indices } 0 \ldots N - 1. \]
\[ X[i] \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\}, \forall i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\}. \]
\[ \text{for } i \in \{0 \ldots N - 1\} Z[i] = Y[X[i]]. \]

The multi-threaded RAM-based permutation multiplication algorithm (presented in Algorithm 14), as well as the three disk-based algorithms (Algorithms 11, 12 and 13) and their parallel disk-based counterparts all exhibit a map-reduce-like control flow.

**Permutation Multiplication in RAM**  Here, batches are buckets (represented as files on disk) and control threads are Linux Pthreads.

The multi-threaded RAM-based permutation multiplication algorithm exhibits map-reduce-like control flow, as follows:

- **Preprocess**: Each thread will potentially write to each bucket. In order to avoid the performance penalty incurred by explicit bucket locking, the threads collaborate to compute, for each (thread, bucket) pair, the number of elements the thread will write in the bucket, and the offset at which the thread will start writing in the bucket. Thus, each thread will own a sub-bucket into each bucket. The sub-buckets do not intersect and they cover the entire bucket. This preprocessing phase is implemented by a parallel prefix algorithm. Preprocessing is presented in phase 1 of Algorithm 14. It contributes significantly to the efficiency of the Map phase of the algorithm. A temporary array \( D \) is used in addition to the
$X$, $Y$, and $Z$ arrays.

- **Map:** The input data is represented by the $X$ array. Each thread processes a contiguous chunk (bucket) of array $X$. All contiguous chunks have similar size. Each thread scans its own bucket of $X$ and, for each number $X[i]$, determines the bucket of array $D$ that $X[i]$ is distributed to. The thread will actually write the $X[i]$ value to the next available slot in the sub-bucket that it owns within the bucket. The *reducer input data* batches are represented by the buckets that the elements of array $X$ are distributed into, in the manner presented above. The *Map* phase is represented by phase 2 of Algorithm 14.

- **Reducer Input Synchronization:** This synchronization mechanism is not used. The preprocessing phase computes the exact size of the sub-buckets. Each thread has its own area (sub-bucket) within each source data batch. Therefore, multiple threads can simultaneously write to the same source data batch (bucket) without explicitly synchronizing.

- **Reduce:** The buckets of arrays $TMP$ and $Y$ are processed by threads asynchronously. Each thread loads a bucket of array $D$ and the corresponding bucket of array $Y$ in L2 cache. Each thread performs in-cache permutation multiplication using the $D$-array bucket and the $Y$-array bucket. *Reduce* is represented by phase 3 of Algorithm 14. The *reducer output data* batches produced by each thread consists of the result of the small, in-cache permutation multiplication performed by the thread entirely in L2 cache.

- **Inter-Phase Barrier:** The *Map* and *Reduce* phases cannot overlap in this case. A barrier must ensure that all information has been written to array $D$ before the in-cache permutations (*Reduce*) are performed.
• Postprocess: After all threads finish the Reduce phase, a postprocess step arranges the contents of the reducer output data batches such that they represent the exact result of the overall permutation multiplication. The postprocess is performed by phase 4 of Algorithm 14.

**Permutation Multiplication on Parallel Disks** Here, both mapper input batches and reducer input batches are buckets represented by files on disk. Both mappers and reducers are processes on the cluster nodes. There is one such process per cluster node. In all cases, the data array $X$ is evenly distributed to the disk of each cluster node (in contiguous batches named buckets).

The external sorting algorithm exhibits control flow consisting of two map-reduce application rounds, as described next.

The first map-reduce round is:

• **Map:** Input data is represented by array $X$. Each cluster node scans its own bucket of array $X$. Each node saves pairs of integers $(i, X[i])$ to local batches. These local batches are sent to their owner nodes based on the value $X[i]$. The batches received be each node from all other nodes represent the reducer input data batches.

• **Reducer Input Synchronization:** Synchronization is not needed, since each received batch is saved to a separate file.

• **Reduce:** The pairs $(i, X[i])$ are sorted by $X[i]$ and saved in the sorted order into array $D$. The $D$ array represents the reducer output data.

• **Inter-Phase Barrier and After-Reduce Barrier:** A barrier between the Map and Reduce phases is necessary, as well as a barrier after the Reduce phase. External sorting needs to be performed on the entire data.
The second map-reduce round is:

- **Map**: Mapper input data is represented by array $D$ (the destination data batches resulted from the first map-reduce round). Each cluster node scans its own buckets of array $D$ and $Y$. Pairs $(i, Y[j])$ (such that $D[j] = (i, X[i])$) are saved to local batches, which are then sent to their owner nodes based on $i$. The received batches represent the reducer input data.

- **Reducer Input Synchronization**: This synchronization mechanism is not needed, since each received batch is saved to a separate file.

- **Reduce**: The pairs $(i, Y[j])$ are sorted by $i$ and saved in the sorted order into array $D'$. The $D'$ array represents the reducer output data batches (and the result of the permutation multiplication).

- **Inter-Phase Barrier and After-Reduce Barrier**: A barrier between the Map and Reduce phases is necessary, as well as a barrier after the Reduce phase. External sorting needs to be performed on the entire data.

The RAM-buckets algorithm exhibits map-reduce-like control flow as follows:

- **Map**: The $X$ buckets are the mapper input data. Each cluster node scans its own $X$ bucket and saves each pair $(i, X[i])$ to a local batch. Each local batch will be sent to the node that owns bucket $X[i]/Bl$ of the arrays. Upon arrival to the destination node, the pair $(i, X[i])$ is saved to the local $D$-array batch. The $D$-array batches represent the reducer input data batches.

- **Reducer Input Synchronization**: Synchronization is not needed, since each received batch is saved to a separate file.
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- **Reduce**: Each cluster node loads its own $D$-array bucket and its own $Y$-array bucket into RAM. Local in-RAM permutation multiplication is performed. The results are saved locally to $D'$-array buckets.

- **Inter-Phase Barrier and After-Reduce Barrier**: These synchronization mechanisms are performed with a global barrier.

- **Postprocess**: The permutation multiplication results (which are in array $D'$) are sent to their owner nodes and arranged by index order.

The implicit indices algorithm exhibits *map-reduce*-like control flow similarly to the RAM-buckets algorithm, with the difference that no indices are saved explicitly to disk. Throughout the implicit indices algorithm, any index is implicitly deduced from the MPI rank of the node that sent the batch and the offset within the batch. With all indices being implicit, there is up to half less data that needs to be written to disk, thus making the algorithm up to twice as fast as the RAM-buckets algorithm. More specifically, the implicit indices algorithm as follows exhibits a *map-reduce*-like control flow, as follows:

- **Map**: The $X$ buckets are the *mapper input data*. Each cluster node scans its own $X$ bucket and saves each $X[i]$ value to a local batch. There are $N/Bl$ such local batches. ($N$ is the length of $X$, while $Bl$ is the static array-bucket length.) Local batch $X[i]/Bl$ of values of array $X$ is sent to the cluster node with MPI rank $X[i]/Bl$. Upon arrival to the destination node, $X[i]$ is saved to the local $D$-array batch. The $D$-array batch consists of appended $X$-values batches received from all cluster nodes. The append is performed in the order of the MPI ranks of the nodes that sent the $X-values$ batches. The $D$-array batches represent the *reducer input data* batches.
• Reducer Input Synchronization: Synchronization is not needed, since each received batch is saved to a separate file.

• Reduce: Each cluster node loads its own $D$-array bucket and its own $Y$-array bucket into RAM. Local in-RAM permutation multiplication is performed. Note that neither the indices of the $X$-array values in $D$, nor the indices of the $Y$-array values are represented explicitly. The local partial $Y[X[i]]$ permutation uses the implicit indices of array $Y$. The implicit index of a value in the local bucket of array $Y$ is calculated by:

\[(\text{Node MPI Rank} \times \text{Bl} + \text{offset of value in bucket})\].

The local bucket of array $D$ does not, by itself, have a way of determining implicit indices, but they are not needed in this phase. The results are saved locally to $D'$-array buckets. If value $X[i]$ is saved at a certain offset in the file that represents the local $D$ bucket, then value $Y[X[i]]$ is saved at the same offset in the local $D'$ bucket.

• Inter-Phase Barrier and After-Reduce Barrier: These synchronization mechanisms are performed with a global barrier.

• Postprocess: Implicit indices are calculated by re-scanning array $X$ and determining the MPI rank of the node and the offsets in the $D$ bucket on that node that value $X[i]$ was sent to. Following from Reduce, the value $Y[X[i]]$ is on the same node and at the same offset, but in the $D'$ bucket. The permutation multiplication results can be arranged in the $i$ index order.
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